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Chapter 1
Introduction
This dissertation contains 3 essays in quantitative marketing, devoted to empirically char-
acterizing consumer decision making. The 3 essays address topics in, respectively, 1) con-
sumer skill evolution and their product usage, 2) decision costs in shopping, and 3) a con-
sumer’s choice of a distribution channel.
In the first essay, I empirically characterize the way that a consumer’s skill of using a
product (her product-specific human capital) evolves as she gains experience from using the
product, and the role of her human capital on her choice of using the product, as well as
switching to a different product. I chose the digital camera industry as empirical context.
On a popular photo-sharing website, I find that viewers tend to take closer looks at pictures
taken by individuals with more general experience in photography, without knowing that in
advance. On the other hand, they tend to avoid clicking on pictures captured by a camera
that the individual recently adopted. This suggests that clicks by the viewers are indicative
of how good the pictures look, which is in turn, outcome of the photographer’s general, and
camera-specific skills. I then estimate a dynamic demand model with learning by doing,
i.e., taking into account endogenous evolution of the individual’s human capital. I find
large returns in general human capital in a consumer’s tendency to upgrade to a high-end
product, as well as very important role in a user’s product-specific (importantly, brand-
specific) human capital, of which the evolution shapes an individual’s increasing loyalty to
products or brands.
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In Essay 2, we quantify a consumer’s cost of consideration – i.e., the cost of processing
information on the less-salient product characteristics. Because the consumer has to incur
a cost for each product she considers, she has an incentive to avoid considering too many
products. Hence, she will pick subsets of products (consideration sets) that prioritize, for
example, products that are sold at a discounted price. Therefore, for a consumer who fre-
quently purchases multiple units, a marginal change in price causes a discontinuous jump in
her purchase quantity, due to changes in consideration set membership. We then construct
and estimate a model of multiple product-quantity choice, with endogenous consideration
set formation. We find that consideration is costly: in a given trip, it costs a consumer about
the magnitude of her expenditure in each product, to consider it in the first place. Further,
we separate the impact of a price change on purchase quantity given consideration, from
its impact on shaping the consideration set itself, and find that the majority of demand’s re-
sponse to price comes from changes in the consumer’s decision to consider it or not. Finally,
we find that feature advertising reduces the consideration cost, and selects consumers with
higher price elasticities. Hence, feature advertising is better coupled with a price discount.
The final essay studies how a consumer substitutes between the two retail channels –
in-store shopping or the online counterpart – within the same chain store. We exploit ex-
ogenous variations in potential travel costs, due to store outlet exit or entry, or consumer
house-moving, and find that consumers are elastic to changes in potential distance; and in
addition, their substitutability increases over time. This can be explain by that a consumer’s
perceived probability of receiving an inferior product (hence the term “perceived risk”) de-
creases over time, and the decrease in risk reduces a consumer’s need to shop off-line –
through which she can verify the product quality before purchase. We exploit exogenous
variations in consumer expenditure, from shifters of income, price and purchases of season-
specific products, and find strong evidence in support of the theory. We then quantify a
structural model of channel and expenditure choice, and find that consumer’s perceived risk
is reduced by 3/4, when a consumer becomes very experienced. This change corresponds to
3 times as high the online sales. As managerial implications, we emphasize both potential
policy instruments that can facilitate channel migration (through experience), as well as the
danger of ignoring online and off-line cannibalization effects.
Chapter 2
Learning by Doing and the Demand for
Advanced Products
2.1 Introduction
“I’d get a DSLR based upon my experience level. [...] If your situation is
different to mine however. [...] you’ll probably be quite happy with a cheaper
point and shoot.”
– Darren Rowse,1 Should you buy a DSLR or Point and Shoot Digital Camera?
“Nikon and Canon are as good as each other overall. [...] The differences lie in
ergonomics and how well each camera handles, which is what allows you to get
your photo – or miss it forever. [...] and I can’t for the life of me figure out the
menus of the Nikon Coolpix cameras.”
– Ken Rockwell,2 Nikon vs. Canon
1Extracted from the following URL by March 2014. http://digital-photography-school.com/should-you-buy-
a-dslr-or-point-and-shoot-digital-camera
2Extracted from the following URL by March 2014. http://www.kenrockwell.com/tech/nikon-vs-canon.htm
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The two quotes above demonstrate a widely-held belief among practitioners – that novices
and expert consumers demand products of different quality; and among the experts, their
demand is specialized, and thus dependent on their previous experience. The role of con-
sumer product experience is not unique to the digital camera industry. For products such as
home electronics, sports equipment, entertainment, food and beverages,3 marketing practi-
tioners have long realized the wide differences in the demand between novices and experts,
and have targeted their different needs by developing portfolios of differentiated products.
Despite the importance of experience accumulation in consumer demand, the quantita-
tive understanding of this is limited. This is because standard choice data alone confound the
returns to experience with alternative explanations, such as changes in tastes or increases in
awareness. In the context of choices of digital cameras, this paper utilizes a unique data-set
that provides a measure of the returns to consumer experience, and quantifies its role in the
demand for entry-level and advanced digital cameras. This allows for a better understanding
of the long-run evolution of demand from entry-level to advanced products, and potentially,
better quantitative marketing decisions.
In this paper, a consumer of digital cameras cares about her picture quality, which she
learns to produce through the accumulation of experience. Hence, being able to measure
the effect of experience on picture quality, and the effect of increasing picture quality on her
demand for advanced products, is key to understanding the effect of experience on demand
in this case. For this purpose, I collect individual panel data from pictures displayed on
a photo-sharing website, Flickr.com. And I exploit the fact that pictures are sorted by the
date of upload, and I compare the number of views among pictures that a consumer uploads
at the same time. Since these pictures are displayed together and are likely to be viewed
together, the differences in views are more likely to reflect picture quality differences. In
addition, I observe variations in when and by which camera each picture was taken, within
the same batch of upload, and hence can infer the causal effect of experience and equipment
3Alba and Hutchinson (1987) are among the first to conceptualize the role of consumer product experience –
“expertise”. In two experimental studies, Nam et al. (2012) and Clarkson et al. (2013) document the differences
between expert and novice consumers, in their choices of, respectively, digital cameras and food/beverages. Al-
buquerque and Nevskaya (2012) model a consumer’s progressively higher tendency to play video games. Youn
et al. (2008) document that beginner climbers tend to choose entry level climbing gears, and will later progress
into advanced but specialized products.
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on the picture quality.
With up to 10 years of measurement of picture quality per individual, jointly with ob-
servations of camera usage and switching,4 the role of experience accumulation is evident
even without a (structural) model. On the one hand, with their experience accumulating,
consumers are capable of producing higher quality pictures. On the other hand, after a con-
sumer switches cameras, she cannot immediately produce pictures of as high quality as she
did with the previous one; and this gap is larger for consumers with more experience. This
indicates that not only is the consumer obtaining general experience in photography, she is
also accumulating specific knowledge about using the given product.
To quantify the role of experience on demand in this context, I then construct a structural
model of a consumer’s demand for cameras and choices of product usage. In the model,
the quality of the camera that the consumer owns is complemented by her ability to use
it – her “human capital”, which improves with previous experience through learning by
doing. Accumulation of experience thus changes the consumer’s relative importance of
product quality and price, and spurs the demand for advanced products. However, part
of the consumer’s experience is knowledge on operating a specific camera, and cannot be
utilized after she switches to another one. The consumer thus faces a key trade-off. On
the one hand, learning by doing encourages her to delay switching to advanced products,
since higher human capital brings higher immediate benefit for using the product. On the
other hand, the longer she waits, the more effort she spends on learning non-transferable,
camera-specific features; and because of this, the consumer would rather switch to advanced
products early.
To ensure that alternative explanations are controlled for, I allow for differences across
consumers, in their (time-invariant) preferences as well as the way that past history affects
their current choices, which captures across-consumer differences in demand and demand
evolution. In addition, the initial period differences, both in prior experience and in the
choice of the first camera, are also captured by the model. Finally, I also model technology
evolution, and the individual’s rational expectation on it.
Both the data and the structural estimates find substantial returns to experience in pho-
4The latter is inferred from changes in the identity of the cameras.
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tography: on average, a consumer with 5 years of experience produce pictures with higher
quality, that attracts more than twice as much attention compared to her earlier pictures. In
addition, the knowledge she learned (her human capital) in the 5 years contributes to half
of the quality increase. In addition, not all her human capital is transferable, if she switches
to other cameras: for example, for an average Canon compact camera user with 2 years
of experience, only 1 year of her experience is applicable to a Nikon DSLR camera; for
one with 5 years of experience, however, only 2 year-equivalent of her experience can be
transferred to the new Nikon advanced camera. This means that the attrition in human capi-
tal increasingly discourage a consumer from using (and learning) other cameras, especially
those from other brands.
To my knowledge, this is the first paper to structurally quantify the role of accumulation
in product usage experience on consumer demand. Although the empirical exercise focuses
on choices between entry-level and advanced digital cameras, the insight from this paper can
be applied to a broad range of industries, such as home electronics, sports equipment, enter-
tainment, and other categories where usage of products requires consumer human capital. In
studying consumer human capital evolution, this paper contributes to practical understand-
ing of the evolution of consumer demand through product usage, as well as consumers’
gradual tendency to be locked in to products with similar characteristics – such as brands.
As the first contribution, this paper quantifies the returns to experience on consumers’
demand for advanced products. Experience accumulation increases a consumer’s payoff
from product usage, which in turn increases her demand for advanced products. In the
data, consumers gradually switch from compact cameras to DSLR cameras, and I find that
learning by doing explains 1/3 of this increase in DSLR market share. This implies that
the overall stock of, and the growth in, consumer experience have substantial influence on
the market demand for advanced products, and thus offers an explanation of the demand-
driven innovation hypothesis (Adner and Levinthal, 2001). Supply-side provision of con-
sumer knowledge – such as free product training, stimulating consumer content creation,
or designing products that are easy to use – can facilitate the evolution of demand via the
increase in consumer human capital.
Part of the consumer experience is product-specific. As the second contribution, this
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paper finds that an important barrier to knowledge transfer is the differences in product
designs across brands, which creates significant brand loyalty that accumulates through
experience. As a consumer’s product experience accumulates, she becomes less willing to
switch to other brands. I find that the interaction between learning by doing and switching
cost – that is, the evolution of product specific human capital – largely explains the (lack
of) demand for compact cameras. Because a consumer might end up with an advanced
camera in the long run, product-specific learning eliminates 15-30% short-run demand for
compact cameras, despite that they should have been the current optimal choice for many
consumers. This mechanism of endogenous switching cost is related to the literature of
brand loyalty (Dubé, Hitsch and Rossi, 2009; Dubé et al., 2010) and evolution of consumer
brand preferences through experience accumulation (Erdem and Keane, 1996; Bronnenberg
et al., 2012).
The remainder of the paper is structured as follows. Section 2.2 gives a brief review to
the literature related to this study. Section 2.3 describes the data collection process and how
I define the key variables – in particular, the identification strategy that allows us to measure
picture quality. Section 2.4 then presents model-free evidence that shows the importance of
consumer learning by doing, and the role of switching cost. Given the evidence, Section 2.5
outlines an empirical model of experience evolution and consumer choices on purchasing
and using cameras. Next, Section 2.6 presents and discusses parameter estimates, implied
state evolution, price elasticities and model fit. Section 2.7 then discusses the managerial
implications, and Section 2.8 concludes.
2.2 Related literature
This paper can be positioned in the intersection of two literatures. On the one hand, my
discussion of learning by doing draws from previous theoretical work on consumer human
capital (Becker, 1965; Michael, 1973; Alba and Hutchinson, 1987; Jovanovic and Nyarko,
1996; Ratchford, 2001). Built from the framework in Becker (1965), Michael (1973) and
Ratchford (2001) point out that consumer human capital determines their utility from prod-
uct consumption. With different methodology, Alba and Hutchinson (1987) categorize the
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dimensions of consumer “expertise”, and point out its difference from a consumer’s infor-
mation set. Jovanovic and Nyarko (1996) build a framework where non-forward-looking,
Bayesian individuals update their knowledge on product usage from previous usage experi-
ence, and this increases their incentives to ascend to higher-quality products. Their frame-
work is applied in Foster and Rosenzweig (1995) in their empirical study of increasing rural
labor productivity and the choice of applying a new agricultural technology.5 Ratchford
(2001) constructs a framework for consumer human capital, and points out its implication
for life-cycle consumption, brand loyalty (in particular, related to its non-transferability)
and the decisions to search. Built on this literature, this paper is the first empirical study
using field data to study the effect of consumers’ human capital on their product replace-
ment/upgrade decisions.
On the other hand, the consumer demand framework of this paper is derived from the
literature on dynamic discrete choice of differentiated products, for example, Melnikov
(2000), Song and Chintagunta (2003) and Gowrisankaran and Rysman (2012). In Mel-
nikov (2000) and Song and Chintagunta (2003), since their interest focuses on first-time
adoption decisions, they assume away repeated purchases, and hence greatly simplify com-
putation. Gowrisankaran and Rysman (2012) allow for repeated purchases, but impose a
dimensionality-reduction assumption on the state space, to ease the computational burden.
In my paper, the focus is on re-purchase rather than first-time purchase decisions, and I need
to consider endogenous product usage decisions and the corresponding outcome – in this
case the picture quality. I also take into account dynamic optimization under differentiated
product characteristics. Specifically, to maintain the key feature of evolving consumer hu-
man capital as well as accounting for other (high-dimensional) state variables, I impose a
dimensionality-reduction assumption that is in spirit of Gowrisankaran and Rysman (2012),
but does not require the extra layer in the fixed point algorithm.
The fact that consumer human capital is not perfectly transferable creates a switching
cost. The general topic of switching cost relates to the empirical literature on the effect of
switching costs on consumer decisions, in grocery shopping (Dubé et al., 2010), pharma-
5A previous version of this paper also uses the Jovanovic and Nyarko framework, i.e. to specify a Bayesian
updating process for human capital accumulation – human capital as one minus the posterior variance. Applying
to this context, their framework produces similar quantitative insights and a good model fit.
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ceutical products (Crawford and Shum, 2005), health care (Nosal, 2012), and many other
categories. In this literature, there are various explanations to a consumer’s lack of will-
ingness to transition across brands – hence “brand loyalty”. In this paper, I propose an
alternative mechanism: that consumers are brand loyal because it is difficult for their expe-
rience to transfer across brands – possibly due to differences in designs. A similar expla-
nation, “skill-based habits”, is proposed by Murray and Häubl (2005) in their experimental
studies. In addition, I also demonstrate that this has dynamic implications especially for
forward-looking consumers.
This paper is also related to the empirical literature on the effect of consumer learning.
This literature (Erdem and Keane 1996; Erdem et al. 2005, among others) characterizes
the effect of information of product attributes on consumer demand. In this framework,
knowledge also endogenously evolves through past purchase experience, but the main ef-
fect of such knowledge is on consumers’ belief (i.e. their information sets), while in my
model, experience is effective on consumers’ ex post utility from product usage.6 Empiri-
cally speaking, learning on product attributes tends to stop rather quickly,7 while in the case




I extract picture level data from Flickr.com – a popular photo sharing website. Flickr started
its business in 2000 by Ludicorp, and was acquired by Yahoo! in 2005. The data ex-
traction was implemented between March 2012 and April 2013, until a major change in
user-interface took place on Flickr. During the data collection period, pictures (including
6The difference also corresponds to the difference in “familiarity” and “expertise” in Alba and Hutchinson
(1987). In Nelson (1970), the different explanations are two aspects of his categorization of experience goods:
“After using ..., its price and quality can be combined to give us posterior estimates of the utility of its purchase.”
[Nelson (1970), “Information and Consumer Behavior”, p.313].
7For example, Dubé et al. (2010) do not find non-stationarity in the choice pattern for products that are not
new to the market.
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Figure 2.1: Structure of picture-level data from Flickr
Note: This figure depicts the structure of my picture level data, extracted from Flickr.com. The vertical dashed
line divides data that are originally recorded by the cameras (Exif data, embedded in each picture), and data that
are originally recorded by Flickr. From the camera-recorded data, I collect the camera identity (in this example,
Nikon D60) and capture date. From Flickr-recorded data, I collect the upload date, as well as the cumulative views
and “favorite” votes from upload to data-extraction. This is done once per picture.
their detailed information) were publicly viewable, even without a user account.
Camera-recorded information is embedded in each picture, as Exif (exchangeable image
file format) data. For the purpose of this paper, those data contain valuable information for
camera identity, as well as the date of capture. To complement the Exif data, I also collect
information on the date of upload, and the cumulative views and “favorite” votes from the
upload till the data-extraction time. Figure 2.1 summarizes the information I get from each
picture.
I collect data at two levels. At the picture level, I sort an individual’s pictures in order
of upload dates, and collect the data once, from one in every five pictures. This gives me
cross-sectional data on picture level information.8 At the individual level, I collect data on
Flickr-summarized monthly picture-taking and uploading records, for each individual.
I also gather a cross-sectional data-set for camera characteristics, and a longitudinal auc-
tion price data-set. The camera characteristics data-set is compiled from the Flickr camera
8I did not re-visit a picture multiple times, because the time spent on collecting data from each picture is large.
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Table 2.1: Sample Selection Criteria
percentage
Taken by compact camera or DSLR 96.4
Exif data complete 89.6
Taken after year 2000 89.0
All above criteria 75.6
obs. 2777753
Notes: This table reports the sample selection criteria. On the picture level data, I drop the observations on pictures
taken by camera formats other than compact camera or DSLR; or with Exif data that lack an indicator of camera
model or date of capture; or taken no later than January 1, 2000. Altogether, this excludes 24.4% of the sample.
database, DPreview.com, and Cnet.com. In addition, Pixel-peeper.com summarized a long
monthly price history for average Ebay auction prices per camera, from 2006 to 2013.
2.3.2 Sample selection and summary statistics
I focus on the users with “pro accounts” (paid accounts), at the time of sampling. These
accounts allow users to upload many more pictures than the free accounts. The free account
users tend to upload few pictures even over many years. Hence, one might run into the
risk of omitting certain camera-switching decisions.9 On the other hand, however, pro ac-
counts are less representative for the entire market. This paper focuses on within-individual
changes, and hence does not require data to be representative over demographics. However,
I do not observe account switching histories, and therefore need to assume that account
switching is not dependent on learning by doing and camera switching outcomes.
I collect data from all paid account users with a user-name no long than 5 letters/digits.
Focusing on shorter user-names gives me users with long histories on Flickr, and usually
enables us to observe camera usage in long time spans.10 On the other hand, it is reasonable
to assume that user-names are exogenous to the variables of interest. Sampling one in
every 5 pictures gives me close to 2.8 million observations on the picture level. Among
these data, I disregard the pictures taken by cell phones, film cameras, camcorders or digital
9Flickr offers either a free account – which is imposed a monthly upload capacity as well as a maximum-
viewable-pictures restriction (200 pictures in total), or a “pro account” that costs $24.95 (as in 2012) annually. I
need to focus on the pro-account users, because limitation to upload capacity will complicate the problem.
10The underlying assumption is that the naming strategy is orthogonal to preference and experience. On the
other hand, the in-sample duration is not orthogonal to preferences – and hence I do not select on it.
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Table 2.2: User Level Data Summary
Mean Median Stdev
months since registered in Flickr 69 74 24
number of contacts at data extraction 94 20 292
total number of pictures 1691 981 1897
number of in-sample pictures 359 203 410
number of cameras ever used in-sample 4 3 4
max views per month, first 10 pic 7 1 57
max views per month, last 10 pic 20 4 193
price of the least expensive camera used 216 157 191
price of the most expensive camera used 1040 762 655
obs. 5499 5499 5499
Notes: The table reports summary statistics from the data. Mean, Median and StDev are the mean, median and
standard deviation of the data, respectively. The number of contact is the number of other accounts, who are
followed (subscribed) by the given user at the time of data extraction. The number of cameras ever used in-sample
is the number of unique camera identities one observes from the user’s Exif data. Prices of the least and most
expensive cameras are in 2005 US dollars.
media players, or those claimed to be taken prior to year 2000 (which is more likely to be
a mistake in the camera date settings), or have incomplete Exif data (in particular when
identities of the cameras or the picture taking time are missing). This excludes 24.4% of the
picture data – as shown in Table 2.1.
Table 2.2 provides summary statistics for the user level data after sample selection.
There are three interesting points to note. First, the median duration of observation for a
user is beyond 6 years. This is a long enough period to observe the slow evolution of an
individual’s photography knowledge. Second, among the 6 years in Flickr, the median user
only subscribed to 20 other users. Compared to Facebook users, this shows that (this sample
of) Flickr users are not social-network driven.11 Second, there is a considerable increase in
the maximum views per unit time among pictures taken at the beginning of the sample, com-
pared to those taken at the end of the sample; while the views have a larger spread towards
the end of the sample. This suggests both an increase and a divergence in the number of
views one’s pictures can attract.12 Third, the median individual has had 3 cameras through-
out the 6 years’ in-sample period, while there is considerable dispersion in the prices of her
camera: the real (Ebay auction) price of her most expensive camera is more than twice of
11As a comparison, the median Facebook user has 200 friends, by account of Aaron Smith (extracted in June,
2014, from http://www.pewresearch.org/fact-tank/2014/02/03/6-new-facts-about-facebook/).
12Which might be due to changes in picture quality, or changes in the size of user base of Flickr.com.
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the price of her least expensive camera.
2.3.3 (Implied) picture quality
2.3.3.1 Intuition
In this section, I construct a measure for how each picture is received by the (anonymous)
viewers on Flickr.com. I call this measure “picture quality”. I then take maximum of this
measure for each individual in each period, as a measure of the quality of pictures an indi-
vidual can produce, using her equipment and her abilities. This measure will be later treated
as data in the reduced form analysis and structural estimation.
The basic idea behind the picture quality measure, is that high picture quality is one of
the drivers that explains why a picture receives many more views than the others. Especially,
among pictures displayed in the same time window, it is likely that they are exposed in front
of the same cohort of viewers, and thus their differences in views might better reflect innate
quality differences. With this idea, I exploit the variation between the date of capture of a
picture, and the date when it was uploaded. Holding the date of upload fixed, differences
in views among the pictures should solely reflect differences in their quality – as we are
effectively holding the flow of viewers to be the same. My sample consists of more than
158,000 user-months of upload combinations. Among those uploaded in the same month,
the first picture was captured 4 months earlier, on average, than the last picture. This gives
me ample variation in the capture dates to measure picture quality.
2.3.3.2 Specification and assumptions
Formally, I model the cumulative number of views of picture p captured by individual i,
as the accumulation of an underlying viewer-flow process to the photographer i, f lowipt ,
which is by itself multiplicative in the quality of the picture qip, the overall flow of viewers
into Flickr.com φt , and other observed characteristics of the picture that are not related to
quality, zip (e.g. the topic of the picture, or the order that pictures are displayed might affect






f lowipt = φt exp(qip + zipψ) .
Omitting i and p subscripts, I denote t0 and t1 to be the calendar dates of upload and data
extraction, respectively. Note that t0 and t1 are picture specific. The cumulative number
of views is the summation of the viewer flow between these two dates. In the viewer flow
specification, qip is the (unobserved) quality of the picture, which is implicitly a function of
user experience, camera, and an econometric error.13
Take the log of Equation (2.1), we have
log(viewsip) = Φt0t1 + zipψ +qip, (2.2)




is a time-window-specific fixed effect, that captures the
overall cumulative viewer arrival in the time window [t0, t1], when the picture was on display.
The specification (2.2) makes two assumptions. First, the upload timing decision of
picture p is orthogonal to the unobserved quality qip, up to an individual fixed effect. That
is, given an individual’s fixed characteristics, she does not time the upload in the order
of their quality. For example, this assumption will be violated if an individual decides to
upload good pictures first, and the not-so-good (but still good enough that she would upload)
pictures in later batches. If this is the case, the upload time t0, and hence Φt0t1 , will be
correlated with qip. To address this concern, we verify that more than 3/4 of all pictures are
uploaded in the immediate next batch, which implies that the (infrequent) upload decision
might be driven by other time costs. In addition, as shown in Figure 2.14 in the Supporting
Material, the views of the delayed-uploaded pictures are not systematically different from
others in its own batch, which suggests that their quality is not selectively different.





is the same for all individuals who have pictures displayed in the given interval (up to in-
13One might alternatively interpret this as a noisy measure of picture quality.
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dividual fixed effects). This assumption would be violated if for some individuals, their
viewer base increase faster, and therefore they have higher Φt0t1 only in later time intervals
(i.e. when t0 is larger). If this is the case, we will over-state the trend in qip (which we
attribute to learning by doing). To address this concern, in Supporting Material 2.9.1, I
document that a reduced-form estimate of the trend in qip is robust to this assumption.
2.3.3.3 Implementation
With these two assumptions, I estimate Equation (2.2) by ordinary least squares, controlling
for combinations of picture upload month and data extraction month (Φt0t1), as well as
individual fixed effects (contained in qip). I also include the following control variables in
zip: 1) the topic of the pictures, as captured by tag fixed effects, 2) the number of pictures
uploaded in the same batch, 3) the order of the focal picture in the upload batch, and 4)
months since a user was registered on Flickr (as a proxy of the accumulation of friends
networks). All control variables are coded as indicator variables, allowing the specification
to be as flexible as possible. I take the projected individual fixed effect plus the residual
term, as a proxy of picture quality.14 This gives a measure of quality for each individual
picture p, captured by i.
Next, we need to obtain a systematic measure of what an individual can produce (using
her camera and human capital) at a given point in time. To this end, because uploading
each picture can be costly both in time and in storage space, the observe quality distribution
(distribution of the implied individual picture quality, q̂ip) might be heavily selected. To
address this concern, I assume that there exists an upper bound of picture quality, which
represents what an individual can produce using camera j at time t. In addition, she takes
many pictures and uploads the best few, so that the best among the uploaded pictures rep-
resents this (up to a measurement error). With this idea in mind, I take maximum over all
14The reason I consider individual fixed effects as systematic across-individual difference in quality rather than
other factors such as being popular on Flickr, is because we can trace every user to her starting point in Flickr,
but not to her initial experience in photography. Therefore, it is much more plausible to think of heterogeneity in
initial conditions as heterogeneity in skills. As a robustness check, leaving out the individual fixed effect does not
qualitatively change the (reduced form and structural) estimates.
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implied individual picture quality, q̂ip, produced in a given month t:
Qi jt = max
p∈t
q̂ip
where we abuse the notation p ∈ t to denote pictures produced in time t (by i with camera
j). Alternatively, we can also assume away potential selection, and use the average (or other
moments of) picture quality to measure human capital. In Section 2.4.4, I present reduced-
form evidence for the presence of switching cost, using the alternative quality measures.15
2.3.3.4 Summary statistics for picture quality
Table 2.3 summarizes the maximum picture quality in each picture-taking month, which
characterizes the quality of pictures that an individual can produce. One can immediately
spot the following patterns.
First, with accumulating years of experience, the individual can produce increasingly
higher picture quality, up to a point where knowledge has been saturated, and the change in
picture quality is statistically negligible. In other words, there is a clear pattern of learning
with decreasing speed.
Second, using a small sub-sample with non-zero favorite-votes data,16 one can cross-
check whether the developed measure of picture quality is reasonable. I find that the corre-
lation between maximum picture quality and maximum rating (if nonzero) is around 60%,
which justifies that the maximum quality is a reasonable measure of the outcome of picture
taking.17
15In the previous version, I also structurally estimate the model using mean quality, and obtain similar qualita-
tive results.
16The share of individual-monthly observations where at least one picture has received at least one favorite
vote is 15%.
17A potential concern is that taking more pictures in a given month will drive up the maximum quality and
rating. We examine whether the correlation is driven by the number of pictures, by estimating the maximum
quality and rating on a flexible function of the number of pictures, and the number of pictures with positive ratings,
respectively. One finds that the correlation is high even adjusted for the number of pictures.
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Table 2.3: Summary of the monthly maximum implied picture quality
max quality stdev max favs corr. with qual. corr. adj. for nr pic
0 year of expr 0.619 1.503 0.636 0.583 0.558
1 year 1.025 1.512 0.749 0.593 0.529
2 years 1.235 1.574 0.819 0.584 0.507
3 years 1.299 1.590 0.867 0.568 0.500
4 years 1.302 1.570 0.878 0.538 0.481
5 years 1.264 1.560 0.882 0.525 0.476
Notes: This table summarizes the individual-monthly maximum of the inferred picture quality (Section 2.3.3),
which is treated as data in the subsequent analysis. Monthly maximum refers to quality of the best picture captured
in the given month, by an individual. Years of experience is defined as number of years from the first in-sample
picture to the current month of picture-taking. The first two columns summarize its mean and standard deviation.
The third column presents average of the highest rating (“favorites”) one gets for pictures taken in the month, given
that the highest rating is non-zero (15% of the individual-month data). The fourth column presents its correlation
coefficient with the highest inferred quality. Finally, the fifth column presents this correlation adjusted for the
number of pictures taken (or has favorites) in the given month.
2.3.4 Camera ownership
I next infer camera ownership from the Exif data behind each picture. As previously men-
tioned, the camera identity is embedded in the picture’s Exif data. I then assume that, for a
given individual, whenever one observes a new camera capturing its first in-sample picture,
I assume that the previous camera has been replaced.
For 75% of all individual-camera combinations, I never observe an old camera taking
pictures after the arrival of a new camera. For the remaining 25%, although the earlier
cameras still take pictures, the majority of the pictures are taken by the most recent cameras
acquired. Figure 2.15 in the Supporting Material documents this, and shows that there are
few cases when the latest camera is not the most active one.
2.3.5 Computing price indices
For digital cameras, as other consumer electronics, prices vary a lot among retailers, fluctu-
ate over short periods of time, and display large differences across first- and second- hand
markets. I cannot observe the actual prices that the consumers observe. Instead, I observe
the monthly average Ebay auction price for each camera model. This price data are averaged
across first and secondary markets. Especially for older camera models, it better represents
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the prices the consumers face compared to a retailer’s list price.
With this data, I first deflate prices to 2005 US dollars. Then, separately for both camera
formats, I take the weighted average of the prices of all available cameras in a given month,
by their market shares in the Ebay auction data.1819 Since the data only ranges from 2006
onward, I interpolate the missing values before 2006, by taking a log-linear fit against time,
plus a simulated regression error.20
2.4 Descriptive analysis of consumer experience, camera tech-
nology and their interactions
2.4.1 Overview
This section presents reduced form, descriptive analysis on how picture quality evolves in
time, in a consumer’s experience in photography, and in camera technology. I first present
some crude descriptive evidence, which hints that four key themes that are captured by our
structural model. First, picture quality increases with consumer experience, suggesting the
role of consumer’s human capital in photography. Second, camera technology – reflected
in the format (DSLR v.s. compact camera) – contributes to picture quality. Third, human
capital complements camera format. Lastly, camera switching induces destruction in part
of the human capital.
Given the emphasis of consumer human capital in this paper, we then further study
the first and last points. In Section 2.4.3, we show that the evolution of each individual
consumer’s experience is stochastic, in the sense that learning is generated by persistence
in picture quality shocks. This suggests that a learning-by-experimentation model will fit
18That is, the number of auctions for a given camera model, as a percentage of the total number of auctions in
the sample.
19In this version, I do not consider other camera characteristics such as resolution. In robustness-check versions
when this was considered, I use the same method to compute resolution indices.
20Separately for each format, I regress log price index on a linear time trend, and interpolate the missing value
using the linear prediction plus a simulated prediction error. The R-squared for the linear regression are around
0.7 for both formats. Keane and Wolpin (1994) use this method to interpolate missing data in their value function
calculations.
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the human capital evolution path. In Section 2.4.4, I graphically show short-run dynamics
in consumer human capital, around the time of camera switching, as direct evidence of
consumer switching cost. Finally, I present some patterns in consumer’s purchase decisions
for new cameras, that is consistent with a demand model with general and product-specific
human capital.
One note on selection before the analysis: we can only observe an individual if she kept
taking pictures that she would post later, and we cannot observe either an individual’s pic-
ture quality or her choice of cameras, if she decides to stop updating her Flickr portfolio.
Therefore, it is a concern that individuals with lower ability to take pictures might system-
atically drop out earlier. To address this, I first screen out individuals who I observe for
less than 5 years, and only look at the remainder of the sample in their first 5 years. This
ensures that everyone in the sample stays at least the 5-year duration. I use this sub-sample
to produce the reduced form evidence.
2.4.2 Variations in picture quality to camera technology and consumer
experience
In this section, I study basic patterns of picture quality across different time periods and
different camera formats. As elaborated in Section 2.3, I measure picture quality as the
percentage difference in views, unexplained by the time window when a picture is displayed
on Flickr.com. I also take the maximum of picture quality of each individual in a given
month, and I argued that this is a measure less prone to selection.
In Figure 2.2, the four panels present four key patterns of picture quality as a function
of camera technology and consumer experience.
First, the upper left panel present the quality of an individual’s best picture, captured at
different points in time. I normalize time as half-years since the capturing of an individual’s
first picture, that is ever uploaded onto Flickr. The increasing time trend in an individual’s
picture quality suggests that she gradually learns about how to take better pictures. In addi-
tion, concavity of the trend suggests that the more she already learned, the lower her learning
rate – or that there is less to learn about. However, from this graph alone, one cannot rule
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Figure 2.2: Descriptive figures of picture quality on camera and experience
Notes: These four figures summarize some key aspects of picture quality as a function of experience and camera
technology. The upper left panel plots the monthly highest picture quality for a given individual, against experience
measured in years. The upper right panel plots maximum picture quality conditional on the format of camera taking
the picture, without controlling for the (endogenous) choice of camera format. In the lower left panel, I plot within-
individual differences in their monthly-maximum picture quality, using the two formats of cameras. That is, we
focus on a set of individuals who simultaneously use both formats (within a time window of 6 months), and observe
the difference in quality. Finally, the lower right panel plots the difference in the picture quality, for an individual
using a camera for the first 3 months (which is likely to be a new camera), and the same individual a camera
for more than 3 months (which is likely to be the previous camera). The difference then represents (negative of)
switching cost, and panel shows switching cost as an increasing function of general experience. The horizontal
axis, general experience, is defined as the number of years since one’s first picture, ever posted on Flickr. To
eliminate selective attrition, I limit the sample to consumers we observe for more than 5 years. The markers are
mean values across individuals, while the solid line is a sample frequency-weighted quadratic fit. Standard errors
are not presented, but most visible differences on the figures are statistically significant.
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out the possibility that it is the evolution of camera technology that drives up the picture
quality.
Next, we condition on the format of camera, i.e. compact camera or DSLR, that takes
the picture. The improvement in picture quality over time, conditional on camera format,
is presented in the upper-right panel. We find that changes in equipment does capture some
of the trend in the previous figure.21 Conditional on equipment format, the first 3 years in
sample seems to improve a consumer’s picture quality. Depending on the type of equipment
she uses, this quality improvement generates 40-60% more views on her best picture. This
implies a large annual growth rate of 12-17%, of a consumer’s photography-specific human
capital. In addition, in terms of correlation, this also implies that a consumer who chooses
a DSLR camera learns faster.
The third panel, on the lower left, extends the previous argument into within-consumer
variations. Specifically, I take the difference in quality, between the best pictures per month
– taken by the same individual, but – by compact cameras and DSLRs. Because most of
the consumers in my data do not use two different camera formats in the same month, I
first compute average picture quality by each camera format in a quarter, and then take the
difference. We find that having a DSLR camera significantly improves picture quality, but
only when the individual has accumulated some experience. In other words, consumer hu-
man capital in photography is complementary to camera format. Also, comparing this result
to the upper-right panel, we find that the within-consumer difference in quality between the
two camera formats is smaller. This implies that consumers who are better in taking pictures
choose better cameras, and a cross-sectional comparison of picture quality confounds the
selection effect.22
Finally, in the above arguments, we have ignored dynamics in consumer human capital
when switching between cameras. This is addressed in the lower-right panel. Here, I focus
on a consumer’s picture quality generated by the same camera, but contrast pictures taken,
in fixed half-year periods, from cameras that the consumer started using for no more than
21We implicitly assume that only the camera format is relevant to picture quality. The effect of other camera
characteristics will be studied when we discuss modeling of those characteristics in consumer beliefs, in Section
2.5.11.5.
22However, the lower-left panel is not clear of all selection biases: in particular, it does not address the endoge-
nous timing in selecting camera formats for a given consumer.
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3 months, and cameras that she has used for more than 3 months. Given that we fixed the
time period, the camera she just started using are by construction the new cameras, and the
others are cameras she used before (“old cameras”). Their difference reflect the negative
of consumer switching cost, or loss of camera-specific human capital as reflected in the
reduction in picture quality. In addition, I find that the trend of switching cost is decreasing
in the duration of experience, suggesting that a proportion of experience, gained from a
different camera, cannot be migrated to a new camera.
2.4.3 Stochastic growth in consumer human capital
A deterministic function of human capital on experience seems to capture the increasing
and concave learning curve in the aggregate, as shown by the upper-left panel in Figure 2.2.
I next test, at the individual level, whether learning by doing can be characterized by such
a deterministic experience curve. We find that for a given individual, the majority of an
improvement of picture quality comes from carry-over effects of past quality improvements
– specifically, those incurred during the previous picture-taking occasion. This result then
speaks for a stochastic model for consumer human capital evolution.
In particular, denote a picture taking month m, and I estimate a linear specification of
current-period (maximum) picture quality. Picture quality is a function of 1) how many
month the consumer spent taking pictures, 2) picture quality in the previous (picture-taking)
month, 3) whether the individual uses a DSLR, and 4) calendar time, and allowing for
individual fixed effects and a constant term:
Qi jm = θ0 +θm ·m+θq ·Qi j′m−1 +θt · tm +θk ·SLRim +θi +ϑim
where tm denotes calendar time of an individual’s mth month of taking pictures.23 In the
above specification, θm represents a learning curve, where experience accumulates linearly
and deterministically. In contrast to this, θq represents a stochastic learning curve, where
learning occurs when the previous-period picture quality is high, controlling for hetero-
23Implicitly, we assume that the error term is serially uncorrelated, and orthogonal to all right-hand side vari-
ables.
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Table 2.4: Reduced-form picture quality evolution











Note: This table presents Arellano-Bond estimates for Equation (2.3). “D” denotes ∆, or the first difference op-
erator. The constant term represents the experience effect before first-differencing. The endogenous ∆Qi j′m−1 is
instrumented by Qi j′m−2, and the second column presents first stage estimates. Standard errors are heteroskedastic-
ity robust and clustered by individual. Standard deviation of residuals ∆ϑim is 1.17. This implies that the standard
deviation for ϑim is 0.83.
geneity in θi and in the camera format. This is more apparent when we denote ∆ as the first
difference operator (between m and m−1), and rewrite the above into
∆Qi jm = θm +θq ·∆Qi j′m−1 +θt ·∆tm +θk ·∆SLRim +∆ϑim. (2.3)
We estimate the above specification, by using Qi j′m−2 as an instrument for ∆Qi j′m−1.
This is a standard way of estimating dynamic linear models.24 The results are presented in
Table 2.4.
I find a positive carry-over from a change of picture quality in the most recent past, to the
change of picture quality in the current month. For a 1-standard deviation shock in picture
quality in m−1, current picture quality increases by 0.06. This is about 1/3 of the average
annual growth rate of picture quality, observed in Figure 2.2.
Compared to the stochastic trend, the deterministic trend is rather small and negligible.
This finding indicates that a stochastic learning model might be better in characterizing the
underlying human capital evolution process. In such a model, new knowledge arrive at
24This is because ∆Qi j′m−1 contains ∆ϑim−1, which is correlated with the error term ∆ϑim because they have
common component ϑim−1. We can instrument this by Qi j′m−2 due to the assumption that ϑim is serially uncorre-
lated. See Arellano and Bond (1991) for details.
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random quality, and quality-improving knowledge are preserved.25 The learning by doing
model in the next section is a structural representation of this idea.
In addition, camera format effect remains to be large and significant, and the magnitude
closely represents the pattern in the descriptive evidence. Finally, time between two picture-
taking occasions could reflect forgetting (if it is negative) or learning from other sources (if
positive). However, we do not find a statistically significant time effect, and this means that
it might not be as important, in this context, to characterize other forms of human capital
improvements.
2.4.4 Destruction of human capital when switching across cameras
I now find another way to present evidence for the imperfect transferability of consumer
human capital, across different cameras. To do so, I normalize the date of camera-switching
to be period 0, and look at (max) picture quality an individual produces in a given month,
around the time when she switches between products. Figure 2.3 shows that there is an
immediate drop in picture quality at switching. The drop in picture quality indicates that
not all the knowledge from the previous product is transferred to the new camera.
In addition, after the camera switch, picture quality quickly goes up in the first 3-4
months, and it further gradually increases to a higher level in 1.5 years. This suggests that
at the instance of camera switching, the individual loses both explicit knowledge on camera
operations (e.g. menu and button layout), as well as implicit knowledge on camera usage
(e.g. how to best circumvent a certain product limitation). While the first can be quickly
learned in a month or two, the second can only be learned with long experience with the
new camera.
Note that the highest picture quality drops despite that the individual produces more
pictures immediately after switching – as documented by Figure 2.17 in the Supporting
Material. If the underlying distribution of picture quality is unchanged, then more pictures
should imply a higher draw of maximum picture quality. Also, note that the consumer might
25The symmetric structure here also implies quality-destroying knowledge further destroys future human capi-
tal. I cannot ensure that this is not a relic of the linear structure (and cannot estimate general a dynamic nonlinear
panel data model), and thus do not take this into account in the structural model.
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Figure 2.3: Quality of best pictures around camera switching
Notes: This figure depicts the changes in maximum picture quality, around the period when an individual switches
cameras. We focus on the years before and after a consumer switches her camera at year 0. With the left vertical
axis, the dark line (and shaded areas as its 95% confidence interval) depicts the maximum picture quality that the
consumer can produce, using her old camera until year -1/12, and new camera from year 0. The line is estimates
of local polynomial regression with bandwidth 1.
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Figure 2.4: Switching cost under alternative measures of quality
Notes: This is a robustness check of changes in alternative measures of picture quality, around camera switching.
The first 3 panels are the minimum, mean and median of the picture quality distribution, around camera switch-
ing. The lower right figure presents raw data of log views, i.e. not controlling for display time window effects,
topic effects and other Flickr-specific effects. We find that the evidence of switching cost is robust to alternative
measures.
select away pictures that she considers “bad”, especially when she is unfamiliar with the new
camera. We estimate switching cost despite potential selection, which might also downward
bias the estimate (upward bias the picture quality with new camera). Both concerns imply
that this figure presents a conservative estimate of the switching cost.
The pattern is robust (besides being noisier) when conditioning on the direction of cam-
era switching, as presented in Supporting Material Figure 2.16. Also, the pattern is robust
when we plot changes in other moments, or order statistics of the picture quality distribu-
tion, as well as when we use raw data on views to represent quality. Figure 2.4 presents
some robustness checks.
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2.4.5 Patterns in consumer choices
Finally, I document some notable patterns in consumer choices of camera format, and their
timing of camera switching. These are consistent with a demand system that accounts for
endogenous human capital evolution.
I first present evidence that suggests an increasing tendency to use advanced products.
To pin down experience effects, I estimate a linear probability model of choice of format,
controlling for the role of technology and other sources of calendar-time effects, as well as
individual fixed effects.26 The estimates of experience fixed effects are plotted in Figure
2.5. I find that having 5 years of photography experience raises one’s tendency to use an
advanced camera by 10%. This suggests that experienced consumers are more likely to
choose advanced products, given a constant technology level.
Next, I present patterns of consumer camera-switching timing, in Figure 2.6. It is key
to control for selective attrition, because otherwise we confound consumers who left the
sample with consumers who stop purchasing. By the way I control for consumers who stay
for more than 5 years, we ensure that we observe everyone at the end of this sub-sample.
I find that although the probability of camera switching is increasing in the time-in-
sample. In addition, and more curiously, even the probability of switching across-brand is
increasing in time. We next plot the share of consumers switching across brands, among
all switchers, and find a sharply declining profile against time. This is consistent with the
previous finding that camera-switching destroys part of the consumer human capital (and
brand switching might destroy more), which causes experienced consumers to try to stay
with one brand. The increasing profile might be due to evolution of the camera market
conditions, such as reductions in prices.
26Specifically, I estimate a linear probability model with the choice of camera format on the left-hand side, and
experience dummies and calendar time dummies on the right-hand side:








βyear,y (yearit = y)+ εit . (2.4)
Essentially, controlling for the calendar time effects allows us to compare within a given point in the calendar time,
across individuals with different experience stock at this point.
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Figure 2.5: Product-format choice and user experience (selected sample)
Notes: This figure depicts the changes in the choice of product format (DSLR vs compact camera), given a user’s
years of experience – defined as the number of years since one’s first in-sample picture. It also depicts (part of) the
90% confidence intervals. To control for selective attrition, I choose the subset of individuals whom I observe for
no less than 5 years, and only focus on their first 5 years of data. To control for advances in technology (and other
calendar-time effects), I estimate a linear probability model in Equation (2.4), and present the estimated α̂i+ β̂expr,t
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Figure 2.6: Camera-switching and brand-switching probability
Notes: This figure shows the probability of switching between cameras, between cameras of different brands (left
panel) and brand-switching conditional on camera switching (right panel). To eliminate selective attrition, I limit
the sample to consumers we observe for more than 5 years. So by the end of the figure, the consumers are known
to be in the sample. In the right panel, the dashed line is a frequency weighted quadratic fit.
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2.5 A structural model
2.5.1 Overview
This section presents the structural empirical model. Whereas the model on durable good
purchase with learning by doing is general, it will be presented in the context of digital
camera markets for concreteness.
In the model, I jointly characterize a consumer’s decisions to purchase digital cameras,
and her decisions to use the product. Combining a camera and the stock of experience –
or “human capital” – produces pictures that generate consumption utility,27 and at the same
time, contributes to the consumer’s human capital stock. Therefore, past usage decisions
build up consumer human capital, and hence future utility. With rational expectations and
a non-zero discount factor, the consumer makes camera replacement and usage decisions,
taking into account the consequences of her decisions on her future human capital stock.
2.5.2 Timing
Consumer i in each period t = 1, ...,T decides whether to purchase a new camera and
whether to produce pictures. In the process, her camera quality and human capital – her
knowledge of using the camera – endogenously evolve as a consequence of her decisions.
The timing of her decisions and state variable evolution is as follows: she first chooses
whether to purchase a camera, and in the case of purchase, which format and brand to buy.
Given the brand-format combination, she does not know which camera “model” has higher
potential quality, and will randomly draw one according to the market distribution at the
time of purchase. If she buys a new camera model, she immediately replaces the old one
with no resale value. After her decision of camera purchase is made, she decides whether
or not to take pictures in this period. If she does so, she experiments on a new method –
for example, she tries out a new feature of the given camera – and finds the best way she
27I follow the terminology in Michael (1973) and Foster and Rosenzweig (1995). Alternative terminology
include “know-how” (Besanko et al., 2010), and “expertise” in Alba and Hutchinson (1987). I also use the term
“knowledge” interchangeably with human capital, and this is not to be confused with information.
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Figure 2.7: Timing of decisions and evolution of the state variables
Notes: The figure presents the timing assumptions of consumer decisions and state evolution, in a given period.
knows to take the picture. Her knowledge on the new method is then incorporated in her
experience, potentially improving her human capital. At the end of the period, she derives
utility from purchasing a camera, and from the best picture she took, as well as dis-utility
from expenditure on the new camera, and effort spent on taking the picture.
I graphically outline the timing assumption in the decision problem, in Figure 2.7. How-
ever, many of the notations are introduced throughout this section. Therefore, the figure
might be useful for revisiting the timing assumption.
2.5.3 Decisions on camera replacement and usage
I denote all consumer decisions in a period as Ait = (Bit ,Dit), where symbols A, B, and
D stand for “action”, “buy” and “do”, respectively. To characterize “buy” or Bit , because
there are over 2000 camera models, I cannot fully realistically characterize the dynamic de-
cision among those within reasonable computation burden. Instead, I characterize purchase
decision to be a choice over a brand-format combination, between the two formats (a com-
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pact camera or a DSLR), and among three brands (Canon, Nikon and “other brands”). We
refer to a brand-format combination as a “camera”. The consumer can also choose not to
purchase in period t, in which case we denote Bit = 0.
State variable Kit = 1, ...,6 denotes the camera, owned by consumer i at the end of period
t.28 If a camera is purchased, the consumer replaces the previous camera that she owned
with the new one, i.e.
Kit =
Kit−1 if Bit = 0Bit if Bit > 0. (2.5)
I do not consider resale, or multiple camera ownership.29
Given the decision of purchasing (brand and format) Bit , the consumer knows that the
camera she will receive has idiosyncratic quality Q̄ j, but is not informed of the realization of
it before receiving the product. She then expect to draw a realization of Q̄ j fron the market
distribution at the time of purchase, and keep it until she purchases another product. As
will be discussed in Section 2.5.6, this simplifies the choice problem and avoids modeling
of choices over hundreds of camera models.
The binary variable Dit (“do”) denotes the decision of whether to take pictures (Dit = 1)
or not (Dit = 0), using the latest camera Kit with model j, i.e. after the replacement decision.
If she decides to use the camera, she incurs a cost of effort ei, which summarizes the dis-
utility or utility from taking pictures in a period. Also, she takes one draw that determines
the realization of the highest picture quality – denoted Qi jt – from which she derives her
consumption utility.30
To keep the model simple, I do not model the decision on the number of pictures to
take. Modeling this aspect will also necessitate modeling of picture selection and upload
decisions, which is not identified without stronger assumptions, due to that we only observe
the selected pictures. Also, this is not central to the mechanism this paper addresses.
28I fix k = 1,2,3 to be the compact cameras, and 4,5,6 to be DSLRs. Also, I use k̃ = 1,4 as the realized format,
where naturally, 1 refers to a compact camera and 4 refers to a DSLR.
29As discussed in Section 2.3.4, I observe very few cases of possible multiple camera ownership. This does
not justify modeling this, as it will greatly complicate computation. Also, I do not observe resell, or whether a
consumer purchases from the first or secondary market.
30Because j is sufficient statistics for k, Qi jt is a function of camera k and model j, among other elements.
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2.5.4 Production function
The individual derives utility from the quality of the best picture she produces, which is an
output of three components: first, her personal, time invariant characteristics; second, her
(time variant) experience – or human capital – and third, the technology of her camera. I
denote her personal characteristics as a parameter qi, which is time invariant, but can differ
across i. I denote her human capital as Hikt (with respect to camera k), the technology of the
camera format k̃ as γk̃, and the technology specific to a camera model j as Q̄ j.
Combining these components, we specify the production function for the best picture





= qi + Q̄ j + γk̃ ·Hikt +ηi jt . (2.6)
where ηi jt is an independent and identically distributed (IID) error term, that captures non-
systematic variation in the maximum picture quality.
Next, I define consumer human capital and its evolution in Section 2.5.5, and specify the
evolution of technology Q̄ j in Section 2.5.6.
2.5.5 The evolution of consumer human capital
2.5.5.1 Consumer human capital and learning by doing
Taking pictures requires a camera. However, despite that digital cameras usually have some
automatic features, these features ensure the production a picture but does not guarantee its
quality. With little or no experience, a consumer can only experiment by randomly choosing
a method, i.e. a way to take her picture. On the other hand, for a consumer with some
experience, her past experience guides her choice of the current best method. Therefore, on
average, a consumer with more experience is capable of producing higher picture quality.
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If a consumer has no experience, she draws Mikt and uses it (and camera k) to produce a
picture. She then keeps the method until she finds a better one. The best method she ever
found then defines her human capital Hikt .
With some stock of human capital, a consumer who decides to take pictures in the current
period will first draw Mikt , and compare this with the best method she knows from the past,
Hikt . She then takes the best method between the two, and use it to produce the picture.
If the consumer discovers a good method in this period, i.e. Mikt > Hikt , not only will the
current picture quality take into account the higher draw, but she will remember this higher
draw and replace her past knowledge with it. Formally, learning by doing is the replacement
of obsolete human capital:
Hikt+1 =
Mikt if Dt = 1 and Mikt > HiktHikt otherwise. (2.7)
Note that this equation recursively defines consumer human capital.
In fact, this way of modeling human capital evolution is closely related to Lucas Jr
and Moll (2014).31 This model of human capital and learning by doing generates three
attractive implications. First, higher current human capital stock leads to higher expected
picture quality tomorrow, using the same camera. Second, if the consumer takes pictures
every period, the rate of discovery for better methods, Pr(Mikt > Hikt |Hikt), is decreasing in
the human capital stock. This implies decreasing learning speed in experience, which is a
common feature in many learning models. For example, the Bayesian learning model in
Erdem and Keane (1996), the Bayesian learning by doing model in Jovanovic and Nyarko
(1996), and the characterization of production experience curve as in Benkard (2000) and
Besanko et al. (2010), all share the same feature.32
Thirdly, as an important difference, this characterization of learning by doing generates
an asymmetric effect of past picture quality shocks to current picture quality. In fact, a
31In their paper, an individual decides whether to work or learn. In the second case, she takes a draw from the
human capital distribution, and adopts the drawn human capital only if it is higher than her own.
32In fact, two earlier versions of this paper used, respectively, the Bayesian learning by doing model, and a
reduced-form experience curve with decreasing return. The main result stays the same with this version.
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positive picture quality shock contains a persistent part, which contributes to future picture
quality. On the contrary, a negative picture quality shock is entirely transitory. In Section
2.4, we documented that changes in picture quality mostly come carry-over of from past
changes in picture quality, rather than deterministic time trend. Our modeling approach
reflects that result.
As normalizations, we impose that the consumer starts with zero human capital:
Hik1 = 0.
This implies that a consumer will always drop all negative draws of method. We also nor-
malize the maximum attainable human capital to 1. This normalization is required because
both learning speed, switching cost and the returns to human capital in picture quality are
free parameters.
2.5.5.2 Switching cost
We discussed how a consumer learns by using the same camera k. If, however, she decides
to switch to camera k from camera k′, not all her knowledge from k′ is transferable to the
new camera. For example, the menu layouts of one camera is different from another, and
even if a consumer knows to apply a certain method, the extra time spent figuring out how
to change settings might cause her to miss shots.
Formally, there is attrition on a consumer’s human capital when she switches from cam-
era k′ to k. Note that here, for notation simplicity, we implicitly denoted the end-of-period
camera brand-format: Kit = k and Kit−1 = k′. With this notation, I impose that the switching
cost is proportional to the current human capital stock:
Hikt−Hik′t =−sk′k ·Hik′t , (2.8)
The proportionality structure is motivated by Figure 2.2 (lower-right panel), where, the
picture quality contrast between a consumer’s previous and new camera is increasing in
the years since her first picture. This suggests that consumers with a longer history of
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picture taking have accumulated much experience specific to cameras that they are familiar
with. Finally, switching cost sk′k is set to be symmetric in k and k′, to reduce the number of
parameters to be estimated; and I will further impose some restrictions for the same purpose.
2.5.6 Camera technology
The quality of pictures produced by the individual also depends on the technology of her
camera. Specifically, camera technology plays two roles in the production of pictures:
First, the format of camera, i.e. compact camera or DSLR, complements a consumer’s
human capital. As shown in the production function (Equation (2.6)), I model camera for-
mat effect to be a parameter on consumer human capital – denoted γk̃ – in her production
function.33 γk̃ is constant across consumers and time, and known to all consumers. This
means that with higher human capital, the same improvement in camera technology gener-
ates larger changes in picture quality, which is reflected in Figure 2.2.
Second, the characteristics of the camera model j, Q̄ j, affects the level of picture quality
she produces. To the researcher, since I am able to observe the productivity level of all
products using this data-set, I model Q̄ j as an index of camera resolution (in integers of









ψ2,y1(yeark = y) . (2.9)
I discuss implementation of this in Section 2.5.11.5. On the other hand, the estimates of this
is not known to the consumers. Therefore, as Q̄ j is not known before the purchase of j, the






That is to say, before purchase, the expected quality that an individual will get depends on
the time of purchase, but the exact quality is uncertain. If the consumer does not purchase,
33Recall that we denote camera format k̃ ∈ {1,4} to denote, respectively any compact camera and any DSLR.
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the past camera j′ stays, with quality Q̄ j′ . This then implies that, holding j′ fixed, purchase
decision will display positive duration dependence, such that a consumer will be more likely
to purchase a new camera, the longer she holds her previous camera. Note that this duration
dependence is generated without camera quality depreciation.
Similar to Gowrisankaran and Rysman (2012) and Hendel and Nevo (2006), our way of
modeling technology index is a dimensionality-reduction assumption. However, different
from them,34 technology in our model is not a Markov process, but rather a times series of
normal distributions with constant variance. Intuitively, in the context of digital cameras,
a Markov process generates the undesirable prediction that the “technology frontier” might
“shrink” if there is an unfavorable draw; on the other hand, a deterministic model can better
represent how the frontier grows.
An undesirable feature of this specification, however, is that the distribution of Q̄ j is
non-stationary, which will generate a non-stationary choice problem. We address this in
Section 2.5.8.4.
2.5.7 State space and flow utility
We first clarify the relevant state variables before presenting the utility specification. At the
beginning of period t, the consumer decisions depends on the camera she owns at the end
of last period, Kit−1 = k′, and the quality of the model j′ owned at the end of last period,
Q̄ j′ . Her decision also depends on her human capital stock with respect to camera Kit−1,
denoted Hik′t . Finally, there are three exogenous state variables, not presented in Figure 2.7.
The first two are two prices, Pk̃t for k̃ = 1,4, each specific to a camera-format k̃. The third
one is calendar time, which is only relevant in shaping the distribution of Q̄ j, as discussed
in Section 2.5.6. We denote Sit =
(
Q̄ j,Kit−1,Hik′t ,Pt , t
)
for compactness of notation.
With the state space clarified, we present flow utility. In the model, the consumer derives
per-period utility from from purchasing a camera, and from consuming the quality of the
best picture she took. Also, she derives dis-utility from the money she spent on the new
camera, and from the effort on taking the picture. If she does not take pictures or purchase
34Gowrisankaran and Rysman (2012) assume that the discounted sum of future utility is Markov, while Hendel
and Nevo (2006) assume that a part of the individual flow utility is Markov.
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cameras, she derives utility zero plus a random shock. The flow utility ũit (Ait ,Sit), is then
constructed based on the four parts, plus utility shock:














Bit = k,Kit−1 = k′
)
+ εit (Ait) . (2.11)
In the above specification, the first term characterizes the expected utility for producing
picture quality Qi jt , without knowing its the exact realization. Although we allow the ex-
pected utility as a function of all states and actions, it only depends on the brand-format of
the previous camera, Kit−1 = k′, purchase decision Bit , human capital of the previous camera
Hik′t – which, together with Bit , implies human capital for the current camera – and camera
quality Q̄ j, which is a function of past camera quality Q̄ j′ and time t. I allow the marginal
utility on picture quality to be heterogeneous across individuals. Denote it αi. Also, param-
eter ei characterizes the effort cost in the attempt to experiment a method and produce the
picture(s).
The second term captures the conventional price effects in the consumer purchase deci-
sions. Specifically, I impose quadratic dis-utility from the price spent, when the individual
purchases a new compact camera (k̃ = 1) or a DSLR (k̃ = 4). Because the prices of compact
cameras are very different from the prices of DSLRs, one can imagine that the marginal dis-
utility from spending an extra dollar might be different on a 80-dollar compact camera, and
on a 800-dollar DSLR camera. I allow for a quadratic specification to capture the difference
in the marginal dis-utility.35 To ensure that marginal utility does not change sign within the
support of observed prices, I impose a restriction that the turning point of the U-shape does
not go below 800 dollars.
Finally, the third term in the utility specification characterizes the immediate (dis-)utility
in purchasing a new camera. This include, for example, the psychological effect of choosing
35A linear specification will not fundamentally change estimates of the other parameters, but will predict very
different elasticities for DSLRs and for compact cameras. On the other hand, a natural log specification will overly
flatten the dis-utility profile, within common price range for DSLRs.
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a brand that is different from the current camera, or a status effect from purchasing a DSLR
(regardless of the quality of pictures one can generate), etc. Further restrictions are placed
in Section 2.5.11.
2.5.8 Transition probability of the state variables
2.5.8.1 Human capital
As explained in Section 2.5.5, human capital improves when the consumer decides to take
pictures in a period, and discovers a better method. So if the consumer does not take pic-
tures, human capital stays constant for a period. If she takes pictures, but does not discover
a better method, human capital also stays equal to the previous period value. Therefore,
following Equation (2.7), given picture taking, the conditional probability density function
for the next period human capital to be equal to h, is
Pr(Hikt+1 = h|Hikt ,Dit = 1,Bit = 0) = 0 ·1(h < Hikt)+
Pr(Mit ≤ h) ·1(h = Hikt)+
φ (h/σi) ·1(h > Hikt) , (2.12)
where the first term indicates that human capital in t +1 cannot go below Hikt if there were
no camera switching; the second term indicates that if the method draw was “unlucky”, that
the consumer did not find a better method than the historical best, human capital will stay at
Hikt . The last term captures the distribution of improvement, where φ denotes the standard
normal probability density function, and one can rewrite this term into φ (h/σm|Mit > h) ·
Pr(Mit > h) keeping h > Hikt . Here, it is clear that the density of improved human capital
depends on whether the consumer could find a better method, and the conditional density of
“better methods”.
With camera switching from k′ to k, human capital first takes a loss due to switching
cost, and then undertakes Equation (2.12). That means, if signal exceeds (1− sk′k)Hik′t –
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which is the “left-over” human capital after switching – learning will happen. This implies
Pr(Hikt+1 = h|Hik′t ,Dt = 1,Bit = k) = Pr(Mit ≤ h) ·1(h = (1− sk′k)Hik′t)+
φ (h/σi) ·1(h > (1− sk′k)Hik′t) . (2.13)
Note that φ – the density of new method arrival – is unchanged. This highlights the assump-
tion that human capital does not alter the underlying method distribution. However, the
probability that human capital improves has changed, because the area h > (1− sk′k)Hik′t
is now larger. Therefore, compare terms between Equations (2.12) and (2.13), although the
expected future human capital decreases as a result of switching cost, the expected learn-
ing rate increased. In particular, if the switching cost is large, this implication resembles
the sharp drop in picture quality after camera switching, but the high learning speed that
immediately follows.
2.5.8.2 Camera
Besides human capital, there are two terms that changes with a camera: the brand-format
combination Kit (which we refer to as a “camera”) and the characteristics-specific quality
index Q̄ j (which we refer to as a “model”). We keep track of all possible current and future
brand-format combinations. Therefore, the camera evolves deterministically, as character-
ized in Equation (2.5).
The quality index stays constant if the camera, say j′, does not change. If the consumer
switches to a new camera j, as indicated in Equation (2.9), she draws a new Q̄ j from an
exogenously evolving distribution that depends only on calendar time of purchase. This
pins down the distribution of Q̄ j:
Pr
(








where q̄t and σq are parameters that are estimated in reduced form, and Φ denotes standard
normal CDF.
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2.5.8.3 Prices
Price transition matrices are exogenously given, and only depend on the price of the same
format of camera in the current period. That is to say, we allow for two price transition
matrices Πk̃, where each element of πk̃,i j is
πk̃,i j = Pr
(
Pk̃t+1 = p j|Pk̃t = pi
)
where pi, p j are discrete grid points of price.
2.5.8.4 Calendar time
Time is only relevant in characterizing the evolution in the distribution of Q̄ j. A fully
rational consumer, who takes into account the evolution of time, will have the incentive to
wait. This is because the expected camera quality drawn tomorrow will be higher. However,
having time in the state variable then generates a non-stationary choice problem, which
cannot be solved by iterating on a stationary Bellman Equation.
To solve this, I notice that the evolution of quality index distribution across months is
negligible, and therefore ignore the evolution of t in consumer expectations. In fact, if we
measure technology as the percentage contribution in the number of views, then on aver-
age, a camera adopted 1 month later is capable of generating 0.08% more views.36 However,
compared to the change in the q̄t , cameras adopted in the same month have a standard de-
viation of σq = 7% in the unit of views. That means, a “lucky draw” of model that is two
standard deviation above the mean can generate 14% more views, compared to the “aver-
age” cameras adopted in the same period. With this amount of cross-sectional heterogeneity
in Q̄ j, a tiny shift in the mean (equal to 1% standard deviation) is negligible. Therefore, I
safely assume that the consumer takes the distribution of Q̄ j today when forming the expec-
tation for camera quality tomorrow.
Note that this assumption only takes away time evolution between two neighboring
months (which is all we need to have a stationary Bellman Equation), but allow time as
36See estimation results in Section 2.6.
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a relevant state variable in consumer choice probability. For example, our model captures
that a consumer’s probability of camera switching depends positively on the age of the cur-
rent camera.
2.5.9 Dynamic programming
With rational expectations, the individual makes purchase and usage decisions every period






τ−tEt [ui (Aiτ ,Siτ)+ εiτ (Aiτ)] .
Given stationarity assumptions on the function ui (·, ·) (as in (2.11)) and transition process
of Sit =
(
Q̄ j,Kit−1,Hik′t ,Pt , t
)
,37 this is a standard dynamic decision problem in spirit of
Rust (1987) and others, where the consumer solves the equivalent static decision problem
max
Ait
Ui (Ait ,Sit)+ εit (Ait)
where the choice-specific value function Ui (Ait ,Sit) is defined by the Bellman equation











and all state transition probabilities, introduced in Section 2.5.8, apply in the expectation
operator.
2.5.10 Identification
Section 2.3.3 discussed identification of implied picture quality, from cross-sectional data
of picture taking and posting dates, and their cumulative views. The key identifying as-
sumptions imposed there are that upload date is exogenous given picture taking date, and
that the accumulation of potential viewer base (those who might decide to see the pictures,
37Note that we imposed that the transition of t across two periods can be ignored.
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depending on quality, popularity or topics) is determined by calendar time but not individ-
ual characteristics. We provide supportive evidence on the first assumption and robustness
check for the case when the second assumption fails.
I now discuss parametric identification of the structural model, given (max) picture qual-
ity, choices of picture taking and camera purchase, and other observed state variables as
data. First, given a correct model for camera and picture taking choices, the production
function intercept qi is identified by the initial period observed picture quality, given the
normalization of initial human capital at 0, some normalization of Q̄ j and enough variation
among initial camera characteristics. In fact, I pre-estimate Equation (2.16) to obtain the im-
plied Q̄ j, so as to guarantee identification of qi. Next, camera format effect γk̃ are identified
by comparing differences in the stationary picture quality, across camera formats, because
the cap of human capital is normalized at 1. Then, learning speed is identified by observing
changes in picture quality given qi, Q̄ j and γk̃, before human capital reaches its stationary
level. Of course, all of these are conditional on a correctly specified choice model.
For the parameters in the choice model, we first identify parameters in the exogenous
state transition matrices, Πk̃ as price transition of camera k̃, and parameters that capture
market technology index evolution, q̄t and σq. They are identified by the observed prices
and technology. We also impose that the discount factor δ is known. It is not identified un-
less with valid exclusion restrictions (Magnac and Thesmar, 2002). Given these parameters
and the production side model, utility parameter αi is identified by variations in human cap-
ital and camera (which changes the expected picture quality), on picture-taking decisions.
Effort cost ei is identified from picture-taking choices when the expected picture quality is
zero. Price coefficients are identified by price variations, and other utility coefficients are
identified by the “left-over” systematic variations in choices; for example, consumers tend
to choose the brand she used before, or they tend to purchase a DSLR even when her human
capital does not justify so, and so on.
Finally, identification of finite mixture heterogeneity comes from systematic variations
in an individual’s choices and picture quality outcome. See Kasahara and Shimotsu (2009)
for a formal discussion.
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2.5.11 Implementation
2.5.11.1 Sources of heterogeneity
To capture heterogeneity in the preferences and the human capital formation processes, I
assume that there exists a finite-mixture of permanent individual heterogeneity. The sources
of heterogeneity across individuals could come in three (groups of) parameters. First, there
is heterogeneity in an individual’s production function intercept, qi (introduced in Equation
(2.6)), which characterizes that individuals could differ systematically in their ability to take
good pictures. Given that it is unlikely that individuals are born with different experience
in photography, this could refer heterogeneity in their experience in photography, prior to
registering their Flickr account. Alternatively, one could characterize this as heterogeneity
in the initial human capital. However, this approach will require dynamically allocating grid
points in human capital, along different trial parameters in estimation.
Second, there is heterogeneity in the variance of a consumer’s newly drawn method, σ2i .
Since an individual can always discard bad draws of methods, a larger variance implies that
she is more likely to draw a good method, which then implies higher learning speed. This
is also apparent in Equation (2.12), where lower h/σi results in larger density.
Third, there is also heterogeneity in several of the utility parameters, including how
much a consumer cares about picture quality (αi), how much dis-utility would be incurred
from picture-taking, if the consumer generates zero picture quality (ei), and how much
additional utility (besides the effect on human capital) would be incurred if the consumer
purchases, or switches between cameras (λi,k′k). The finite mixture setup allows for arbitrary
correlation between the three parameters.
Note that we do not allow for heterogeneity in the switching cost sk′k and price coeffi-
cients. In previous versions, we allowed for heterogeneity in these parameters, but in most
cases do not find clear difference (across segments) in their estimates.
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2.5.11.2 Switching cost
To further parameterize the switching cost sk′k, I allow it to vary across the cases when
the consumer switches within the same format of products, or across formats, or across
brands. I assume that switching across formats incurs no smaller switching cost than within
a format; and similarly, switching across brands incurs no smaller cost than within a brand.
To impose these assumptions, I specify the following structure for the switching cost across













where s f ormat and sbrand symbolize the across-format and across-brand switching cost, tak-
ing value 0 when the individual switches within format or brand, respectively.38
2.5.11.3 Choice intercepts and other explanations of state dependence
The utility function in (2.11) gives a very general specification of choice state dependence
and choice-specific intercepts, that does not depend on the potential picture quality one
generates. In implementation, I restrict the utility specification to a more parsimonious
structure, which is characterized by 5 parameters:
∑
k′,k
λi,k′k = λi,DSLR1(Bit ≥ 4)+λi,Canon1(Bit = 1,4)+λi,Nikon1(Bit = 2,5)
+λi,FormatSwitch1( f ormatit 6= f ormatit−1)+λi,BrandSwitch1(brandit 6= brandit−1)
where λDSLR captures the immediate utility of purchasing a DSLR camera (relative to a
compact camera),39 λi,Canon and λi,Nikon capture the immediate utility of purchasing specific
38For example, if an individual holds human capital stock of 1 and a Canon compact camera, then, switch-



















1− s f ormat
)
; and finally,













39I cannot estimate a separate compact camera utility because the two brand coefficients almost capture the
entire market, so a λi,Compact and λi,DSLR together will produce close-to-perfect co-linearity with the brand param-
eters.
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brands, while λi,FormatSwitch and λi,BrandSwitch capture format- and brand- switching effects
(in additional to the switching cost in human capital).
2.5.11.4 Initial conditions
Heterogeneity in the prior-to-sample experience is characterized by the heterogeneous pro-
duction function intercept qi.
Choices of the initial cameras are endogenous to preference, initial quality and learning
speed heterogeneity. For example, a consumer with higher learning speed might be more
willing to purchase a DSLR camera before period 0. Therefore, her DSLR owned at period
1 is not exogenously given. To endogenize the initial cameras, I compute the stationary
distribution of camera formats, conditional on segment-specific model parameters and that
human capital and market technology are fixed at their initial values. This is similar to
Hendel and Nevo (2006).40
2.5.11.5 Camera quality index
I capture heterogeneity across cameras of the same brand and format by a state variable Q̄ j,
which, defined in (2.9), is a function of observed resolution and year of introduction. This
implies that the same camera will always have a fixed Q̄ j, regardless of who adopts it and
when.
From a researcher’s point of view, to estimate parameters ψ1,r and ψ2,y, so as to infer
Q̄ j from observed camera characteristics, I estimate a flexible reduced form model of pic-
ture quality, to capture the contribution of different camera characteristics. Specifically, I
40Alternatively, one could model the initial brand-format distributions. I only model the initial camera format
distributions because, monthly choice probability being close to zero, the brand-format choice probability matrix
is more likely to be singular at some parameter values.
























ψ6,t01(t = t0)+ Q̃i +ϖi jt , (2.16)
by regressing monthly maximum picture quality of individual i using camera model j at
time t, against indicator variables of camera resolution and year of introduction, and the
cumulative number of months that the individual has taken pictures (exprit), the cumulative
months since the individual appeared in the data (tenureit), the cumulative number of times
that the individual switched across cameras (cum.switchit), and calendar time and individual
fixed effects. I then take projected values of the first two terms to be a proxy of the camera
j’s contribution to picture quality.
I then simplify the individual’s belief about Q̄ j, by assuming that Q̄ j is not observed prior





To get an estimate of this distribution, I plot Q̄ j against time of adoption, for the newly
adopted camera. The evolution of the mean Q̄ j and two standard deviation (note that we
did not plot standard error of the mean) confidence interval are plotted in Figure (2.18) in
the Supporting Material. I find that the average camera quality increases with the time of
adoption, while the cross-sectional variation of it stays roughly constant. This motivates




, where only the mean depends on time. The small time
trend also motivates why it makes little difference when the individual ignores the evolution
of technology in two adjacent months, as discussed in Section 2.5.8.4. I then regress Q̄ j
among cameras adopted in month t, against a constant term and linear time trend t. The





= χ̂0 + χ̂1 · t
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In structural estimation, these two are treated as known parameters for both the researcher
and the consumers.
2.5.11.6 Discount factor
Finally, I give all consumers a discount factor of 0.95 monthly. The discount factor implies
that the consumers will discount away 70% of the value of a camera in two years, which I
find intuitive. This also implies an annual discount factor of 0.54, which is lower than the
field-data estimates by Dubé, Hitsch and Jindal (2009) (0.7), but higher than the estimates
for the non-durable goods case in Yao et al. (2012).41
2.5.11.7 Interpolation of the value function
I discretize several of the continuous state variables into a few discrete values. Because
the consumer optimization problem is defined on a high-dimensional state space, curse of
dimensionality heavily restricts the number of grid points for each state variables. For ex-
ample, while the actual price for DSLRs is continuous, I discretize it into a 5-element-set
{0,300,600,900,1200}.
It is desirable to approximate the value function outside of the discretized state space.
In that way, we approximate consumer choice rules at the actual state variable, rather than
forcing it to the nearest grid point. I apply a simple linear interpolation rule, so that the
value function is the weighted average of its values at the two nearest grid points. Take the
price of DSLR as an example: value function at the actual price p is the weighted average
of its values at p0 and p1:
V (p) =V (p0)+
p− p1
p1− p0
· (V (p1)−V (p0)) .
41The discount factor inYao et al. (2012) is close to zero annually, but is reasonable in their context of mobile
phone contracts, since it requires a much shorter-term thinking on the consumer side.
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Table 2.5: Estimate of camera quality index transition
par. est. std. err.
constant (χ0) -0.134 0.002
years since 2000 (χ1) 0.010 0.000
std dev of residuals (σq) 0.072
Note: Estimates of camera quality transition process, outlined in Section 2.5.6. I first estimate a reduced form
of camera contribution in picture quality, as in Equation (2.16). I then take the predicted index of resolution and
year-of-introduction as camera quality Q̄ j. Next, I find all Q̄ j at the time of camera switching, and estimate its
linear specification on the year of purchase. This gives coefficients χ1 and χ0. Finally, I predict residuals and
compute the standard deviation of the error term.
I interpolate value function on a 3-dimensional state space – (Hik′t ,Pt), where the prices
are two-dimensional – by nesting three 1-dimensional linear interpolation algorithms. That
is, I first interpolate human capital giving other state variables fixed at each other’s grid
point, then interpolate price of compact cameras fixing human capital at the interpolated
values, and all others at their grid points, and then repeat this for the DSLR prices.42 I find
that, even locally, the value function at reasonable parameters is not “smooth enough” to be
fitted by hyper-planes. Therefore, interpolating one state at a time (although much slower) is
a more precise method than using (local) hyper-planes or (global) multi-dimensional poly-
nomials. The latter follows Keane and Wolpin (1994).
2.6 Estimation results
2.6.1 Transition of exogenous state variables
I first estimate how the state variables transition across periods. In structural estimation,
these parameters are known to the consumer and the researcher.
First, I present estimates for the “market” camera quality transition. Implementation of
this is documented in Section 2.5.6. We find that the distribution of camera quality index
does not vary much in adjacent time periods, but the within-period heterogeneity is large.
This motivates the modeling approach of a consumer’s expectation of Q̄ j tomorrow.
42I do not interpolate technology and calendar year, because these two dimensions are not central to the problem,
and the effect of technology (Q̄ j) was found small.
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Table 2.6: Estimate of transition probabilities for DSLR prices
"tmr: 0" 300 600 900 1200
"now: 0" 0.999 0.001 0.000 0.000 0.000
300 0.006 0.993 0.001 0.000 0.000
600 0.000 0.013 0.985 0.002 0.000
900 0.000 0.000 0.020 0.976 0.004
1200 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.054 0.946
Note: Estimates of the transition matrix for DSLR prices. This is done before structural estimation, and this matrix
is known to all consumers in the model.
Next, I present non-parametric estimates for the price transition matrices. I discretize
prices of DSLRs into grids of $300, and those of compact cameras into grids of $150. De-
spite being a rather crude discretization, our way of interpolating the value function outside
of state space improves precision of the value functions. We find that prices can only stay
the same, or move to the grid point immediately next to the current-period price. In addition,
at any price level above zero, there is a higher probability for the price to go down one grid,
compared to the probability of going up. Together with consumer’s rational expectation of
this, our model captures a consumer’s incentive to wait for price drops.
2.6.2 Structural parameters
2.6.2.1 Camera format coefficients
Table 2.7 presents structural parameter estimates, for the parameters that are common across
segments. I find considerable improvement in picture quality, if a consumer uses a DSLR
rather than compact camera. The difference in the two parameters shows that an advanced
camera is a strong complement to consumer human capital (and vice versa): for consumers
who who reached stationary human capital level, their pictures produced by a DSLR will
attract 15% more views, all else equal. This is lower than the difference in picture quality
between a DSLR and a compact camera, observed in the descriptive evidence, and it reflects
the endogenous choices (and the timing of these choices) of camera format.
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Table 2.7: Estimates of common parameters
parameter s.e.
Return to human capital - compact camera (γ1) 0.68 0.03
- DSLR camera (γ4) 0.83 0.03
Scale of quality error term (σν ) 0.68 0.01
Switching cost - baseline (sbaseline) 0.07 0.02
- additional from across formats (s f ormat) 0.10 0.02
- additional from across brands (sbrand) 0.11 0.02
Price/100 (β1) -2.04 0.04
Price/100 squared (β2) 0.13 0.01
Share of low-starter 0.64 0.02
Note: This table reports structural estimates for the parameters that are common across individuals. This includes
the share of the first segment. Bootstrap standard errors are reported, which are computed from estimates of 20
random samples with replacement.
2.6.2.2 Switching cost
It is natural to expect that previous knowledge on a specific camera cannot be fully applied
to the next camera. The switching cost estimates from 2.8 confirm this guess. I find that
switching to a camera of the same brand or format incurs some cost beyond the price, and
in addition, any across-brand or across-format switch will incur significantly higher loss in
human capital.
For example, for a consumer currently using a Canon compact camera, switching to an-
other Canon compact camera costs 7% of her human capital, while switching to a Nikon
compact camera costs 16%. If she decides to upgrade to a DSLR camera, switching to a
Canon DSLR costs 17% of her human capital, and 26% for switching to a Nikon DSLR.
Since the handling and operation for products of different formats and brands are very dif-
ferent, it is natural to imagine that across-brand and across-format switching is associated
with larger human capital attrition. All implied switching costs are statistically significant.
2.6.2.3 Picture quality intercept, learning speed, and the utility for picture quality
We then turn to structural parameters that are heterogeneous across individuals, which are
all summarized in Table 2.8. To characterize heterogeneity in learning by doing and the
associated camera choice, there are three important parameters: the intercept in consumer
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Table 2.8: Estimates of heterogeneous parameters
"low-starters" s.e. "high-starters" s.e.
Picture quality intercept (qi) -0.33 0.04 1.24 0.07
std dev of new methods (σi) 0.46 0.02 0.85 0.08
Utility: pref to quality (αi) 1.77 0.15 1.01 0.05
effort cost (ei) 0.26 0.08 0.40 0.13
- preference to DSLR (λi,DSLR) 4.59 0.23 5.07 0.24
- preference to Canon (λi,Canon) -0.15 0.14 -0.83 0.11
- preference to Nikon (λi,Nikon) -0.50 0.06 -1.31 0.08
- switching formats (λi,FormatSwitch) 0.26 0.07 -0.35 0.09
- switching brands (λi,BrandSwitch) -0.22 0.08 -1.40 0.08
Note: This table reports structural estimates parameters that are heterogeneity across-segments. Bootstrap standard
errors are reported, which are computed from estimates of 20 random samples with replacement.
production function (qi), standard deviation of the new method distribution (σi), which char-
acterizes learning speed, and the marginal utility for each unit of picture quality (αi). There
are other heterogeneous utility parameters, but they are less central to our analysis.
The constant term in the production function, qi, is very different across the two seg-
ments. Specifically, it is negative for the first segment, and large and positive for the second.
Note that I normalized initial human capital to be zero, which is also its lower bound. That
means, qi is the average picture quality in the initial period, net of the camera characteristics
index Q̄ j (which is much smaller in magnitude). Hence, I interpret heterogeneity in qi as
differences in an individual’s ability to produce picture quality at the start of the sample,
and accordingly, I label the two segments “low-starters” and “high-starters”, respectively.
Next, the standard deviation of new method distribution, σi, captures learning speed.
To see this, recall that an individual can always discard bad draws of methods. Hence, a
larger variance implies that she is more likely to draw a better method (a higher probability
of improving her picture quality each time she takes pictures), as well as larger steps of
improvement on average. We find that the high-starters – those with high initial quality in-
tercept estimates – improve much faster and in much larger steps, than the other consumers.
From the estimates of σi, we can construct the implied arrival probability of new meth-
ods, which captures the rate of, and the expected gain from, learning by doing. Figure 2.8
presents the probability mass of new methods arrival, at each grid point of human capi-
tal. From the figure, it is apparent that the low-starters, who have higher variance of new
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Figure 2.8: Probability distribution of new methods for each segment
Note: This figure shows the probability mass of new methods arrival, at each grid point of human capital, implied
by the parameter estimates. For example, if a high-starter is at zero human capital, there is a 0.1 probability that
she draws a new method of 0.5, which will become her next-period human capital. Because negative methods do
occur and they will be discarded immediately, the area beneath each probability mass function is 0.5. Note that
human capital is constrained in [0,1], and draws are larger than 1 are capped at 1.
methods, are much more likely to take large leaps in learning. In addition, the learning rate
(i.e. probability of any human capital improvement, upon picture taking) for a high-starter
is higher than that of a low-starter. This does not comply with such a hypothesis, that the
inherent learning rate for different consumers are similar, and the heterogeneity in qi re-
flects differences in initial experience. Rather, this evidence speaks for heterogeneity in the
inherent learning rate; that is, the estimate of σi truly reflects differences in learning rate,
rather than differences of a consumer’s location on the same learning curve. Consequently,
human capital for the high-starters, who are also fast-learners, converge to their steady state
much faster. This is shown in Figure 2.9, where we plot the predicted distribution of human
capital by segment.
Finally, the estimates on the marginal utility to picture quality, αi, also display important
heterogeneity across the two segments. We find that the low-starters care much more about
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Figure 2.9: Predicted evolution of human capital
Notes: The four panels present four cross-sections of predicted human capital distributions, by segment. Low
starters learn much faster, therefore are ahead in their human capital stock. On the other hand, high starters learn
slower but has a larger picture quality intercept.
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the same unit of picture quality – that is, picture quality that causes the same increase in
views – than the high-starters. Hence, although we found that the low-starters are the ones
who start low and improve slowly, the same unit of human capital improvement will be
converted into camera upgrade – more so than the high starters. In fact, the key source
of identification for across-consumer heterogeneity comes from the correlation between a
consumer’s rate of picture-quality improvements, and her changes in choice probabilities
for advanced cameras, over time.
2.6.2.4 Price coefficients
The nonlinear price effects show that, for a one-dollar price change, the individuals are much
more sensitive at the lower price range. A consumer becomes insensitive to price changes
at 800 dollars, which is over the 95th percentile of the observed DSLR price distribution. In
earlier versions, I allowed for different price coefficients for the two segments, and did not
find notable differences in their estimates.
2.6.2.5 Other utility parameters
The dis-utility from taking pictures, called “effort”, is also different across segments. In-
tuitively, this parameter rationalizes that a consumer does not take pictures every period,
and the difference in this parameter between segments capture that high-starters do not take
pictures as frequently as they “should”, since for them, taking pictures is much bigger an
investment given the higher learning rate. Another way to understand this parameter is to
think of it as the cost of obtaining human capital, for each segment. Intuitively, the high-
starters can take much more favorable “lotteries” of new methods, but their “price” for the
lottery is more expensive, in terms of higher effort cost.
The instantaneous utility parameters from camera purchase and brand switching – that
are unrelated to picture quality – show that there is considerably positive utility from pur-
chasing a DSLR camera. This might represent the utility from using the advanced camera
features from these cameras, or simply from status effects of using the DSLRs, and ratio-
nalizes the tendency to upgrade despite at a low human capital level. Finally, the utility
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Table 2.9: Average short-run elasticities
(1) (2) (4) (5) no purchase
(1) Canon Compact -2.63 0.03 0.03 0.03 0.03
(2) Nikon Compact 0.01 -2.65 0.01 0.01 0.01
(4) Canon DSLR 0.04 0.04 -3.51 0.04 0.04
(5) Nikon DSLR 0.02 0.02 0.02 -3.53 0.02
Note: This table reports short-run elasticities. I compute elasticities by first calculating the implied choice proba-
bilities for each type of consumer, and then the counterfactual choice probabilities when prices for a given brand-
format in a row are temporarily reduced by 10% for the given month. Then, elasticities are computed from the
averaged choice probabilities. For example, the first row, second column reads: a 10% temporary decrease in the
price of Canon compact cameras decreases the demand for Nikon compact camera by 0.3%.
parameters on brand-switching and format-switching are conventionally negative, and cap-
tures alternative explanations to state dependence that are unrelated to learning by doing.
2.6.3 Implied price elasticities
2.6.3.1 Short run price elasticities
To verify whether the model produces conventional price effects, I simulate price elasticities
from an instantaneous 10% price decrease for a given brand-format. The change in price
is not expected beforehand, and will not persist beyond one month – hence the term “short-
run price elasticitities”. I calculate the implied choice probabilities for each segment of
consumers, with or without the price change, and compute weighted average the choice
probabilities, and the implied demand. The price elasticities are then computed from the
percentage changes in demand, as responses to the 10% decrease in the prices.
Shown in Table 2.9, I find that the short-run price elasticities are conventional, as in
other empirical demand estimation literature in the digital camera industry (Song and Chin-
tagunta, 2003; Gowrisankaran and Rysman, 2012). For example, a 10% decrease in the
prices for Canon DSLRs increases the product’s current-period demand by 45%. I show
the full elasticity matrix in Supporting Material Table 2.15, and it shows that most of the
additional demand comes from the consumers who would otherwise not purchase in this
period (the “no purchase” category).43
43On average, the “no purchase” alternative has a baseline market share of 95%.
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2.6.3.2 Long run price elasticities
In Table 2.10, I simulate price elasticities from permanent 10% price decrease – that is
known to all the consumers. The only difference from the short-run elasticities is that price
changes are permanent and consumers’ rational expectations take this into account.
Table 2.10: Average long-run elasticities
(1) (2) (4) (5) no purchase
(1) Canon Compact -2.88 -0.06 0.03 0.08 0.03
(2) Nikon Compact -0.04 -2.86 0.03 -0.03 0.01
(4) Canon DSLR 0.82 -0.38 -2.77 -0.75 0.04
(5) Nikon DSLR -0.09 0.94 -0.36 -2.73 0.02
Note: This table reports long-run elasticities, computed from demand responses to permanent price changes of 10%
for a given brand-format of camera. For example, the first row, second column reads: a foreseeable, permanent
10% price decrease for Canon compact cameras increases the demand for Nikon compact cameras, by 0.6%.
Compare Table 2.10 and 2.9. We find that the effect of a one-time discount is very
different from that of a permanent price discount. There are two explanations that jointly
determine the pattern we see.
First, because a camera lasts beyond one month, current purchase decisions and pur-
chases tomorrow are inter-temporal substitutes. Therefore, if the price discount is perma-
nent (e.g. for Canon DSLRs), consumers who were thinking about buy other products today,
might change their mind and purchase Canon DSLRs in future periods. This is especially
true for those who were thinking about buying a compact camera now: when realizing that
DSLR prices are cheaper in the future, they might wait for their human capital to reach a
certain threshold, and purchase a DSLR only then. In other words, some of the demand for
other cameras now could be substituted into the outside option.
We find that that the own-price elasticities for DSLR cameras are higher when a price
discount is temporary. That implies, when the individual realizes that the discount is only
a one-time offer, she is more likely to take the opportunity right now. This inter-temporal
substitution pattern is conventional in dynamic demand models, even in other contexts. For
example, in Hendel and Nevo (2006), purchasing now decreases the likelihood of stock-
out, and increases future inventory cost, therefore lowering the likelihood of purchasing
tomorrow. However, this does not stand for compact cameras.
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Second, and less conventionally, we find inter-temporal complementarity effect on top
of the substitution effect. For example, if the Canon DSLR prices are cheaper in all future
periods, investing in compact camera-specific human capital is less attractive. Conversely,
investing in DSLR-specific human capital is more attractive. For this reason, a permanent
Canon DSLR price drop will further discourage demand in any compact cameras, and en-
courage purchase of even Nikon and other brand DSLRs.
To see this effect clearly, we show down any direct utility from purchase: that is, ad-
ditional utility or switching costs from purchase, other than from picture quality that the
camera would generate. In other words, we assume that utility only depends on picture
quality (which follows the same evolution path) and expenditure. The short-run and long-
run elasticities are reported in Table 2.11 and 2.12.
Table 2.11: Short-run elasticities without direct utility from purchase
(1) (2) (4) (5) no purchase
(1) Canon Compact -2.61 0.04 0.04 0.04 0.04
(2) Nikon Compact 0.03 -2.63 0.03 0.03 0.03
(4) Canon DSLR 0.00 0.00 -3.57 0.00 0.00
(5) Nikon DSLR 0.00 0.00 0.00 -3.57 0.00
Note: This table reports short-run elasticities, assuming that utility only depends on picture quality and expendi-
ture.
Table 2.12: Long-run elasticities without direct utility from purchase
(1) (2) (4) (5) no purchase
(1) Canon Compact -3.27 -0.19 0.12 0.21 0.04
(2) Nikon Compact -0.26 -3.40 0.11 -0.02 0.04
(4) Canon DSLR 0.01 -0.00 -3.55 -0.01 0.00
(5) Nikon DSLR -0.00 0.02 -0.00 -3.54 0.00
Note: This table reports long-run elasticities, assuming that utility only depends on picture quality and expenditure.
We find that in this case, for compact cameras, own-price elasticities for a permanent
price discount is larger in magnitude, than the elasticities to a one-time price change. For
example, consumers purchase even more Canon compact cameras today, when they realize
that those cameras are also cheaper in the future. This is to say, current and future purchases
of the same camera are inter-temporal complements. We do not find this effect for DSLRs.
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In addition, we also find that current purchases of the same format of cameras are also
complements, because the consumer foresees that human capital from a Nikon DSLR can
easily carry over to Canons, who she expect to purchase more because of the reduced price.
Finally, different formats of cameras are now strong substitutes. This is because investments
in compact camera-specific human capital cannot be carried over to DSLRs as easily.
There are two side remarks. First, elasticities are higher when we further set the switch-
ing costs in human capital to be zero. This implies that imperfect transferability of human
capital makes products more differentiated. Second, note that the magnitude of elasticities
in Table 2.11 are very different than the benchmark elasticities. This is because we set some
utility coefficients to zero, and this drastically changed the choice probabilities.
2.6.4 Model fit
We also examine model fit. In particular, we check whether the model can simultaneously
fit the following three patterns. First, we examine evolution in a consumer’s picture quality
when she slowly gain experience. Second, we check whether the model-predicted shock to
her picture quality, at the instance of camera switching, matches the observed patterns in
Figure 2.3. Finally, we look at whether a consumer in the model chooses her cameras in the
same pattern as the data shows. These are presented graphically in Figure 2.10 and 2.11.
To compute the model prediction of a variable, say picture quality, I first simulate its
realizations across all consumers in all periods, for both segments. Then, given a period (a
calendar month, or a month relative to camera switching), I average the individual predic-
tions by segment probability and sample frequency.
These figures show that the model fits very well, both for the general trend in picture
quality, and for shocks to picture quality around camera switching. This indicates that the
learning by doing model can capture both long run and short run evolution of human capital.
Given the characterization of human capital evolution, I find that the model predicts
choice probabilities well in general, for purchase of both types of cameras and for picture-
taking using the previous camera. The only exception is that it over-predicts the demand for
compact camera at the very beginning. This might be due to that consumer human capital
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Figure 2.10: Observed and predicted data
Notes: The four panels present model predicted and observed data along a consumer’s duration in Flickr. These
four panels are, respectively, observed and predicted choice probability of compact cameras and DSLRs (upper
panels), observed and predicted choice probability for picture taking, and the observed and predicted maximum
picture quality in a month. The predicted values are calculated first by segment, and then averaged across segments
by their posterior probability.
is still low, and the model predicts that initial holders of an DSLR camera should switch
back.44
44We endogenized both initial picture quality and initial camera format choice, but we imposed that initial
camera is drawn from a stationary distribution given constant human capital at 0. An alternative way of modeling
the initial condition might not generate this pattern, but given that this mis-prediction is not severe, we choose not
to complicate the model.
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95% CI of data
Figure 2.11: Observed and predicted picture quality around camera switching
Notes: This figure presents the observed and predicted maximum picture quality in a month, by months since
camera switching. The month that the individual start using a new camera is normalized to month 1. The predicted
values are calculated first by segment, and then averaged across segments by their posterior probability.
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2.7 Counterfactual implications
2.7.1 Counterfactual experiments
I investigate how important a consumer’s human capital is, in explaining the observed
changes in her picture quality, as well as her choices of cameras. We simulate two coun-
terfactual experiments. First, we assume that there is no switching cost in human capital,
so that new camera purchases are not associated with human capital losses. Second, we
assume that there is no learning by doing, and (because of our normalization) no role of hu-
man capital at all. Under each counterfactual scenario, I simulate the choices and outcomes
of a group of consumers, who share the same initial condition as that of the data, but evolves
according to the counterfactual parameters. I separately plot the counterfactual outcomes
against the time that a consumer stays in sample, for the first 5 years, and compare them
with simulated choices and outcome under benchmark model estimates. These are shown
in Figure 2.12 and 2.13.
I find that when there is no learning, consumers systematically purchase less DSLR
cameras and take less pictures. In fact, the sales of advanced cameras is reduced by 20% of
its benchmark value. Also, we find that the amount of pictures individuals take is reduced by
almost 30%. Directly, this is a result of the complementarity of human capital and camera
format: that consumers with a larger stock of human capital derive higher payoff from using
an advanced camera, and consequently, they are more willing to pay higher prices for that.
In addition, I find that both the demand for advanced cameras and the demand for
picture-taking activities are smaller at the very beginning, when the human capital stock is
still close to zero. This additional finding speaks for the investment motives in consumers’
purchase and picture taking decisions. Specifically, a consumer is willing to purchase a
DSLR early, if she foresees that there is product-specific learning by doing, even when her
current human capital does not justify it; similarly, she is willing to take more pictures early,
beyond her current consumption utility.
Counterfactual outcomes when there is no switching cost is displayed in Figure 2.13.
Here, I find that when learning by doing is entirely general, the demand for compact cameras
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Figure 2.12: Counterfactual outcomes if consumers do not learn
Notes: This figure reports counterfactual outcomes when there is no learning. The four panels report, respectively,
choice probabilities of buying a compact camera, buying a DSLR, taking pictures, and finally, share of DSLR
holders at a given point in time.
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Figure 2.13: Counterfactual outcomes if human capital is fully general
Notes: This figure reports counterfactual outcomes when there is no switching cost. The four panels report,
respectively, choice probabilities of buying a compact camera, buying a DSLR, taking pictures, and finally, share
of DSLR holders at a given point in time.
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increases, by a larger magnitude than the increase in DSLR demand. This is driven by the
fact that consumers do not need to purchase an advanced camera early if they expect to
learn from it (and benefit from it in the future), if she can “freely” learn from a cheaper
alternative. In other words, shutting down switching cost takes away the investment motive
for buying a DSLR early. As a result of this, market share of DSLR holders is lower than
when there is switching cost; it should be highlighted that although the pattern is similar to
that of no learning, the underlying mechanism is very different.
Also, picture-taking frequency decreases by a small amount, when there is no switching
cost. The difference goes to the immediately higher incentive to practice when human
capital suffers a loss after camera switching.
2.7.2 The demand for human capital
Increase in human capital stock has direct effects on on product-usage utility, and it in-
creases consumer welfare (Michael, 1973). Hence, there is a direct demand for usage expe-
rience, which a firm or a third party can provide. In the context of digital cameras, examples
of such include free product training,45 photo contests (to incentivize product usage), and
so forth.
I quantify the size of such demand, by giving all consumers one more month of experi-
ence, at the very beginning. Specifically, I allow them to all take pictures using their first
camera, in period 0. This then increases their beginning human capital stock from period 1,
and the added effect decreases over time. I then charge the consumers a fixed monthly fee,
and find the amount of the fee such as to bring their expected utility back to the case without
training. This utility-equivalent amount of fee is then their willingness to pay, or equivalent
variation, of the 1-month added experience.
Formally, denote the expected sum of future utility as




Ui (Ait ,Sit ;EVi,Hi0)
]
45For example, in India, Vietnam and potentially some other countries, Canon provides free short-lectures for
users who just purchased their DSLRs.
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as a function of the fixed fee EVi charged in each period (on top of any price in case of
a purchase), and the initial human capital Hi0. If the consumer received an education, she
draws a signal Mi0 before period 1. Otherwise, Hi0 = 0 as our normalization. Now, a
consumer’s willingness to pay for 1-month of usage experience is the amount of fixed fee
that equates expected utility without the training and “tuition fee”, and the utility with both:
Vit (EVi,max{Mi0,0})−Vit (0,0) = 0.
And because EVi is charged in all periods, I present EVi1−δ as the discounted sum of the fixed
monthly payment, at δ = 0.95.
Table 2.13 presents the results, separately for consumers from different segments. The
first row presents the willingness to pay for a contemporary experience shock, and the sec-
ond to fourth row present willingness to pay for an experience shock in the past. We find
that a one-time experience shock has considerable effect in contemporary consumer value
function, because of the steep learning curve when she is relatively inexperienced. In fact,
the consumer’s willingness to pay for the increase in experience is 1.2 times the magni-
tude of her expected life-time expenditure in the product category. In addition, the impact
on a high-starter is much larger, because she can learn more from the one additional draw.
Finally, the one-time experience boost decays slowly over the years, and this means that
human capital shock has long-run effects.
2.7.3 Managerial implications
2.7.3.1 Consumer education
We find that consumers have high valuation for even a small increase in human capital. This
means that potentially, there is a market for consumer’s product-specific education.
A firm or a third-party can organize consumer workshops, and charge full fee for that.
In fact, I find that the tuition fee for a one-month New York Institute of Photography online
course is $50,46 which seems to be an optimization result from a the demand curve, similar
46This information is from http://www.nyip.edu/courses/professional-photography, in September 2014.
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Table 2.13: Valuation for additional 1 month of experience
WTP: lo-starters WTP: hi-starters WTP: average lifetime expend.
start of the sample 465.1845 711.3428 554.8836 469.1844
1 year 159.5055 184.6547 168.6698 400.8924
2 years 69.5021 68.9929 69.3165 379.0865
3 years 38.8951 31.6835 36.2672 373.6072
4 years 29.5170 19.8236 25.9848 379.5301
Note: This table reports, for consumers in different segments and with different levels of experience, the amount of
compensation that is welfare-equivalent to a counterfactual increase in human capital by 1 month, at the beginning
of the sample. I compute the amount of a fixed monthly subsidy, that is equivalent of this policy change – in the
sense that it equates the expected sum of future utility for the consumer. I then take discounted sum of this stream
of subsidy. For example, the first number reads: for a low-starter consumer at the beginning of the sample, her
valuation of the 1- month extra human capital is measured as the utility-equivalent one-off tax at 465 dollars. The
last column reports the expected discounted lifetime expenditure for consumers with the corresponding experience
(without the extra human capital). This number is provided as a benchmark to understand the magnitude of
consumer valuation of education.
to one outlined in Table 2.13. There are many examples in the digital camera industry. For
example, Canon and some other manufacturers have organized in-store workshops, which
are more dedicated to educate brand-specific knowledge, as well as generating traffic in their
stores. Also, they have long been sponsors to other third-party held lectures and workshops,
which are more dedicated towards general knowledge.
There are two additional caveats from our results. First, consumer education steals the
market for entry level products. Since the industry consists of both multi-camera-format
firms, as well as firms that dedicate themselves to only compact cameras, these different
firms might have different incentives to subsidize consumer knowledge. Specifically, firms
that only produce compact cameras might only have incentives to provide firm-specific or
format-specific knowledge, while firms that produce both need to carefully weight the rev-
enue gain and losses among their different departments.
Second, we find that a shock in consumer human capital decrease their tendency to
purchase compact cameras, but this does not mean that they will immediately buy a DSLR.
Sponsoring consumer human capital might prolong their waiting in the learning process (if
they expect that more knowledge will come tomorrow), which might cut short-run profit
even for a multi-product firm. Therefore, an interesting theme for future study on supply-
side provision of consumer knowledge, is the consequence of mis-alligned time horizons.
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2.7.3.2 Switching cost and product design
We find that switching cost is increasing in consumer human capital stock, and it is higher
when she switches to a very different product. This include switching to a different brand,
and switching to a different product format. Therefore, it will become increasingly difficult
for a consumer to switch either across brand or across format (especially both).
It should be highlighted that, despite the similarity in magnitude, switching costs across
brands and across formats within a brand have very different implications. For two firms
of similar market shares, creating product design differences might be a way to differenti-
ate their products, and avoid head-to-head competition. For example, Canon lenses zoom
in when turned counter-clockwise, while Nikon lenses do so if turned clock-wise. There-
fore, for experienced Canon consumers, she would not be as elastic to the prices of Nikon
cameras, and therefore both firms can charge higher mark-ups.
Product-format switching cost, on the other hand, might partly be due to product-design
limitation, that a firm would wish to eliminate. After all, if a multi-product firm is a mo-
nopolist, it might be incentivized to migrate consumers into buying advanced products, and
earn higher profits from that (judging by their prices, which are 5-10 times different). How-
ever, the story is more complicated if there are multiple firms, and a firm might consider
designing its advanced product similarly to the opponent’s entry-level product, so as to steal
some of the upgrading consumers.
As limitation of this study, we are unable to measure product design features, and hence,
unable to quantify how switching cost depends on the “difference” between two cameras
(besides brand and format). If we were able to measure this, studying how equilibrium
switching cost depends on market structure is an interesting topic, now left for future re-
search.
2.8 Concluding Remarks
This paper quantifies the importance of consumer learning by doing – i.e. accumulation of
product-specific human capital through usage – on their demand for advanced products. In
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the context with entry-level and advanced digital cameras, I measure the returns to consumer
experience, via looking at how a homogeneous set of viewers receive a consumer’s pictures,
taken at different points in time. On the one hand, experience leads to higher utility from
product usage (in this case, via higher picture quality). Thus, learning by doing explains
a considerable share of the demand for advanced products. On the other hand, I find that
up to 26% of a consumer’s product-specific human capital is not fully transferable, and
this discourages product switching – in particular between brands where product-design
differences are greater. As a result, more experienced consumers display greater brand
loyalty; and knowing so, even mildly forward-looking consumers consider products across
brands to be much more substitutable in the long run, than those within a brand.
The model of consumer learning by doing that is proposed in this paper has great gen-
eralizability in home electronics, sports equipment, entertainment, and other categories that
require consumer skills to use the products. From a managerial point of view, understand-
ing the evolution of consumer knowledge not only helps understand the evolution of their
demand – in particular the migration from entry level to more advanced products, but it also
helps understand their tendency to be locked in to products that are similarly designed as
their previous ones. Further, because usage experience is desirable on its own, there is de-
mand for supply-side provision of consumer knowledge, such as the firm offering training
services, competitions in user content creation, or simply designing products that are easy
to use. From the manager’s perspective, whether such actions are profitable depends not
only on the returns to experience, but also on how widely-applicable the product knowledge
is.
The empirical exercise in this paper is done on a relatively small sample, which might
be non-representative; however, the difficulty of measuring the returns to experience lim-
its the usage of more standard market share data, used in Song and Chintagunta (2003),
Gowrisankaran and Rysman (2012), among others. This is related to the general difficulty
of identifying the source of state dependence from choice data alone (Ching et al., 2013),
which is beyond the scope of this paper.
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2.9 Supporting materials
2.9.1 Returns to experience in photography
Overview This section estimates the returns to experience in photography in reduced
form, where the model is flexible enough to allow for deviations from the assumptions
used to infer picture quality, in Section 2.3.3. Hence, this section also serves as a robustness
check for the picture quality measure.
Specifications I first further assume quadratic specification of picture quality qip from
Equation (2.2):
qip = θ1xip +θ2x2ip +∑camit +qi0 +ηit (2.17)
which is a quadratic on experience xip, plus a set of camera fixed effects, individual fixed
effect qi0, and a error term ηit . I then regress
log(viewsip) = ∑
t0,t1
Φt0t1 + zipψ +θ1xip +θ2x
2
ip +∑camit +qi0 +ηit , (2.18)
and the parameters θ1 and θ2 capture the returns to experience. Note that this specification
shares essentially the assumption I use to infer picture quality, other than the additional
quadratic functional form on experience, and the separability in camera dummies.
There are, however, two potential concerns to the assumptions to Equation (2.2). First,
the flow of viewers could interact with experience, resulting in heterogeneous display-
window effect. In other words, Φt0t1 might be individual specific. The second concern
is associated with the timing of upload, i.e. the user might strategically choose the time
to upload a picture based on its quality. Both arguments point to the heterogeneity of the
display window dummies.
With this in mind, I also estimate the returns to experience on a more-flexible specifica-
tion. Although this cannot be used to infer picture quality, it serves as an robustness check.
Specifically, I allow for interactions of individual heterogeneity and the display-window ef-
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Table 2.14: Returns to experience in photography
individual fixed effect individual-display window fixed effect
experience (100 months) 0.641*** 0.536***
(0.012) (0.015)
experience sq (0000s) -0.139*** -0.114***
(0.005) (0.007)
camera dummies Yes Yes
topic dummies Yes Yes
upload order Yes Yes
display window Yes No
months since joined Flickr Yes No
number of pics uploaded Yes No
Rsq. 0.112 0.008
obs. 1557232 1560224
Note: This table provides reduced form estimates of the returns to experience in photography. The dependent
variable is log of cumulative number of views, per picture level. The first column corresponds to Equation (2.18),
where we infer the returns to experience using within-individual variation, but adding covariates to control for
aggregate calendar time trend in Flickr. The second column reports estimates using within-individual-upload-
time variations, based on the specification in Equation (2.19). Measured in picture quality, the first specification
estimates a 3-year return to experience of 21.3%, or an annualized 6.7%; the second specification estimates a
3-year return of 18.2% – annualized to 5.8%. Within-effect R-squared are provided.
fects, resulting in individual-display-time dummies Φ̃i,t0,t1 . Equation (2.18) now becomes:
log(viewsip) = z̃ipψ +θ1xip +θ2x2ip +∑camit + Φ̃i,t0,t1 + η̃it , (2.19)
where Φ̃i,t0,t1 now captures a combined effect of baseline picture quality qi0 and individual-
specific flow of viewers. We can regress (2.18) controlling for individual-batch fixed effects.
Estimates The first column in Table (2.14) presents the estimation results from Equation
(2.18). I find that the returns to experience is positive within sample period, with a decreas-
ing marginal return. This is consistent with the learning curve measures in Shaw and Lazear
(2008), Besanko et al. (2010), Levitt et al. (2013), among others. Quantitatively, the annual return to
experience in the first 3 years amounts to an increase in picture quality, such that it generates
6.7% more views.
I further check the sensitivity of this result to potential endogeneity problems, as dis-
cussed. Shown in Column 2, the robust learning speed estimates are not economically
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picture−taking time as # months since previous upload
Figure 2.14: Views on pictures uploaded at different points in time
Note: This figure plots views of a picture relative to views specific to a batch, for pictures uploaded at different
points in time. Specifically, the horizontal axis is the picture taking time, but is normalized as the number of months
since the previous upload batch. For example, -2 means that this picture was taken 2 months before an upload, but
the picture was only uploaded in the next batch (so this is delayed upload); +2 means that the picture was taken 2
months after the previous upload and is uploaded in the next batch.
different from the benchmark estimates – hence, the inferred learning curve economically
robust to the potential concern of endogeneity.
2.9.2 Additional Figures and Tables











1 2 3 4 5
latest camera takes majority of pictures
more pictures taken by other cameras
Figure 2.15: Joint probability of the number of cameras owned, and whether the latest
camera takes the most pictures (x-axis: # cameras)
Note: This figure shows the joint probability of the number of cameras owned at a given time, and the incidence
that most pictures are taken by the latest camera. A camera is owned at a point in time if I observe at least one
picture taken before that, and at least one picture taken afterward. By construction, a camera takes all pictures if it
is the only “owned” camera – as represented by the dark bar at x axis = 1. When more than one camera is present,
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years (0 = camera switching)
DSLR to DSLR
Figure 2.16: Switching cost controlling for camera formats
Notes: These figures present monthly maximum picture quality for each individual, before and after camera
switching, conditional on the camera formats before and after. For detailed notes, see Figure 2.3.
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Table 2.15: Average short-run elasticities
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) no purchase
(1) Canon Compact -2.6257 0.0317 0.0312 0.0291 0.0304 0.0301 0.0265
(2) Nikon Compact 0.0147 -2.6459 0.0149 0.0139 0.0142 0.0141 0.0116
(3) Other Compact 0.0169 0.0177 -2.6436 0.0159 0.0166 0.0163 0.0136
(4) Canon DSLR 0.0426 0.0433 0.0428 -3.5060 0.0423 0.0428 0.0408
(5) Nikon DSLR 0.0231 0.0240 0.0234 0.0223 -3.5350 0.0232 0.0211
(6) Other DSLR 0.0219 0.0228 0.0222 0.0208 0.0218 -3.5388 0.0182
Note: This table reports short-run elasticities. I compute elasticities by first calculating the implied choice proba-
bilities for each type of consumer, and then the counterfactual choice probabilities when prices for a given brand-
format in a row are temporarily reduced by 10% for the given month. Then, elasticities are computed from the
averaged choice probabilities. For example, the first row, second column reads: a 10% temporary decrease in the
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number of pictures before/after switching
Figure 2.17: Number of pictures before/after camera switching
Notes: This figure presents the number of pictures an individual produces, around the time of camera switching.
This is conditional on these pictures eventually being uploaded to Flickr.
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mean camera quality index 2 std dev bound
Figure 2.18: Evolution of the projected camera quality distribution
Notes: This figure depicts average camera quality index, Q̄ j, among all cameras adopted in the same month. That
is, the horizontal axis is the year of adoption (in units of 1/12 years). The figure also plots confidence intervals of
two standard deviations, which show within-adoption-month variations in Q̄ j. Note that these are not the standard
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Table 2.16: Average long-run elasticities
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) no purchase
(1) Canon Compact -2.8812 -0.0555 -0.1271 0.0336 0.0799 0.0452 0.0269
(2) Nikon Compact -0.0425 -2.8610 -0.1134 0.0317 -0.0295 -0.0028 0.0124
(3) Other Compact -0.0716 -0.1034 -2.8752 0.0223 0.0061 -0.0216 0.0148
(4) Canon DSLR 0.8194 -0.3793 -0.0928 -2.7735 -0.7473 -0.3487 0.0399
(5) Nikon DSLR -0.0881 0.9397 0.1527 -0.3614 -2.7265 0.0032 0.0188
(6) Other DSLR 0.3989 0.4968 0.7359 0.0654 0.2275 -2.7937 0.0142
Note: This table reports long-run elasticities, computed from demand responses to permanent price changes of 10%
for a given brand-format of camera. For example, the first row, second column reads: a foreseeable, permanent
10% price decrease for Canon compact cameras decreases the demand for Nikon compact cameras, by 0.298%.
Table 2.17: Long-run elasticities without learning by doing
(1) (2) (4) (5) no purchase
(1) Canon Compact -2.56 0.12 0.02 0.07 0.05
(2) Nikon Compact 0.08 -2.61 0.04 -0.00 0.03
(4) Canon DSLR 0.27 0.01 -3.49 -0.17 0.04
(5) Nikon DSLR 0.03 0.25 -0.08 -3.43 0.02
Note: This table reports long-run elasticities, assuming no role of picture quality (and its evolution) at all.
Table 2.18: Short-run elasticities without learning by doing
(1) (2) (4) (5) no purchase
(1) Canon Compact -2.58 0.07 0.06 0.07 0.05
(2) Nikon Compact 0.04 -2.61 0.04 0.04 0.03
(4) Canon DSLR 0.05 0.05 -3.50 0.05 0.04
(5) Nikon DSLR 0.03 0.03 0.03 -3.53 0.02
Note: This table reports short-run elasticities, assuming no role of picture quality (and its evolution) at all.
Chapter 3
Quantifying Consumer Consideration Cost
3.1 Motivation
Some product characteristics are more salient than others. For example, even for a regular
buyer of yogurt, the product characteristics information provided in a nutrition table, such
as the one in Figure 3.1, require quite some mental power to process. In other words, it is
much less costly for a consumer to get full knowledge of the brand and price of a product,
than to know and understand the nutrition contents – even if she cares about the latter just
as much as the former.1
We study the implication of a consumer’s cost of processing the less salient product in-
formation, in order to evaluate her own utility from buying a product. We term this concept
“costly consideration”. It is closely related to “thinking cost” in Shugan (1980), who ana-
lytically studies the cost of evaluating products with multiple characteristics. Despite that
discussions of consumer decisions under limited processing capabilities go a long way (also
see Simon, 1959 and Bettman et al., 1998), the magnitude of such processing cost has not
been quantified, especially in field data. This paper quantifies a consumer’s consideration
cost using a standard consumer scanner data-set.
To fix idea, think about there being only two product characteristics: price and nutrition.
1In fact, yogurt manufacturers heavily advertise on nutrition contents, which suggests that consumers are
indeed concerned with those.
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Figure 3.1: Nutrition table on Yoplait Light yogurt
Notes: This is an example of a nutrition table, on Yoplait Light yogurt from General Mills. Extracted from
http://www.yoplait.com/products/yoplait-light in March, 2015.
Price is salient, but nutrition information requires effort to be processed and understood.
Because of such processing cost, a consumer would only decide to think about nutrition
information when the price information looks “favorable”. In other words, she will neglect
products that are way beyond her price acceptance range; that is, these products will be out
of her consideration set. In addition, she decides to look at, and think about the nutrition
table, only if she expects to buy non-trivial amount after doing so. This is because her
effort on reading and thinking about the table is a fixed cost, and the expenditure of this cost
requires enough purchase quantity (and gain from consuming many units) to be justified.
Formally speaking, the consumer’s consideration set formation decision is similar to the
conjunctive choice rule – proposed in Shugan (1980) – in the sense that she screens products
based on salient information, which is only a subset of relevant product characteristics. In
addition, because of the fixed cost nature of consideration cost, products that are screened
in must have large enough expected quantity (and total gain from purchase), such that it jus-
tifies the fixed cost. Therefore, the price threshold is also a selection rule on (endogenously
determined) quantity choice.
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To the researcher studying consumer demand, this property is a key identifying restric-
tion, which separates heterogeneity in the consumption preferences, from limited consider-
ation due to such mental cost. Specifically, in presence of consumer preference heterogene-
ity, some consumers prefer Dannon while other prefer Yoplait, and the two groups might
concentrate their expenditure onto different subsets of products. This cross-sectional con-
centration pattern might have nothing to do with costly consideration. On the other hand, in
a panel data structure with price variations, a Dannon lover (who has decreasing marginal
utility but no consideration cost) might occasionally find Yoplait price to be marginally fa-
vorable, and it pays off to purchase a small amount under the discounted price. However,
this is not the case, if the consumer only has a slight preference for Dannon, and previously
concentrate on the product mainly because she does not want to spend twice the fixed cost.
Now, under discounts of Yoplait, she might choose to completely swap Dannon for Yoplait,
and purchase a considerable amount the latter. In other words, the joint distribution of prod-
uct and quantity choice reacts differently to the same price variation, if costly consideration
is at play. This identifying strategy, similar to the one in Dehmamy and Otter (2014), is key
to quantify consumer consideration cost when the consideration set is unobserved.
In the paper, we first explain a simple model with quantity choice and costly considera-
tion. We analytically and numerically show that the price threshold depends on how much
quantity a consumer would buy if consideration cost is expended. The model can then de-
rive testable implications, in particular on how much consumer purchase quantity would
change at this price threshold; that is, at the maximum price where we observe a purchase.
Without imposing any structural models, we test for this using consumer scanner panel data
in the yogurt category, from Information Resource Inc. (IRI). We find very large quantity
jump when the price just become acceptable for each consumer. The magnitude of the
quantity jump is not explained by quantity discount (that is, unit price is non-increasing in
the quantity one purchases) and indivisible quantity (i.e. there is a minimal quantity that is
available), and therefore, strongly speaks for the existence of consumer consideration cost.
Our reduced-form evidence can be replicated in some other categories, such as milk, coffee,
and frozen pizza.
Next, we structurally quantify the magnitude of consumer consideration cost, by esti-
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mating a model of product-quantity choice on micro-level scanner data. To accommodate
our identification strategy, our model characterizes consumer choices over multiple prod-
ucts, as well as their quantity choice for each product they purchase. In particular, our
model needs to accommodate quantity discontinuities, as this is what we test for in the re-
duced form. Consequently, standard models for multiple discrete choice (Hendel, 1999;
Kim et al., 2002; Dubé, 2004) do not apply in this context, as they rely on the property that
optimal quantity choice is everywhere continuous in price. Instead, we explicitly model a
two-stage decision problem, in which a consumer first chooses a subset of product to costly
consider, and then chooses the quantity within this consideration set. Specifically, we model
choices over bundles of products in the first stage, similar to Gentzkow (2007), and then,
conditional quantity choices given membership in a consideration set. Because considera-
tion set is unobserved by the researcher, we then integrate quantity choices over all potential
consideration sets, similar to Goeree (2008). Although this approach suffers from heavier
computational burden (but in our case it is manageable), it allows for choices over multiple
product, as well as quantity discontinuity at marginal price, both of which are key to our
problem. In addition, we can also flexibly allow for nonlinear prices (quantity discounts)
and discrete quantity sets (Allenby et al., 2004). Finally, we abstract away price search as it
is non-central to our research question. To accommodate this simplification, we condition
consideration and quantity choice on category purchase decisions, both in the model and in
the data.2
We estimate the model using IRI scanner data in the yogurt category, and find that in
this context, consideration cost is between $3.2 and $5.2 per product-trip. This means that
consideration cost is 1.2-1.9 times the magnitude of a consumer’s per-trip expenditure on a
product. Due to the high fixed cost for doing so, limited consideration is non-negligible for
the researcher.
Under costly consideration, an important role of price discount is to incentivize con-
sumers to think about a product. As the first implication, we decompose price elasticities
into an effect on inclusion of the consideration set, and another effect on quantity choice
2Likely, the consumer has traveled to the focal product shelf. We take the argument in Seiler (2013) that these
consumers make little effort in searching for price, compared to the consumers who did not buy products in the
refrigerated section.
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given consideration-set membership. We find that elasticities given consideration-set mem-
bership is about 1/3 of the overall price elasticities, which implies that price discount is
ineffective on quantity choice once a consumer starts to think about the product. On the
contrary, price elasticities on consideration set formation is large, which implies that the
primary role of price discount is to incentivize consideration. This means that prices are
acting as important drivers of consumer heuristics and attention, and an important motive
for planning price discounts should be to penetrate the consideration cost barrier. In addi-
tion, higher consideration cost makes thinking about multiple products more unattractive,
hence intensifies price competition. This implication is opposite to that of price-search cost,
a la Diamond (1971).
On the other hand, we allow for, and estimate, preference heterogeneity in the con-
sumption utility (taste). As the second implication of this paper, consumers who purchase
despite high consideration cost are those with high taste. When feature advertising reduces
consumer consideration barrier, it attracts consumers who would otherwise not purchase –
i.e., those with lower taste. Hence, feature advertising “downward-selects” customers with
lower taste, who are also more elastic to price discounts. Therefore, setting a product on
feature increases the price elasticities for conditional (on purchase) quantity choice, and this
explains why price discounts are usually synchronous to feature advertising. In contrast, in
conventional models that treat feature and display as persuasive, products under feature have
lower elasticity and should be (without further complicating the model) complemented with
a price increase.
Our primary contribution to the literature is methodological: we provide a method to
quantify consumer’s effort in processing the non-salient product characteristics, so as to
study the implication of this cost on potential firm strategies. Earlier literature formally
characterize such cost (Simon, 1959; Shugan, 1980; Bettman et al., 1998), but do not have
to tools to empirically study it. To this end, we use a similar identification strategy to
the one in Dehmamy and Otter (2014) – where exclusion restrictions in quantity choice
problem help identify consideration cost – and in addition develop testable implications
where standard field data could apply. We also develop a model that is consistent with our
test, where standard model on multiple discrete-continuous choices (e.g. Kim et al., 2002;
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Dubé, 2004) do not apply. At manageably higher computational cost, our model flexibly
characterizes the joint quantity choice for each set of products, and is flexible enough to
allow for nonlinear prices (quantity discounts) and discrete quantities (Allenby et al., 2004).
In addition, substantively, our empirical results give different insights into the effect of
price discount, and informative marketing strategies. On the one hand, we decompose price
elasticities due to a change in consideration sets, and those due to changes in consumption
decision given consideration. We find the main effect from a price change on consideration
set formation, which speaks for the claim that prices alter consumer attention and heuristics,
rather than their fully informed decisions. On the other hand, we study feature advertising as
an informative tool, and find different interpretation of it compared to the literature, which
mostly treat feature as persuasive (or a complementary consumption good a la Becker and
Murphy, 1993).
3.2 Related literature
This paper empirically studies the role of consumer consideration cost – their cost of pro-
cessing some (less salient) product information. Simon (1959) and Bettman et al. (1998) dis-
cuss potential deviations from standard utility maximization framework, when consumers
face such costs. Shugan (1980) formally conceptualize a consumer’s thinking cost. In his
model, a consumer explicitly makes a trade-off between making mistakes with higher prob-
ability, and economizing thinking cost on product characteristics. This leads to a stopping
rule of optimal dimensions of characteristics. Our model closely resembles this thought,
but we explicitly formalize salient characteristics (which are free to think about), and non-
salient ones (which are costly to consider). We also abstract away from dimensions of
non-salient characteristics; therefore, our way of modeling thinking cost as a parameter, is
an optimality result in the language of Shugan (1980).
Early literature does not empirically study the magnitude as well as implication of con-
sideration cost. We build our identification strategy on Dehmamy and Otter (2014), who
emphasize the exclusion restriction of consideration cost (in their context, they call it “at-
tention”) in consumer’s quantity choice. In their paper, they rely on lab-experimental vari-
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ations in the number of shelf facing and position of a product, which varies a consumer’s
choice of attention, but does not directly affect her taste on quantity. Our paper is differ-
ent from theirs in two ways. First, we develop testable implications where variations in
salient product characteristics – such as price – is enough to identify costly consideration.
We directly test for the existence of consideration cost using standard consumer panel data,
without imposing a structural model. Secondly, corresponding to our identification strategy,
we develop a model that explicitly characterizes the identifying variation that we empha-
sized in reduced form. It turns out that such model is non-standard in the literature, but in
our case computationally manageable.
Our paper is also related to the following three branches of literature. First, there is a
large literature on limited consideration set due to costly search (Goeree, 2008; Van Nierop
et al., 2010; Kim et al., 2010; Seiler, 2013; Pinna and Seiler, 2014). This literature char-
acterizes and quantifies the consumer-side cost for obtaining information – usually, salient
information such as price; in contrast, our paper is interested in the consumer’s cost of pro-
cessing (usually non-salient) information. As a result, our paper is interested in a different
stage of decision making process, compared to the search literature. Also, non-parametric
identification of search cost usually relies on additional information, such as alternative
measure on search independently from purchase (Kim et al., 2010), or time resources spent
on search (Pinna and Seiler, 2014). Data-sets with such information are usually rare and
(close to) cross-sectional. Hence, they do not contain enough longitudinal variation in prod-
uct characteristics, which are crucial for identification of consideration. Throughout the
empirical analysis, we assume that price information is known.3 In addition, since our key
identifying restriction comes from quantity choice response given that a consumer reacts to
price change, mis-representing when a consumer reacts to price change should not funda-
mentally change our findings.
Second, since we rely on concentration of expenditure in subsets of products (and vari-
ations of concentration due to price changes) to identify consumer consideration cost, we
also model multiple product purchase decisions. Hendel (1999); Kim et al. (2002); Dubé
3We accommodate this assumption by restricting our sample on consumers who purchase at least one yogurt
of any kind in the given trip. Implicitly, this assumes that she has “scanned through” all the price tags.
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(2004) model a consumer’s product and quantity choice, and make simplifying assumptions
to isolate the choice problems of different products. While this approach eases computa-
tion burden, from 2J to J potential options (J is the number of products), the isolation of
quantity decisions across products simplifies away the intense competition among them, for
consideration set membership. This is a crucial managerial problem that cannot be ignored.
In our paper, competition for consideration is modeled by a separate consideration stage;
and is supported by the observed discontinuous quantity jump at certain price threshold, in
response to a marginal change in price.
Finally, our paper is related to earlier empirical work on role of marketing mix (such
as feature advertising) using consumer package goods data. To our knowledge, many of
earlier works (for example, Chintagunta, 1993) use a simple reduced-form model to cap-
ture the role of feature and display – as complementary consumption goods that directly
affect utility. In our paper, we model feature and display as informative, and emphasize
that treating them as pure consumption goods might mis-lead one’s understanding of their
effects. For example, treating feature advertising as complementary goods would conclude
that featuring a product reduces price elasticities; this would then lead to the conclusion
that feature and price discounts should be asynchronous. However, our model predicts that
feature advertising invites consideration of those with lower brand preferences (i.e. those
who would otherwise not purchase). Therefore, featuring leads to overall higher elasticity
and justifies a simultaneous price discount.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 3.3 presents the data. Section 3.4
then discusses the model. First, we outline an illustrative model, which is simple enough to
provide analytical as well as numerical solutions. This then generates key testable implica-
tions for the existence of costly consideration. We then test for this without any structural
model. Then, Section 3.5 parametrizes the model and discusses estimation details. Sec-
tion 3.6, 3.7 and 3.8 discusses, respectively, parameter estimates, implied prices elasticities
and its decomposition, and implications about feature advertising. Finally, Section 3.9 con-
cludes.
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3.3 Data
3.3.1 Construction
We use the Behavioral Scan panel data from Information Resource Inc. (IRI) Academic
Data Set (Bronnenberg et al., 2008), in the years 2001 to 2007. We focus on the yogurt and
yogurt drink categories. A “store visit” is recorded when a household purchases yogurt or
yogurt drink in a specific trip – and we assume that the household has traveled to the product
shelf of interest. The data records, at the SKU level, the number of units the individual
purchased in a given store-week, the total amount paid for the purchase, store level weekly
data on the total units sold and revenue received on the given SKU, as well as product
characteristics – importantly package size.
At the SKU level, price is defined as the outlet level revenue divided by the outlet level
units sold. For price changes (discounts), we define it as the percentage change relative to
the maximum price in the past 4 weeks – the underlying rationale being that there are many
weekly discounts where prices drop in one week but resume in the neighboring ones.4 The
data-set also records whether the product is on feature advertising or in-store display, or
both.
Next, we aggregate the SKU level data. We define a “product” as one with a specific
name recorded by the data, regardless of the flavor or package size. For example, “General
Mills Columbo Light” is considered as a product, where “General Mills Columbo Light in
berry flavor in 8 oz” is a distinct SKU.5
We consider the same product with different package sizes as different quantity options
of a homogeneous product. To this end, we find the minimum available package size of a
product, and define “equivalent units” as total purchased volume divided by the minimum
package size. For example, for a product with the minimum package size of 8 oz, an indi-
vidual who purchased 1 unit of 8 oz, and 4 units of 10 oz, is considered to have purchased 6
4One needs to assume that prices do not temporarily increase beyond its regular level. We find some cases
with price increase, yet such events occur much less frequently compared to price decrease.
5As a robustness check, we alternatively defined a “product” as a product name - flavor category combination,
and the essential qualitative reduced-form evidence remain robust.
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Table 3.1: Demographics
Mean Median StDev
family size 2.5 2.0 1.3
age of household head 54.5 60.0 14.8
household annual income 46687.0 40000.0 28119.7
obs. 5738 5738 5738
Notes: This table reports household-level summary statistics in the year 2005. Annual income is nominal.
equivalent units. Since few consumers bought non-integer equivalent units,6 we can charac-
terize quantity choice as discrete (in integer units), and price as a step function of quantity.
This captures large-quantity discounts which is frequently observed in this product category.
Finally, we average prices, feature advertising and in-store display into product-quantity
level. To do so, we take purchase quantity-weighted average of each variable, among all
SKUs for a given product, in a given store and week. For binary variables such as feature
and display, we record the associated probability on the product level.
3.3.2 Summary statistics
3.3.2.1 Demographics
There are 8,397 households in the sampling period. Taking a cross-section in the year 2005
(which consists of 5,738 unique households), we find that these households have an average
size of 2.5 members, an average age of 54.5 years, and an annual income of $46,687.
3.3.2.2 Trips
Table 3.2 summarizes the duration for each consumer-retailer combination to be in the sam-
ple periods, and the number of weeks within that duration when we observe purchase. Over-
all, a household is present in a duration of 56.4 weeks between the first and the last trip to
the same retailer (with purchase of yogurts), within which 10.4 weeks are associated with
6In the full sample, 11% of all positive quantity choices involve non-integer equivalent units; yet, only 6% are
associated with choices between 0.2-0.8 units. Therefore, even though rounding might introduce non-negligible
errors, only a small portion of the sample (0.2% of the overall sample, 6% of the sample with positive quantity) is
affected.
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Table 3.2: Trips
Mean Median StDev
duration (weeks) 56.4 47.0 53.3
purchase incidence 10.4 4.0 18.2
incidence (top 10 products) 5.7 2.0 11.6
incidence (top 3 products) 2.5 1.0 6.5
obs. 19761 19761 19761
Notes: This table reports summary statistics on the number of trips, per household-retailer, conditional on purchase
(of a certain range of products).
yogurt purchases. Within those 10.4 weeks, 5.7 weeks are associated with purchase of the
top 10 products, and 2.5 weeks are with the top 3 products.
We drop weeks without yogurt purchase, for a given household and store, and only focus
on the product choice conditional on buying at least one product within the category. The
purpose of doing so is to condition on price awareness – essentially, we assume that the
household has at least “glanced through” all the price tags on the shelf, and hence the price
information is free. Thereby, we avoid having to model a costly search process on top of
our model.
3.3.2.3 Products, prices and concentration
In the sampling periods, there are 84 distinct products. We compute in-sample market share,
based on the shares of total consumer expenditure in yogurt, and find that concentration is
only moderate: overall, the top 3 products take up 30% of the market, while the top 20
occupy 82%.
Among the top 20 products, average per-volume price is 0.14 dollar/oz, with a standard
deviation of 0.06. For all products the mean (standard deviation) of unit price becomes 0.12
(0.04).
3.3.2.4 Variety and quantity
In sharp contrast to market concentration, we find that within-trip expenditure is heavily
concentrated. Among all shopping trips (household-week-store combination), consumers
do purchase considerable quantities: 74% are involved with more than one (equivalent) unit
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Table 3.3: Variety and quantity
nr. prod.
1 2 3 4 5 6 Total
1 unit 24.46 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 24.46
2 units 14.72 2.72 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 17.44
3 units 8.27 2.12 0.29 0.00 0.00 0.00 10.68
4 units 9.74 2.21 0.32 0.03 0.00 0.00 12.31
5 units 6.12 1.97 0.36 0.04 0.00 0.00 8.50
6 units 6.81 1.96 0.36 0.05 0.01 0.00 9.18
7 units 1.48 1.23 0.31 0.07 0.01 0.00 3.10
8 units 1.83 0.93 0.30 0.05 0.01 0.00 3.12
9 units 0.72 0.59 0.22 0.05 0.01 0.00 1.59
10+ units 5.59 2.73 0.94 0.29 0.06 0.02 9.64
Total 79.73 16.46 3.09 0.60 0.10 0.02 100.00
Notes: Reports percentage share of observations for a given variety-quantity combination.
of purchase, and 23% more than 5 units. However, consumers are not willing to spread the
expenditure across different varieties: 97% purchases one or two products.
3.3.2.5 Discounts, feature and display
Feature and display are rare in the yogurt category. On the product-store-week level, we find
that there are only 7.1% of all observations with more than half of the SKUs for a given
product are on feature.7 Displays are even fewer – 1.5% are on display.
Conditional on whether a product is on feature or display, we can then plot the distribu-
tion of price changes, shown in Figure 3.2. Discounts are frequently aligned with feature or
display: 80% of the products on feature or display are on a discount with no less than 5%
price drop. On the contrary, when there is no feature or display, only 8% of the products are
on a 5%-or-more discount.
Further, conditional on being on feature or display, the discount distribution has a mode
of 40%. This suggests an unwillingness to set shallow discounts. Section 3.4.5 provides a
justification to this.
7To be precise, the percentage of feature is calculated as a sales volume weighted average.
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Figure 3.2: Distribution of price changes
Notes: This figure plots the distribution of percentage price changes. Base price is defined as the maximum price
in the past 4 weeks. Feature and display are defined as at least half the SKUs for a given product are on feature or
display, respectively.
3.4 Model setup and testable implications
3.4.1 Overview
In this section, we outline the general model without specifying the functional form. Then,
to illustrate the key idea, we provide a numerical example using a simplified version of this
model, which clearly provides testable implications. We then provide supporting evidence,
directly from the data.
3.4.2 General setup
An individual i, determined to purchase at least one unit of yogurt, travels to the refrigerated
product shelf in trip t, where J different yogurt varieties, and an outside option (“other
varieties”), are present. The individual knows the price of each product, but needs to incur
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some consideration cost, to include each of the J products into her consideration set K ⊂ J.8
She then chooses quantity qi jt for each product j in the consideration set.
Denote the (J× 1) vector of purchase quantity qit . The consumer’s full utility can be
specified in the following form:
uit (qit ,Kit) = cit (qit)︸ ︷︷ ︸
consumption utility





where cit (.) is a random consumption utility function, which takes as arguments purchase
quantity qit , as well as consumption utility shocks from trip t, Fit (.) is a random fixed cost
function, which is dependent on consideration set Kit as well as t-specific shocks. Finally,
mit is the money left from the trip, that can be spent on the outside options, which brings
utility λimit .
The consumer maximizes her utility (3.1) subject to the budget constraint
∑
j∈K
p jt (qi jt) ·qi jt ≤ mit , (3.2)
where we do not impose constant unit price, but rather specify the unit prices p jt (qi jt) as
functions of quantity. The budget constraint then incorporates prices into the consumer
maximization problem.
3.4.3 An illustrative model
When the consumption utility is continuous and the fixed cost is strictly positive, purchas-
ing a very small (i.e. close to zero) amount will not justify the effort spent in evaluating
the product. For the consumer, she needs to purchase a minimum quantity to justify the
consideration cost. This then implies that, when price of a product drops to the point when
a consumer finds it optimal to start purchasing it – we call this price the “threshold price” –
she always purchases above a minimum quantity threshold. Therefore, when the fixed cost
8Depending on the context, J denotes either the number of products or the full set of products.
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is positive, the observed quantity choice of a given consumer is strictly positive (away from
zero) at the threshold price, but (by construction) zero when the price is above the threshold
price. This is to say, quantity jump at the threshold price uniquely identifies consumer fixed
cost.
To illustrate this, we greatly simplify the model in Section 3.4.2. Despite that this sim-
plification brings the model far from realistic, it gives an explicit solution to the individual
demand function, which serves as a good concrete example. Note that the simplification in
this section does not correspond to our empirical exercise.
Suppose that there is only one product of interest. In the utility specification (3.1), let
the consumption utility be a quadratic function: cit (qit) = qit − βi2 q
2
it , and a random fixed
cost incurs whenever the consumer considers the product: Fit (Kit) = fit · (||K||= 1) . Also,
we assume that the unit price is constant in quantity; and we normalize the marginal utility
to money, λi, to 1. Finally, note that we have assumed away randomness in the consumption
utility vit (.), so that the consumer knows the exact quantity she will purchase. The consumer






q2it− pt ·qit− fit ·1(qi > 0) .
Note that, in this case, a non-empty consideration set is equivalent to purchasing positive
quantity.
The consumer solves the problem backwards: she first determines the optimal quantity
subject to consideration, and then chooses whether it is optimal to consider the product. Her
optimal quantity given consideration is determined by the first order condition:
1−βiqit− pt = 0
which gives q f ocit = β
−1
i (1− pt) .
Her consideration decision then involves comparing utility from consuming q f oci and
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3.4.4 Detecting demand jumps at the threshold price






1−2βi fit . Since this is the highest price that this consumer will accept, the lowest
quantity she will ever purchase (other than zero) is






That is, given fit 0, when price crosses the threshold, the observed purchase quantity will
jump between zero and q̄it  0. In other words, the researcher can observe a quantity jump
even when consumption utility itself is continuous. Figure 3.3 graphically illustrates this.
If the researcher knows the threshold price p̄it for each consumer-trip, she can then test
whether the consumer fixed cost fit is positive, by testing whether the quantity at a price
slightly below p̄it – i.e. the threshold quantity q̄it – is significantly different from zero.
We construct the threshold price p̄it as the maximum price that we observe individual
i making a purchase, around period t. Specifically, we focus on 4 weeks before the focal
period t, and divide price reductions relative to the 4-week maximum price into 5-cent
grids. However, because yogurt units are indivisible, given that the consumer purchases at
p̄it , her quantity choice should by construction be no smaller than 1. Therefore, we measure
quantity in multiples of the minimum available package size, so that quantity 1 is always
feasible for the consumer. Then, we instead test whether quantity choice at the threshold
price is greater than 1.
This results in Figure 3.4, which shows that the average purchase quantity at the thresh-
old price, given that the consumer purchases, is between 3 and 4 times the minimal available
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Figure 3.3: Quantity choice as a function of price
Notes: The solid curve illustrates the demand schedule implied by the simple toy model. The dotted line is the
“threshold price”
√
1−2βi fit (she is indifferent between purchasing or not), and the dashed line is the optimal
quantity given purchase, q f ocit , in the cases when she did not choose to purchase. Specifically, F = 2 and βi = 0.2.
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unit price drop ($)
Figure 3.4: Quantity response to price for the marginal consumer
Notes: X-axis is the price reduction (the difference between regular price and current price), at which the consumer
would not purchase the product, but would purchase at a slightly larger discount. Y-axis is the total number of
equivalent units the consumer purchases for the given product.
package size. This shows that a consumer will purchase a non-negligible amount even at
marginal changes in price, which implies some discontinuity in the demand function. Under
our model specification, this jump in quantity identifies the magnitude of consumer fixed
cost.
In addition, for the consumers who do not respond to sizable price reductions, their
purchase quantity is slightly lower. This reflects heterogeneity in consumer tastes, which
causes the marginal consumers at a lower price threshold to purchase lower quantity.
3.4.5 Aggregate price response across consumers
When the researcher does not observe p̄it , quantity response discontinuity is smoothed away
because of heterogeneity in the threshold price. However, since the threshold price follows
a distribution generated by preference heterogeneity, the market average demand function is
the average of individual demand, such as the ones defined in (3.3), but with heterogeneity
in βi. We numerically generate one possible average demand schedule in Figure 3.5. Note
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Figure 3.5: Downward-selection of marginal consumers
Notes: This figure is generated by averaging across different curves in Figure 3.3, but with different βi. Specifi-
cally, we assume log(βi) to be Normal with mean log(0.2) and variance 0.1. Other parameters follow the previous
figure.
that the average quantity response to price change displays an S-shape, in which the steepest
part reflects aggregation across different thresholds.
We replicate this shape using our data. Specifically, conditional on that the consumer
faces a discount, we look at the deviation from her average purchase quantity among her
trips in the same store, among the past four weeks when there is no discount.9 As shown
in Figure 3.6, the result is an S-shaped average quantity response function, which indicates
lack of response to small price changes. This provides further support to the model without
having to assume the location of price thresholds. Related to our evidence, Van Heerde et al.
(2001) finds similar evidence on the aggregate sales data.
9We focus on deviation to take out individual and product fixed effects.
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absolute price decrease
Figure 3.6: Response to discount
Notes: The Y-axis plots deviations from the average equivalent units purchased in the same quarter, under no price
discounts; while the X-axis plots the current price discount percentage. This figure level of individual-store-week-
product. Vertical axis is defined as deviation in quantity (units) from the average equivalent units purchased when
there is no discount. Discount (percentage price decrease) is defined relative to the maximum price in the past 4
weeks.
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equivalent units
not on feature featured
Figure 3.7: Conditional quantity distributions: featured or not
Notes: Kernel density plots of observed quantity distributions for products sold not on feature, and for products
sold on feature (dashed). This is the distribution across all consumers, stores, dates and products. Bandwidth is set
to 2 for smoothness. the only difference is that in this figure, we focus on the consumers who have never purchased
without feature before.
3.4.6 Downward-selection of marginal consumers
Finally, with heterogeneity in βi, consumers who only purchase under lower fixed cost – pre-
sumably during feature advertising – are consumers with lower consumption utility. There-
fore, a further implication by the model is that purchase quantities for consumers who only
purchase under feature is lower than those of the regular customers.
We test for this implication by plotting the observed density function of purchase quan-
tity, given that it is positive, and conditional on whether the product is on feature or not.
Shown in Figure 3.7, for products sold on feature, the mode quantity choice for consumers
who purchase is 3 equivalent units, compared to the 4 units for products not on feature. This
suggests that, despite selling more in total, products on feature sell less per consumer, re-
flecting selection of the group with lower consumption utility than a regular customer, who
would purchase less.
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3.5 Full structural model and implementation
3.5.1 Overview
Recall that in the general model in Section 3.4.2, the consumer i maximizes her utility
subject to the budget constrain in 3.2:
uit (qit ,Kit) = cit (qit)︸ ︷︷ ︸
consumption utility





which is defined on a vector of quantity qit , and fixed cost as a function of consideration set
Kit ⊂ J. In our empirical implementation, we limit dimensionality by restricting the total
number of products in the consideration set to be at most 2, i.e. ||K|| ≤ 2. In fact, as shown
in Table 3.4, there are only 18 out of more than 16,000 observations, where an individual
violates this restriction and purchased more than 3. Hence, imposing the consideration set
size at 2 is not far from being realistic.
With this restriction, we can specify consumption utility and consideration cost, both
as functions of membership and quantities of two products. This section provides details
on parametrization of each part of the model, solution of the optimal choice rules, and
implementation in estimation. Finally, this section also documents our choice of a sub-




Denote the purchase set as Lit =
{
j|qi jt > 0
}
. Lit is a subset of Kit , which is in turn a
subset of all products J. Because we restrict the size of consideration set, we can denote
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Lit = {k, l}.10
We specify the (random) consumption utility as
cit (qit) = ∑
j∈Lit
β̃i j log(qi jt +1)+ γi ∏
j∈Lit
log(qi jt +1) ·1(||Lit ||= 2)+µit (qikt ,qilt)
where the consumption sub-utility is specified in log, and defined on discrete quantities
qi jt ∈ {0,1, ..., q̄}.11 Coefficients β̃i j and γi capture the shape of marginal utility in consump-
tion: the β̃i j’s capture marginal utility to percentage increase in quantity for each product
j, while γi capture the interaction between percentage increases in quantities between two
products in the choice set. When the choice set is singleton, the interaction effect is set to
zero.
Also, the consumer derives random consumption utility shocks, µit (qikt ,qilt), unob-
served by the researcher. One could consider µit (qikt ,qilt) as information (or utility shock)
that favors, or opposes, purchasing a specific quantity combination. We assume, for a par-
ticular combination of quantity (q1,q2), µit (q1,q2)/κ is type-1 extreme value distributed, ,
where κ is a scale coefficient.
Finally, we allow correlation in individual preferences across brands, by imposing β̃i j as
a function of observed product characteristics:
β̃i j = x
′
jβi
where βi is a vector of random coefficients on characteristics, such as brand dummies and
low sugar (“light”). Although each dimension of βi is independent of each other, this intro-
duces dependence within an individual, in β̃i j across product j’s.
10For notational simplicity, we use the same notation to denote singleton sets – in which case one can think of
product l is “0”, and the singleton set can be denoted as Lit = {k}= {k,0}.
11The consumption utility function takes the form similar to Kim et al. (2002) and Dehmamy and Otter (2014),
but imposes curvature of the consumption utility. Yet, it allows for consumption utility to interact between products.
One other benefit of using the log specification, is that the interpretation each unit increase in the sub-utility is clear.
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3.5.2.2 Budget constraint
mit characterizes the attractiveness of the outside option, or “money”. Prices affect deci-
sions via a budget constraint, characterized in Equation 3.2. Note that we allow the per-
product expenditure p jt (qi jt) ·qi jt to be non-linear in quantity, to capture the potential quan-
tity discounts that consumers could benefit from, by buying large quantities. Operationally,
p jt (qi jt) is the lowest, per-unit price one could get when choosing quantity qi jt . λi is the
price coefficient when substituting the budget constraint to the direct utility function.
3.5.2.3 Fixed cost
The consumer also “pays for” the consideration cost, Fit (Kit), as a function of her consider-
ation set. We parametrize it as
Fi (Kit ,Ait) = ∑
j∈Kit
( fi j +∆ fA ·1(Ai jt = 1))+∆ f2 ·1(||Kit ||= 2)− εiKt
where Ait is a vector that indicates whether each product is on feature advertising, fi j de-
notes the baseline consideration cost for each product j for individual i, ∆ fA is the increase
(negative means reduction) in fixed cost when a product is on feature, and ∆ f2 is the addi-
tional total consideration cost when considering two products.
The consumer also incurs an unobserved (by the researcher), set-specific utility shock
εiKt , for considering product set K = Kit . εiKt are independent type-1 extreme value ran-
dom variables, across individual, trip and all potential sets K ⊂ J. In addition, εiKt’s are
independent of µit (qikt ,qilt).
3.5.3 Solution of optimal choice rules
3.5.3.1 Second stage decisions
Both the researcher and the consumer solve the decision process backward. In the second
stage, conditional on the consideration set Kit , the individual maximizes utility given con-
sumption utility shock µit (.), and chooses the quantity combination. In other words, she
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chooses (qikt ,qilt) given Kit = {k, l} (l = 0 in case of a single-product consideration set), to
maximize utility (3.1) subject to the budget constraint (3.2).
Substitute (3.2) into (3.1), and we have the indirect utility at the second stage:









log(qi jt +1) ·1(||Lit ||= 2)+µit (qikt ,qilt)−F ({k, l} ,Ait)+ εiKt .
Denote w̄it (qikt ,qilt)=∑ j=k,l
(
x′jβi · log(qi jt +1)−λi · log(qi jt +1) ·qi jt
)
+γi ∏ j=k,l log(qi jt +1)·
1(||Lit ||= 2), and because the consideration cost with shock ε are irrelevant for the second
stage decisions, we have the standard Logit choice probability



















Where θi denotes all relevant parameters. Note that the possible choice set combinations
Q2 = {0,1, ..., q̄}×{0,1, ..., q̄} includes buying nothing, or buying from only one product.12
3.5.3.2 First stage decision
From the second stage, the inclusive value – expected maximum utility – given the first
stage consideration set decision, can be obtained as




















where Γ is the Euler constant. Then, the first stage decision maximizes the indirect utility
vit (K) = v̄it (K)+ εiKt ,
12For singleton consideration sets, the quantity support reduces to Q.
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which yields the choice probability








where K is the set of all possible consideration sets (up to the size limit of 2) – including
/0.
3.5.4 Construction of the likelihood function
3.5.4.1 Matching the observed choice probability
We have characterized the choice probability of consideration set K, and the probability of
purchase given K. To match the data, note that what is observed are the choice probabilities
of a specific quantity combination, or, the empirical counterparts of















3.5.4.2 Likelihood with random coefficients
Given that each time series of choices by one individual is generated under one realization
of random coefficients, we can write the likelihood of all the individual-trips, as












Where (qikt ,qilt) are observed quantities. The solver then minimizes − log(L (θ)) with
respect to parameter θ .
3.5.4.3 Simulated maximum likelihood
The integral on θi is computed by simulation. To implement the simulated maximum likeli-
hood method, we first take M draws of random coefficients shocks on βih and fi j,13 denoted
13where βih is the h’th dimension of x j.
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β̂mh and f̂m j for draw m, each independently from N (0, IJ+H). Then, given parameters β̄h
and f̄ j and σβ and σF , the individual i’s random coefficient in draw m are determined by
βihm = β̄h +σβ · β̂ihm, fi jm = f̄ j +σF · f̂i jm; hence the random consumption coefficients on
the product level are
β̃i jm = ∑
h=1,...,H
(
β̄h +σβ · β̂ihm
)
·1(x j = 1)
We restrict γ and λ to be homogeneous across individuals.
We then maximize the likelihood function with respect to β̄m j, F̄m j, σβ and σF , and other
parameters, taking the draws as given. For each parameter value, the empirical counterpart


















3.5.5.1 Choice of the sub-sample
To restrict computation burden at a reasonable level, we implement the structural model on
a random sub-sample of 10% of individuals in the data (854 households), over all their in-
sample trips. Because of dimensionality concerns, we focus on the 4 products that generate
the highest overall sales (which consist of 30% of the total in-sample sales), and treat the
rest as outside options. Finally, as previously indicated, we only consider consideration sets
of size 0, 1 or 2.
The top 4 products are, respectively, Dannon Light N’ Fit, Yoplait Original, Colombo
Light and Yoplait Light. In the structural model, since we need to make across-trip compar-
isons of utility coefficients, we re-defined units to multiples of globally-available minimum
units, rather than the minimum available units we use in reduced form. We adjust for choice
probabilities for the unavailable units combinations.
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Table 3.4: Distribution of number of products in the sub-sample






Note: The table presents distribution of number of different purchased products in the same trip, in the sub-sample.
Note that 0.1% of the sample purchased more than two different products.
3.5.5.2 Choice of characteristics
Given the choice of product set, we choose to focus on four characteristics – 3 brand in-
dicators and the indicator for characteristics “light”. These are denoted respectively, by
h = 1, ...,4.
3.5.5.3 Distribution of number of products
In the sub-sample, the distribution of the number of products chosen is shown in Table
3.4. Only 0.1% of the sub-sample purchased more than 2 different products, which justifies
limiting the cap of the consideration set at 2. As a side note, zero products indicates purchase
of another yogurt not in the set of interest.
3.5.5.4 Distribution of purchase quantity
Figure 3.8 summarizes distribution of choice-sets, and Figure 3.9 summarizes conditional
quantity distribution given a singleton choice set. Multiple-product choice occasions are
uncommon but present, which justifies allowing for only a parsimonious interaction term in
the consumption utility specification.
Conditional on choice, quantity distributions are heavily skewed to the right – often with
the mode quantity larger than 1. This can be rationalized by the scale economy generated
from a per-variety consideration cost.
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Figure 3.8: Quantity distribution of the sub-sample
Notes: This figure shows distribution of choices of bundles. This is creates using the full sample of households,
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equivalent units for Yoplait Light
Figure 3.9: Quantity distribution of the sub-sample
Notes: The four figures depict quantity distributions given singleton bundle choice. As shown by Figure 3.8,
multiple product choice is uncommon.
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3.6 Parameter estimates
Table 3.5 reports all parameter estimates. β̄ ′hs capture the marginal consumption utility
characteristics h, which is in turn multiplied by the log-transformed purchase quantity. f̄ ′js
capture the benchmark consideration cost.
The mean of the transformed β̃i j’s are, 1.31 for Dannon Light, 2.75 for Yoplait Original,
2.78 for Colombo Light, and 1.96 for Yoplait Light. By defining random coefficients on
characteristics, we capture the within-consumer correlation in demand, so that, for example,
consumers who like Yoplait products will have higher choice probabilities on both Yoplait
Original and Yoplait Light.
While using log-transformed quantity restricts the curvature of consumption utility for a
single product, we do estimate the decreasing marginal utility across products – as captured
by γ . For example, the estimates on β̄h and γ imply that, for an average consumer, con-
suming 1 unit of Yoplait Original brings a utility of $0.57,14 and consuming the second unit
further increases her utility to $0.91. If – rather than buying the second unit of Yoplait Orig-
inal – she instead consumes a unit of Colombo Light together with the first unit of Yoplait,
her utility would have increased to $1.08.15
On the other hand, the money metric for mean consideration cost, f̄ j/λ , for all four prod-
ucts are, respectively, $3.21, $4.86, $5.20 and $4.73. Compared to the observed expenditure
on each product,16 consideration cost is worth 1.2 - 1.9 times the per-trip expenditure.
Estimate of σ2f implies some variation of per-product consideration cost across individ-
uals, but the 2.5-standard deviation (99th percentile) is away from zero. The large fi j’s
suggest that thinking about each product is costly, which in turn generates scale economy in
the quantity choice. This is core to the discussion in Section 3.4.3. As a result, the consumer
is incentivized to stay with fewer varieties and instead purchase large quantities. When pur-
chasing multiple products, the total consideration cost is reduced by ∆ f2/λ = $0.61, sug-




β̃2 · log(2)+ β̃3 · log(2)+ γ · log(2) · log(2)
)
/1.44
16Conditional on product choice, the observed average per-trip expenditure on the 4 products are, respectively,
$2.61, $2.92, $3.49, $2.46. The ratio between consideration cost and expenditure is 1.22, 1.66, 1.49 and 1.92.
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Table 3.5: Parameters estimates
par. est. std. err.
brand coefficient for Dannon (β̄1) 2.10 0.16
brand coefficient for Yoplait (β̄2) 2.75 0.13
brand coefficient for Colombo (β̄3) 3.57 0.21
characteristics coef. for Light (β̄4) -0.79 0.13
interaction of consumption utility (γ) -1.16 0.13
price coefficient (λ ) 1.44 0.06
consideration cost for Dannon Light N Fit ( f̄1) 4.62 0.18
consideration cost for Yoplait Original ( f̄2) 7.00 0.22
consideration cost for Colombo Light ( f̄3) 7.49 0.24
consideration cost for Yoplait Light ( f̄4) 6.82 0.23
changes in consid. cost for two products (∆ f2) -0.88 0.20
changes in consid. cost under feature (∆ fA) -0.60 0.09
scale of utility shock (κ) 1.62 0.10
variance of brand coef. (σ2
β ,1) 0.66 0.03
variance of light coef. (σ2
β ,4) 0.66 0.03
variance of mean consid. cost (σ2f ) 1.74 0.05
Note: Estimates for the all parameters. Standard errors are asymptotic (numerical).
a product’s consideration cost is reduced by ∆ fA/λ = $0.42.
3.7 Price and consideration-cost elasticities
3.7.1 Overall price elasticities
We compute the implied elasticities when one of the three products reduce prices by 5%.
To do so, we first compute quantity choices based on each of 50 draws in the random
coefficient, and then average them across draws. We then compute elasticities based on the
percentage changes in the average quantity. We then decompose elasticities into changes in
the consideration sets, and changes in quantity conditional on the consideration set.
Table 3.6 reports elasticities of the overall purchase quantities as response to a price
change. The signs of the own- and cross- price elasticities are conventional, and the mag-
nitude intuitive. For example, the own price elasticities for Danone Light N’ Fit implies a
1.45% quantity increase, for each 1% price drop from the product.
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Table 3.6: Implied elasticities
(A) (B) (C) (D)
Dannon Light N Fit -1.45 0.10 0.24 0.12
Yoplait Original 0.16 -2.49 0.02 0.32
Colombo Light 0.21 0.06 -1.89 0.24
Yoplait Light 0.06 0.13 0.18 -1.88
Note: The i, j element is the elasticity of total purchase quantity of product j, on price change of product i, or
∂Q j
∂Pi
· PiQ j .
Note that the numbers here are conditional on within-category purchases. Bell et al.
(1999) find that within-category switching accounts for 75% of the total price elasticities,
which hints that the within-category elasticity we find is a major part of the total elasticities.
3.7.2 Decomposition of price elasticities
With a model of consideration set formation and purchase choice, we can decompose the
overall price elasticities into two parts. First, a reduction in price drives up quantity choice
conditional on consideration; second, it also facilitates consideration set membership, in the
sense that a consumer might now find it attractive to consider a product.
The decomposed elasticities are presented in Table 3.7 and 3.8. We find that considera-
tion set membership is very responsive to price changes, as the own-price elasticities shown
in Table 3.7 are close in magnitude compared to the overall elasticity estimates. This is not
surprising, given the nature of scale economy driven by the model estimates. Because con-
sidering a product is costly apart from price, the consumer will be likely to find it optimal
to ignore an entire product when the prices are high.
On the contrary, elasticities given consideration is low – when a consumer is only con-
sidering a single product. Here, products are local monopolists in singleton sets, where the
consumer can only choose a single product or the outside option.
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Table 3.7: Implied consideration-set formation elasticities
(A) (B) (C) (D) others
Dannon Light N Fit -0.98 0.08 0.18 0.10 0.20
Yoplait Original 0.08 -1.86 0.06 0.28 0.55
Colombo Light 0.15 0.04 -1.27 0.25 0.15
Yoplait Light 0.06 0.16 0.14 -1.37 0.09
Note: The i, j element is the elasticity of consideration probability of product j, on price change of product i, or
∂ Pr( j∈Kit )
∂Pi
· PiPr( j∈Kit ) .
Table 3.8: Implied elasticities given consideration
(A) (B) (C) (D)
Dannon Light N Fit -0.42 0.00 0.00 0.00
Yoplait Original 0.00 -0.73 0.00 0.00
Colombo Light 0.00 0.00 -0.84 0.00
Yoplait Light 0.00 0.00 0.00 -0.87
Note: The i, j element is the elasticity of purchase quantity of product j, given that j is the only product considered,
on price change of product i; or: ∂Q j
∂Pi
· PiQ j given that Kit = { j}.
3.7.3 Consideration cost elasticities and its decomposition
We then compute the elasticities of consumer purchase decisions to a change in consid-
eration cost. To do so, we simulate choices when a product is on a hypothetical feature
advertisement that reduces consumer consideration cost by 5%. Table 3.9 reports overall
consideration cost elasticities, while Table 3.10 and ?? decompose them into effects on
consideration set and on conditional quantity choice, similar to the previous section.
It is worth noting that the overall consideration cost elasticities imply that a 1% con-
sideration cost reduction converts to 1.70-3.75% increase in overall purchase quantities.
Table 3.9: Implied consideration cost elasticities
(A) (B) (C) (D)
Dannon Light N Fit -1.70 0.19 0.44 0.30
Yoplait Original 0.32 -3.66 0.25 0.67
Colombo Light 0.26 0.12 -2.39 0.30
Yoplait Light 0.14 0.40 0.27 -3.75
Note: The i, j element is the elasticity of total purchase quantity of product j, on change of search cost of product
i, or ∂Q j
∂Fi
· FiQ j .
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Table 3.10: Implied consideration cost elasticities on consideration set formation
(A) (B) (C) (D) others
Dannon Light N Fit -1.88 0.03 0.26 0.14 0.34
Yoplait Original 0.15 -3.76 0.23 0.56 0.79
Colombo Light 0.20 0.10 -2.62 0.24 0.25
Yoplait Light 0.13 0.24 0.30 -3.98 0.24
Note: The i, j element is the elasticity of consideration probability of product j, on change of search cost of product
i, or ∂ Pr( j∈Kit )
∂Fi
· FiPr( j∈Kit ) .
Multiplied by the percentage decrease in consideration cost from feature advertising (12-
16%), this means that featuring a product is associated with 27-64% sales increase.17 Of
course, given that we condition the analysis on category purchase, this calculation does not
take into account the effect of feature in driving a consumer to the refrigerated section.
3.8 Feature advertising and price discounts
3.8.1 Informative versus persuasive feature: intuition
When feature advertising is complementary to consumption (Becker and Murphy, 1993)
– as commonly imposed in the empirical choice modeling literature (Chintagunta, 1993;
among others) – feature advertising increases the relative importance of consumption utility,
and comparatively, downplays the role of price.18 Hence, featuring a products decreases
its price elasticities, and this strategy should be seen as a substitute to a price discount.
17The highest sales increase is on Yoplait Original.
18This property comes from the logit structure. To see this, specify a logit model
u1 ( f , p)+ ε = β1 f −β2 p+ ε1,
and
u0 = ε0.
Because market share is
s( f , p) =
exp(β1 f −β2 p)
1+ exp(β1 f −β2 p)
,






= −β2 p(1− s)
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Figure 3.10: Distribution of utility coefficients for different consumers
Notes: These figures present the posterior distribution of consumption utility coefficients β̃i j across consumers,
for different products. The solid lines plot the posterior (Kernel) density for consumers who purchases the product
without it being featured – i.e “regular consumers”. On the other hand, the dashed lines plot the density of β̃i j for
consumers who purchase only when the product is on feature. The bandwidth for Kernel estimators is set to 1.
This implies,19 that feature and price discounts should be asynchronous, because consumers
facing feature are less price elastic. This is at odds with the observation that they are usually
seen simultaneously (Figure 3.2).
In this framework, however, feature advertising is seen as a substitute to discounts in
the consideration stage, following the previous argument. However, it is seen as a comple-
ment to price discounts in the purchase stage. To intuitively see the second point, Figure
3.10 shows posterior distribution of consumption utility coefficients (β̃i j), separately for two
and |E | should be decreasing in s, which is an increasing function of f .
19If we do not consider the role of feature advertising on providing price information. In this context, this is
abstracted away given that we focus on choices conditional on category purchase.
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Table 3.11: Changes in overall price elasticities when on feature
(A) (B) (C) (D)
Dannon Light N Fit 0.91 1.17 0.56 0.84
Yoplait Original 0.90 0.87 3.80 0.96
Colombo Light 0.66 1.08 0.94 0.85
Yoplait Light 1.14 1.04 1.22 0.98
Note: Each cell i, j presents the ratio between i’s counterfactual elasticity to j when j is on feature with probability
1, to the benchmark elasticity presented in Table 3.6 (when j is featured as data shows). That is, the i, j element is
Ei j | f j=1
Ei j | f j
.
groups of consumers: one group who regularly purchases the product when it is not on fea-
ture, and another group who only makes the purchase when the product is featured. The
second group of consumers are the ones with lower consumption utility, or in other words
more price elastic. Hence, featuring a product raises the overall quantity elasticities, which
then implies that prices should also go down to “further persuade” a consumer into purchas-
ing. This is consistent with the empirical regularity that featuring a product is associated
with a price discount.
3.8.2 Feature advertising and price elasticities
With a model where feature reduces consideration cost (and hence is informative), we can
then investigate the effect of featuring a product on its own- and cross- price elasticities.
Table 3.11 reports the ratio between the (overall) price elasticities when the row product is
on feature with probability 1, and the benchmark price elasticities when products are on/off
feature as observed. We find that being on feature reduces the own-price elasticities by a
magnitude of 7%-9% – which at a first glance suggest that feature advertising is a substitute
to price discounts.
On the other hand, decomposing the elasticities, we find that quantity elasticity condi-
tional on consideration set membership has increased as a result of being on feature, pre-
sented in Table 3.12.20 This is because, when consideration costs are reduced by featuring,
some consumers with lower β̃i j’s are going to start considering the product – these con-
20In this table, since we focus on quantity elasticities given singleton consideration sets, cross elasticities are
by construction zero and are ignored.
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Table 3.12: Changes in conditional quantity elasticities when on feature
ratio between own-elasticities




Note: See note in Table 3.11, except that this table reports ratios in quantity choice elasticities conditional on
consideration.
sumers would otherwise think it is unfruitful to think about product j due to the low β̃i j’s.
At the same time, the low β̃i j’s suggest that these are the higher-elasticity consumers, whose
participation then drives up the overall price response.
3.9 Concluding remarks
This paper quantifies a consumer’s cost of processing product information that are less
salient, such as to understand the nutrition content before buying a yogurt. Such considera-
tion costs are fixed to quantity, therefore generate scale economy in a consumer’s quantity
choice. Therefore, a consumer is discouraged from spreading her consideration effort, and
purchase decisions, over a vast number of products (even when she loves variety). However,
if variations in salient product characteristics (such as price) alters consideration set mem-
bership, the newly included products display discontinuous jumps in the purchase quantity.
We utilize this identifying property, and quantify the magnitude of consumer consider-
ation cost. Specifically, we develop testable implications by looking at consumer purchase
quantity at her maximum accepted price, and find that quantity jump is far larger than a
model without costly consideration can justify. We then build a structural model of multiple
product choice and the subsequent quantity choices, with an endogenous costly considera-
tion decision in the first stage. Notably, conventional discrete-continuous models of multiple
product choice do not accommodate the discontinuity in quantity choice, which is our key
identifying pattern. Consequently, our model deviates from canonical models, at the cost
of additional, manageable computation burden. As by-products, the model also allows for
flexible nonlinear price structures and discrete quantities.
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We estimate the model using IRI behavioral scan panel data, in the yogurt category.
In our case, the average (monetized) consumer consideration cost per yogurt product is
between $3.2 and $5.2 in a given trip. This is about 1.2-1.9 times the total expenditure
on each product per trip. The magnitude of consideration cost indicates that prices are
not the dominant explanation of which subset of product to choose from; and conversely,
this, explains why price elasticities are so small on quantity choice conditional on purchase.
In fact, we find that elasticities of quantity given purchase is about 1/3 of the overall price
elasticities, implying that the main effect of price promotion is to penetrate the consideration
barrier of consumers – to incentivize them to purchase (as opposed to purchasing more).
Finally, we find that feature advertising reduces the consideration cost by $0.42, which is
on the order of 10% of the total consideration cost. This drives more consumers to purchase,
but because of preference heterogeneity, mostly affects consumers with lower tastes – those
consumers would otherwise not purchase. This creates a selection problem, that consumers
who are attracted during a feature promotion are the ones with lower tastes and higher price
elasticities. Hence, our model justifies the synchronized use of price and feature promotions.
Chapter 4
Inconvenience versus Risk in Consumer
Channel Choice
4.1 Introduction
Online retailing plays an increasingly important role. According to US Census Bureau,
the share of retail trade conducted online has increased from 0.19% in 1998, to 5.22% in
2012.1 Even for experienced goods such as wine or fashion, online retailing is becoming
increasingly common. For instance, in data covering the Dutch retail apparel industry, we
find that the share of consumer expenditure spent online has risen from 5.5% in 2007, to
12.5% in 2014. The increasing popularity of the online channel changes the strategy of
traditional sellers, and many of them are expanding into online retailing, adjusting their
store locations accordingly.
We are interested in understanding a consumer’s channel choice within a retail chain.
A more comprehensive account of this decision is of specific interest to managers who
consider expanding online versus establishing more traditional retail stores, and needs to
know how large the cannibalization effect is from either action. It is also of interest to policy
makers who seek to understand pricing and location choices as outcome of substitution
1U.S. Census Bureau, Annual Retail Trade Survey, 2012.
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between retailers and between channels of each retailer, and design tax or product return
regulation policies.
Specifically, we seek to understand how and why consumers substitute between the on-
line and traditional (in-store) retail channels. In the literature, substitution between channels
is often confounded with substitution across different retailers, who might be offering dif-
ferent products or services. For example, Goolsbee (2000) and Ellison and Ellison (2009)
study the effect of sales tax on online-retailer demand, and Forman et al. (2006) study vari-
ation in distance on the market share of online booksellers, but none of them can isolate
substitution between channels from substitution between retailers. This makes the result
less applicable to a manager who is trying to separate competition effect and own canni-
balization effect, or to a policy maker who is assessing merger and acquisition cases that
involve different chains in multiple channels.
In this paper, we study the sensitivity to travel cost – as a main component in her shop-
ping cost – in consumer choice among different channels, provided by the same retail chain.
Specifically, we exploit exogenous variation in a single consumer’s distance to the closest
outlet of a given chain, which can be considered as variation in the travel cost for shopping
in-store. This variation comes from consumer house-moving and from outlet entry and exit.
We find that the consumer substitutes away from the physical store channel when living
further away from outlets of that chain. In addition, we measure the consumer’s sensitivity
to distance over time, and find that distance has an increasing effect on channel choice. We
provide descriptive evidence that the sensitivity to distance in a consumer’s channel choice
is 3 times as high in 2014 than in 2007, and it is 3 times as high when a consumer has
shopped 10 times online in the past, than when she had no or little experience online. This
indicates that online and off-line channels are substitutes, to an increasing degree in calendar
time and/or consumer experience.
We further pursue the second question: why are the two channels increasing substitutes?
Among prior explanations, Prince (2007) focused on changes in distributions of consumers
and retailers heterogeneity, but these explanations cannot apply to our analysis which keeps
consumer / retail chain combinations constant. We propose an alternative explanation, high-
lighting the changes in a consumer’s perceived risk, interacted with her inability to sample a
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product prior to purchase online (the latter mechanism exists in prior literature, e.g. in Ofek
et al., 2011). Specifically, we propose that a consumer’s perceived probability of receiving
an inferior product (hence the term “perceived risk”) decreases over time.2 Because a con-
sumer shopping in the traditional channel can verify product quality before the purchase,
off-line shopping naturally serves as an “insurance” against the risk of inferior product, and
the travel cost associated with off-line shopping can be viewed as the insurance premium.
When the perceived risk goes down, consumers are less reliant on verifying product quality
before purchase; hence, their choices are more sensitive to variations in travel cost. This is
an explanation to the rise of online channel market shares, and it generates a hypothesis that
exogenous variations in expenditure leads to decreases in online purchase probability, and
the magnitude of this effect is smaller in later calendar time periods, or for a consumer with
more online-shopping experience.
To test this hypothesis, we seek to overcome a reverse causality problem, that consumers
who decide to go online are more cautious due to the the risk, and consequently spend less.
We attempt to solve this problem by exploiting exogenous variation in average price, con-
sumer income and season-specific products that she purchases. Specifically, we assume that
a consumer’s income and a chain’s overall price level are pre-determined, and are exoge-
nous to her idiosyncratic shocks in channel choice. We also assume that specific seasonal
needs, such as buying T-shirts in summer and coats in winter, are orthogonal to unobserved
shocks in channel choice. Of course, confounding explanations do exist: consumers with
higher income might systematically be less averse to online risk; chains with higher price
might be of better quality assurance online; and consumers might be driven to purchase
online in winter because of higher, weather-induced travel cost. We address these concerns
by controlling for a rich set of individual, chain, time and weather fixed effects.
Using purchase data for a panel of Dutch consumers of retail apparels from 2007 to
2014, we find that trips with lower expenditure – due to reductions in income, purchases of
summer clothes, or shopping during discount seasons – are associated with higher online-
shopping tendency. In addition, the sensitivity of channel choice to exogenous variations
2This remains true even when the consumers can return products because returns delay the timing of consump-
tion, and the dis-utility for delayed consumption reasonably goes up with expenditure.
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of expenditure decreases over experience and time. This shows that expenditure acts as a
“price” to online shopping, and this price is higher in early years and when a consumer is
less experienced.
In light of the reduced-form evidence, we then structurally characterize a consumer’s
choice whether to shop online and her expenditure given the choice, by constructing a sim-
ple model while controlling for a rich set of individual, chain and time fixed effects. Specifi-
cally, we construct a simple model of consumer choices, which numerically solves for aver-
age online-shopping tendency and expenditure, as functions of calendar time, a consumer’s
past online shopping experience, and her distance to the nearest store outlet. Meanwhile,
we can non-parametrically characterize the average choice and expenditure profiles, while
controlling for individual, store and time fixed effects. These empirical moments can then
be directly matched to the model-predictions, in order to determine the structural parame-
ters. In this way, we isolate the mechanism of interest – which we model structurally – from
non-central variations which are controlled, but kept in reduced form.
Among the two factors, experience and time, we find that past online-shopping experi-
ence has the stronger effect. After the first three online trip, a consumer would find online
shopping much safer, in terms of a 20%-lower perceived risk, than what she believed when
she had no experience. Further experience decreases the perceived risk by another 10-15%.
Compared to the experience effect, evolution of the market environment (for instance, better
websites or return services) during 2007-2014 decreases the perceived risk by 12%. This
indicates that changes within a consumer is the main explanation of why the online stores
of given retailers slowly gain more market shares. In fact, we find that a very experienced
consumer would be 3 times as likely to shop online, as when she is completely inexperi-
enced; conversely, the extra experience would then save her 1.27 kilometers of travel cost
on average, every time she needs to buy apparels.
Our work contributes to the literature in two ways. First, to the best of our knowledge, we
provide the first set of estimates on channel choice sensitivity to distance, keeping consumer
and retailer identities fixed. Prior literature usually confound channel choice sensitivity with
store choice sensitivity (Prince 2007; Forman et al. 2006; among others), and hence down-
ward biases the estimates of distance effect. The small sensitivity to distance across retailers
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gives the wrong impression that demand is also insensitive to distance within a retailer,
which then causes a manager to underestimate the within-chain cannibalization effect. In
fact, we find that for an experienced consumer living at the average distance, opening a new
outlet at her doorstep would take away 10% sales from the online store. Conversely, if there
were no online stores, opening one will cannibalize part of the off-line sales, apart from any
potential brand-expansion effects.3 In addition, since channel substitutability increases with
consumer experience and calendar time, so is the cannibalization effect. This puts caution
to a traditional retailer considering opening an online branch.
Second, we contribute to the understanding of why retail channels are increasingly sub-
stitutable. We offer a new explanation, that increasing substitutability between retail chan-
nels is caused by changes in online-shopping risk (Ofek et al., 2011) over time and experi-
ence. More specifically, we develop a model that emphasizes a consumer’s ability to exam-
ine a product before purchase; then, despite costly in travels, shopping off-line provides an
insurance against the perceived risk of receiving an inferior product. Both our reduced-form
tests and structural parameter estimates indicate that the evolution of consumer experience
is an important driver of the reduction in risk. This then implies that the majority of online-
shopping risk is in fact subjective, and an inexperienced consumer overly estimates her
potential risk of not getting what she intended to. Therefore, she is overly cautious both
in her decision of going online, and in her expenditure if shopping online. Despite that
such expectation bias can be corrected over many shopping trips, these tend to occur over a
long period. Therefore, potentially, a retailer might consider policies that changes consumer
belief; one example of such would be penetration pricing, exclusively on the online shop.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 4.2 reviews the literature. Section
4.3 presents the data and summary statistics, and discusses patterns of channel choice’s
sensitivity to distance over time and consumer experience. Section 4.4 presents a reduced-
form empirical model, and discusses identification strategy, in order to test for the role of
online risk (and its reduction) in changes in consumer channel choice patterns. In light of
the empirical evidence, Section 4.5 presents the model and estimation strategy. Section 4.6
discusses estimation results, model fit and managerial implications. Finally, Section 4.7
3In our empirical exercise, we do not quantify the expansion of the total sales of a given chain.
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concludes.
4.2 Related literature
Over time, consumers have been steadily migrating purchasing to online channels (Ansari
et al., 2008). Online retailing offers an appealing transaction channel (Peterson et al., 1997).
However it may be an inferior alternative to offline retailing with respect to evaluating prod-
uct quality or match value, especially in the case of experience goods. In this paper, we
study the case of consumer purchases for apparel and we are in particular interested in the
motives of consumers to buy apparel online.
Buying online may be motivated by travel cost or distance between the consumer and a
store. Thomadsen (2007) and Chintagunta et al. (2012) report high estimates of travel costs
in a purchasing context. Even for high price durable goods such as cars, demand is often
surprisingly local (Albuquerque and Bronnenberg, 2012; Bucklin et al., 2008) suggesting
also that travel costs are high. Online channels allow consumers to greatly reduce travel
costs, or eliminate them altogether; hence, one might suspect high sensitivity in consumer
choices between the two channels.
However, Prince (2007) documents that this is not the case in early years – demand elas-
ticity to prices among online and traditional retailers became significantly different from
zero only until 1998. Similarly, Deleersnyder et al. (2002) find that for newspapers, the
establishment of an online distribution channel has no immediate effect on circulation and
advertising revenue from the traditional channel. Finally, Forman et al. (2006) document
that the presence of a traditional retailer in the vicinity changes the market share of a partic-
ular product online.
We add to this literature by isolating the sensitivity to distance in channel choice, con-
ditional on the same consumers and retailers. We document that the distance between con-
sumers and the nearest chain outlet is informative about the propensity to buy online, and
the sensitivity to distance is increasing over time. In addition, since the two channels of-
fered by the same retailer are less differentiated than across different retailers, it is natural
to understand that we find much higher sensitivities when conditional on the retailer choice.
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This then speaks to the practitioner discussion on size of cannibalization effects between
channels.
On the other hand, online purchasing, while convenient, may pose a risk to some con-
sumers. In a study of channel migration in the grocery trade, Bell and Song (2007) find
that consumers are quicker to adopt services from a national online grocer when they live
in an area that already contains many adopters. Choi et al. (2010) find that this effect is
especially strong during the early presence of the online channel, suggesting that the need
for consumers to see evidence of the concrete benefits of the online channel is highest when
no information about it is present. Huang et al. (2009) find that consumers do more online
processing of information and rely more on reviews for experience than for search goods.
Ofek et al. (2011) also suggest that buying online is risky, and relate the source of risk to an
online-shopper’s inability to sample the product prior to purchase. Our explanation to why
the online and traditional channels are closer substitutes, is most closely related to this lit-
erature: that improvement of a seller’s information provision and the authority’s regulation
on service quality decreases a consumer’s perceived risk.
4.3 Data, sample selection and descriptive evidence
4.3.1 Purchase data
Our primary purchase data are from GfK’s JURY panel in the Netherlands. The panel
covers 861,550 purchases of fashion items for 19,291 households over the period 2007Q1-
2014Q3 representing C26.9M. Purchases are recorded using a diary. The data are at the
panelist-trip-item level. For each purchase, we observe quantity, expenditure, whether it was
accompanied by a deal and whether the purchase was carried out online. Of all purchases
made, 49% is recorded to be accompanied by a price deal. Figure 4.1 shows the expenditure
share of online purchasing by year. What can be observed is that purchasing fashion online
is gaining strongly in popularity.
The keys of the data have the following descriptor fields. For each panelist, we observe
demographic characteristics such as education, income, age, employment status, etc. We
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Figure 4.1: Expenditure share of online purchases in fashion
Table 4.1: Descriptive statistics: Panelists
variable N mean standard deviation
days in panel 19291 998.578 986.331
number of recorded trips 18863 22.583 36.091
units 19291 53.701 93.709
euros 19291 1393.466 2637.493
euros/trip 18863 69.880 73.086
net monthly income 14720 2469.477 1010.495
recipient female 19291 0.591 0.401
recipient age 19291 40.366 19.136
retired 19291 0.145 0.340
also observe the location of each consumer at the postal code “plus” level: the highest
postal code resolution is 4 digits plus 2 letters, e.g., 5037 AB, and we observe the location
of consumers recorded as “5037 A.” The median distance to the closest 5-digit postal code is
0.34 km. Table 4.1 lists the mean and standard deviation of selected purchasing activity and
demographic characteristics for our panelists. Households stay in the panel for 3 years on
average and record 23 trips with an average expenditure of C70 per trip. The net monthly
income averages C2470. Of all purchases made, 60% is for female recipients, and the
average recipient age is 40 years.
For each trip, we observe the time, the store chain (e.g., H&M, Zara), and the retail
segment (e.g., department store, sports store). Table 4.2 lists expenditure and expenditure
shares for the top 5 chains. As can be seen the retail concentration of fashion is not very
high, with the joint share of the 5 largest chains remaining well under 20%.
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Table 4.2: Descriptive statistics: Top chains
Chain expenditure expenditure share
C&A 1686837 6.27
Miss Etam 835403 3.11
H&M (Hennes & Mauritz) 831199 3.09
Vroom & Dreesmann 628170 2.34
Esprit 505692 1.88
Table 4.3: Descriptive statistics: Top products






Finally, for each item purchased, we observe brand, department (e.g., Jackets, Outer-
wear), and product (e.g., shirts, trousers). Table 4.3 lists the 5 largest product categories
in our panel along with their expenditure shares. The top 5 product categories account for
almost half of the fashion purchases.
4.3.2 Online purchase experience
Using the purchase record data, we construct a consumer’s online purchase experience in
a shopping trip. A consumer’s experience at time t is defined as the number of online
shopping trips done before t. Table 4.4 summarizes distribution of total number of online
trips (individual level), number of online trips done in the past (trip level), and the duration
in sample before the first online trip (individual level). Note that the third column, months
in sample before the first (online) trip, only focuses on the subset of individuals who has at
least shopped online once.
4.3.3 Official postal code coordinates data
We obtain the Dutch official mapping data for postal codes and coordinates, the “Geo Suite”
database. The data covers the coordinates (latitude and longitude) for all 4, 5 and 6 digit
postal code in the Netherlands. A 6-digit postal code covers on average 8 addresses, while a
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Table 4.4: Descriptive statistics: Online trip history
Total number of (online) trips # trips prior to t Months in sample before first trip
1% 0 0 0
10% 0 0 0
50% 0 0 5
90% 2 7 44
99% 31 36 84
# obs 14,989 201,626 3,916
4-digit postal code is on the accuracy level of a street.4 Because we only have 5-digit postal
code data from the household panel, we map the 5-digit postal code to coordinate file to
obtain household locations, while mapping the 6-digit file to obtain outlet locations. This
can be viewed as taking simple average assuming that a household always resides in the
center of a given area. As mentioned in the description of purchase data, the 5-digit postal
code provides precise information on location.
4.3.4 Retail outlet location data
We complement the micro panel data by the Orbis company information database, from
Bureau van Dijk.5 The database consists of all registered companies and their branches,
with contact information (address and postal code), legal information (e.g. active or dis-
solved/bankrupt), and others. This database provides information retail outlet location as
well as entry and exit. With our aim, we extract all companies in the retail and wholesale
industries in the Netherlands, with their outlet locations, addresses and whether each outlet
is active at each of the recorded dates. We then define “entry” as the first year and month
when an outlet is registered as active in the Orbis data, and “exit” as and year and month
when an outlet is registered as dissolved or bankrupt. This results in a monthly data of outlet
entry and exit.
Since Aimark data does not contain detailed outlet location data, we assume that the
consumer considers the distance between her home address and the closest outlet. To do so,
we first calculate their great circle distance, i.e. the length of the arc between coordinates
4http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Postal_codes_in_the_Netherlands
5http://www.bvdinfo.com/
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(x,y) of the household i, retail outlet o at time t:
Diot = r · arccos(sinxi sinxo + cosxi cosxo · cos(yi− yo))
Then, we find minimum distance among all active outlets of a retail chain j, that is Di jt =
mino∈ j Diot .
4.3.5 Daily weather data
Finally, we obtain daily weather data from the Royal Netherlands Meteorological Institute.6
These data-sets consist of daily weather records from a total of 37 stations, each provided
with its coordinates. The records include temperature, duration of sunshine, duration of
precipitation, wind speed, and others. For each trip, we merge the weather records from the
closest station to the trip location (that is, outlet location), on the trip date.
4.3.6 Sample selection
We merge GfK consumer panel data on consumer apparel with Orbis data on chain/outlet
location and entry/exit time, as well as KNMI daily weather data. We only focus on the top
18 chains in total in-sample sales, after excluding all unidentified stores and smaller retail
chains, plus one major online-only retailer. This takes away 60% of the data, yet this is
mostly a result of missing chain identity. Since it is impossible to cleanly analyze within-
retailer choices of channels, without knowing the exact chain identity, this sample selection
step is crucial. We further select observations that have non-missing trip date, distance from
home address to store address, as well as weather information on the given trip date. Finally,
we pick trips that are no further than 30km, since very long trips are usually associated with
other activities such as family events.7 Altogether, These criteria give 259,327 observations.
Table 4.5 summarizes our sample selection criteria.
6Koninklijk Nederlands Meteorologisch Instituut, KNMI
7Only 30% observations are within 30km distance, but this mainly reflect missing of the distance measure (e.g.
due to unidentified chain ID).
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Table 4.5: Sample selection
percentage
chain ranked top 20 0.373
distance from home to outlet not missing 0.315
trip date not missing 0.368
weather on the trip not missing 0.987
closest outlet within 30km 0.306
all above criteria 0.301
obs. 861550
Notes: This table reports our sample selection criteria.
Lastly, we collapse these data onto household-chain-date level. A consumer on average
buys 2 items in a given trip. This yield 126,936 observations for estimation.
4.3.7 Online shopping and expenditure over experience and time
We document the sensitivity of online shopping choice probability and expenditure to changes
in distance, and the changes of this sensitivity over experience and time. Since distance (as
a measure of travel cost) is clearly an important component in the total off-line shopping
cost, changes in the sensitivity to shopping cost is informative of the changes in channel
substitutability.
We measure experience as the number of online trips done in the past, as documented
in Section 4.3.2. Controlling for this measure of experience, we separately regress a con-
sumer’s online shopping tendency to her distance to the nearest outlet, by half-year time
intervals. Changes in the marginal effect of distance indicate changes in channel substi-
tutability, over calendar time. We also control for individual-chain combined fixed effect,
weather fixed effects, and net income. Next, we perform a similar analysis of online shop-
ping on distance, but by trips with different shopping experience. In this case, we control
for time interval fixed effect, along with individual and chain fixed effects, and observables.
As documented in the top panels of Figure 4.2, we find that the sensitivity to distance
increases in later years, in particular during years 2013 and 2014. This indicates that online
and traditional channels became better substitutes with time. On the other hand, consumers
with more online shopping experience in the past tend to shop more frequently online –
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and the effect seems much larger than that of calendar year. However, if consumers are
heterogeneous in their preference towards online shopping, correlation in past shopping
experience and current behavior might reflect such heterogeneity. Therefore, the reader
should be aware of the possibility of selection, in the upper-right panel.
We also produce descriptive pattern of off-line expenditure to distance,8 separately by
time and experience. We find that overall, expenditure is positively correlated with distance.
This might reflect that consumers who chose to go to the store despite larger distance might
have more to buy in the first place. In later years, expenditure is more sensitive to distance
due to that fewer consumers with small expenditure still chooses to go off-line. The same
logic goes for the lower-right panel on expenditure and distance over experience, but we do
not observe clear pattern.
Overall, this section shows that shopping trips done later (in terms of calendar years),
or done when a consumer is more experienced with online shopping, are more sensitive to
distance. If we interpret distance as a measure of travel cost – intuitively, this is a crucial part
of the shopping cost difference between online and off-line channels – the results here then
imply that the substitutability between the two channels increases with time and experience.
4.4 The response of online shopping to trip expenditure
4.4.1 Overview
The evidence presented in Figure 4.2 can be rationalized by changes in the perceived risk in
online shopping. Specifically, if the consumer believes that when purchasing online, there
is a risk of not receiving the item that she intended to buy – which might be the case if she
receives an item of the wrong size or color, or an item of lower quality than advertised online
– this might discourage her from shopping online especially when expenditure is high.
In fact, when the consumers hold such belief, a fraction of expenditure online would be
8We do not analyze online expenditure because online trips are relatively rare, and therefore, online expendi-
ture contains more noise than the off-line counterpart.
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Figure 4.2: Response to distance in channel choice and expenditure
Note: This figure presents OLS estimates of a consumer’s channel choice and expenditure, as response to changes
in the distance to the closest outlet. In the upper and lower right panels, we estimate the linear model separately
for each half-year time interval, controlling for the number of online trips in the past. In the upper and lower
left panels, we do the opposite and control for half-year dummies, while estimating the model by trip history. In
addition, we control for individual and chain fixed effects, as well as net income and weather fixed effect.
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in exchange for nothing. Therefore, the effective price of purchasing online is proportional
to expenditure, and the consumer who plan to spend more – assuming that expenditure is
exogenously given regardless of preference – will tend to shop off-line. On the other hand,
as experience accumulates which triggers learning, or as the quality of service from the
supply side evolves with time, the perceived online risk will be reduced, thereby lowering
the sensitivity of online shopping to changes in expenditure.
We test whether a consumer’s tendency to shop online changes, if her expenditure in the
trip is varied by price, income, and the type of product she buys. We argue that these vari-
ations are exogenous to a consumer’s idiosyncratic preferences towards the online channel.
We find that an increase in total expenditure in a shopping trip reduces the likelihood of
purchasing online, but the effect size is smaller in later years in the data. We also find that,
within the same (sub)set of consumers who would have had the same amount of experience
in the end, online purchase’s response to expenditure is smaller when they have accumu-
lated more experience. These result support the hypothesis that reduction in online risk over
experience and time is an important explanation to the rise of online shopping.
4.4.2 Reduced form specification
To test whether the sensitivity to expenditure varies with time, we estimate a reduced form
model of a consumer’s online shopping decision’s response to her expenditure in the trip:
Ii jt = c+(α0 +α1 · t) ·Ei jt +(γ0 + γ1 · t) ·Qi jt +Zi jtβ +ξi +φ j +σt +ωi jt (4.1)
where Ii jt , or “internet”, is an indicator of a consumer i’s decision to shop online (rather than
off-line) in chain j at time t; expenditure Ei jt is the observed expenditure in the trip; Qi jt is
the number of items, or “quantity”, that she purchased; Zi jt contains a vector of observables,
including distance Di jt to the closest outlet of chain j, and a vector of experience indicator
1(Xit = x). The marginal effect vector β does not vary with time. We allow the marginal
effect of expenditure and quantity to vary with time t, with a linear time trend, captured by
α1 and γ1.
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Alternatively, to test whether expenditure sensitivity varies with experience, we estimate
a similar specification, where the response to expenditure and quantity contain a trend in
experience but not in time:
Ii jt = c+(α0 +α1 ·Xit) ·Ei jt +(γ0 + γ1 ·Xit) ·Qi jt +Zi jtβ +ξi +φ j +σt +ωi jt . (4.2)
The error term ωi jt = Ii jt−E [Ii jt |Ei jt ,Qi jt ,Zi jt ]. Because expenditure is a decision con-
sumers make, consumer who face higher risk online will lower their expenditure. Therefore,
there is a reverse causality issue when estimating specification 4.1. We estimate specifica-
tions (4.1) and (4.2) by instrumental variables regression with fixed effects. Specifically,
we instrument Ei jt and Qi jt , and their interactions with time or experience. The choice of
instruments will be discussed in the Section 4.4.3.2.
In addition, when we take experience in the interaction term, we need to be mindful of






Therefore, the individual fixed effect ξi will enter Xit , and therefore Equation (4.2), nonlin-
early. In addition, the number of periods or online trips one observes for an individual is
also selected. To address this concern, we only use a sub-sample of individuals who have
no less than 10 online trips in total, in their entire duration in the sample. And we focus
on their online shopping choice when Xit is no larger than 10. Intuitively, we fix the set of
individuals to be homogeneous across different values of Xit . In addition, instrumenting the
interaction term Xit ·Ei jt also alleviates some of the endogeneity concerns.9
9We never use instruments interacted with experience trend as instruments; instead, we use interaction between
instrument and time trend as exogenous variations to endogenous variables interacted with experience.
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Table 4.6: Variation of minimal distance
households share of hh household-chain pairs share hh-chain
(1) due to relocation 664 0.06 1,175 0.04
(2) due to entry/exit 3,122 0.29 5,032 0.15
either (1) or (2) 3,349 0.31 5,570 0.17
total observations 10,803 32,929
Notes: This table reports percentages of households, or household-chain pairs with variations in the minimal
distance.
4.4.3 Identification
4.4.3.1 Exogenous variations in travel distance
We identify the impact of potential travel cost on a consumer’s decision between shopping
online or in a store, from exogenous variation in the great-circle distance between a con-
sumer’s home address to the nearest outlet of a given chain. Conditional on time-invariant
characteristics of consumers and chains (e.g. unobserved brand equity), the variation of
distance comes from two sources: 1) relocation of a consumer, and 2) entry and exit of a
store.
Table 4.6 reports share of the sample that has variation in household-chain minimal
distance, and decomposes the source of variation into relocation and outlet entry and exit.
On the household level, 3,349 households (31%) whose data contain variation in the distance
to at least one chains; among which, 663 (6%) contain variation from household relocation,
and 3,122 (29%) contain variation due to store entry and exits. These 31% households
represent 17% observations in the household-chain pairs.
Table 4.7 checks representativeness of household-chain pairs, with and without mini-
mum distance variation. We do not find economically-significant differences between the
distance and expenditure per trip, tendency to shop online, and monthly net income. This
suggests that the variation in distance in a sub-sample provides fairly representative esti-
mates of the entire sample.
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Table 4.7: Summary statistics of household-chains with and without distance variation
with variation: mean std err of mean w/o variation: mean std err of mean
distance (10km) 0.76 0.01 0.80 0.01
shop online (binary) 0.05 0.00 0.04 0.00
expenditure (10 euros) 3.52 0.03 3.74 0.02
netincome (1000 euros) 2.49 0.01 2.52 0.01
obs. 5570 5570 27993 27993
Notes: This table reports summary statistics of key variables by groups of household-chain pairs, with or without
variations in the minimum travel distance.
4.4.3.2 Choice of instruments
Net income We postulate that the monthly net (post-tax) income that the household re-
ceives is exogenous to her online-shopping unobserved decision shocks; yet, households
with higher net income generally spend more each trip. In the data, 35% households have
income variation in the sample period. We also include the interaction term between net
income and a time trend as instrument.
A potential concern that net income might be correlated with unobserved online shop-
ping tendency, is that if net income variation is driven by unemployment, re-employment or
retirement, the changes in the opportunity cost of time will alter an individual’s preference
for in-store shopping. We address this by controlling for employment and retirement status,
and only use the variation in net income conditional on the employment status.
Share of products on deal We also instrument expenditure and quantity by the share
of products on deal, for a given chain in a week. Since major chains in the Netherlands
time their deals differently (despite common seasonality effects, which will be controlled
for), variations in deal timings across chains can capture some variations in the consumer
expenditure. Figure 4.3 shows an example of such, where the share of products on deal is
different across major chains, despite some common seasonality effects.
On the other hand, the observed share of deal is based on the set of products purchased
by the consumer, which will likely over-state the deal probability. This itself does not
invalidate the use of deal as an instrument, as long as all correlations in the unobserved
online shopping tendency and shocks of deal discovery (hence choosing products on deal)
are captured by individual, chain and time effects. To provide a counter-example, if we do
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Figure 4.3: Timing of deals across chains
Note: This figure presents the average share of products on deal, by chain and week of the year. Cyclicality is
present but different across chains.
not control for month fixed effects, then the mid-year spike in deal share might be correlated
with seasonal patterns in online shopping. As a confirmation that we indeed control for all
remaining correlations, Figure 4.4 documents the difference between the share of products
on deal between online and in-store channel. We find that the distribution of difference
in deal probability is very close to being symmetric around zero. This indicates that when
individual, chain and month fixed effects are controlled for, online shopping decision shocks
do not noticeably correlate with deal shares.
Product type In addition, we instrument expenditure and its time trend by the type of
clothes that the individual purchased. We assume that the share of product type in a given
trip (e.g. 2 T-shirts among the 3 items in a given trip) is driven by consumer need, and is
unrelated to channel choice. If the shares of winter and summer clothes are excluded in
the channel choice problem, they are good instruments since the expenditure varies across
summer and winter products.
This assumption would be violated if unobserved weather drives consumer to buy winter
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Figure 4.4: Difference in deal share between channels, within individual-chain-month
Note: This figure presents distribution in the difference in deal share across channels, at the individual-chain-
month level data. Symmetry suggests that online channel does not systematically generate more sales with deals,
when individual, chain and month fixed effects are controlled.
clothes, or if winter clothes are harder to carry – in both cases, purchase of winter clothes
is associated with higher travel cost. To rule out this possibility, Figure 4.5 plots the choice
of winter clothes and summer clothes by month of the year, along with usage of online
shopping. Here, winter clothes are defined as product types of “coat”, “jacket”, “sweater”,
“vest” or “spencer”, and summer clothes as “T-shirt”, “skirt” and “polo-shirt”. Individual
and chain fixed effects, and weather fixed effects are controlled. We find that the cyclicality
of internet is almost fully captured by weather and other control variables, whereas the
variation in the choice of clothing displays very clear cyclicality.
4.4.4 Instrumental variable estimates
4.4.4.1 First stage
We estimate specifications (4.1) and (4.2) by two stage least squares (2SLS). That is, we
separately estimate OLS of expenditure, quantity and their interaction term with time or ex-
perience, on excluded variables, covariates Zi jt and individual, chain and time fixed effects.
When estimating the specification (4.2) with experience, selection in the total number of
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Figure 4.5: The use of internet and choice of winter clothes
Note: This figure presents OLS estimates of month fixed effects (relative to January), of the share of winter
clothes (“coat”, “jacket”, “sweater”, “vest” or “spencer”) and summer clothes (“T-shirt”, “skirt”, “polo-shirt”), and
the choice of shopping online. Weather, individual and chain fixed effects are controlled. These figures show that
the cyclicality of internet is almost fully captured by weather, individual and chain fixed effects.
shopping trips requires that we focus on the first 10 trips for a sub-sample of consumers
who shopped no less than 10 times online. Therefore, we also estimate first stage regres-
sions using the sub-sample of 683 consumers. These are reported in the first two columns,
while estimates from the full sample (10,794 consumers) are reported in columns 3-4.
In the first stage equation, we find that distance is positively correlated with expenditure
and the number of units, which is consistent with a scale-economy argument, that a higher
fixed cost for traveling further must be rationalized by a larger-scale purchases. The share
of products on deal is negatively correlated with expenditure, but positively correlated with
the number of units. This is consistent with a downward-sloping demand curve. The log
monthly income parameter suggests that there are neither economically nor statistically
insignificant effects from income on expenditure. The share of fall/winter clothes increases
expenditure, while decreases the number of units. But we do not find significant effect on
the share of spring/summer clothes.
Finally, we test for weak instruments, by jointly testing whether the coefficients of deal
share, net income, the two product type variables, and their interaction with time trend, are
jointly zero in the first stage. F-test statistics indicate that the instruments are weak in the
sub-sample, but strong in the full sample. However, as shown by the second stage results,
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Table 4.8: Regression of expenditure and quantity on instruments (first stage)
expenditure: sub-sample units: sub-sample expenditure: full sample units: full sample
distance (10km) 0.099* 0.019 0.105*** 0.030***
(0.058) (0.033) (0.019) (0.010)
share of products on deal -1.472*** 0.492** -1.285*** 0.428***
(0.375) (0.216) (0.133) (0.070)
deal share* years 0.294*** 0.027 0.130*** 0.000
(0.097) (0.056) (0.030) (0.016)
log income -0.156 -0.025 0.058 0.012
(0.288) (0.165) (0.087) (0.046)
log income* years 0.042 0.049 -0.025 0.000
(0.065) (0.037) (0.016) (0.009)
spring/summer clothes -0.211 -0.062 -0.043 0.083**
(0.199) (0.114) (0.068) (0.036)
summer clothes* years 0.077 0.050 -0.052*** -0.009
(0.064) (0.037) (0.018) (0.010)
fall/winter clothes 0.417** -0.182* 0.206*** -0.188***
(0.191) (0.110) (0.066) (0.035)
winter clothes* years -0.017 0.009 0.009 0.008
(0.054) (0.031) (0.016) (0.008)
constant 4.147*** 1.867*** 3.585*** 1.708***
(0.612) (0.352) (0.214) (0.113)
weather fixed effect Yes Yes Yes Yes
year-month fixed effect Yes Yes Yes Yes
chain fixed effects Yes Yes Yes Yes
nr trip fixed effect Yes Yes Yes Yes
employment/retirement status Yes Yes Yes Yes
Rsq. 0.182 0.036 0.165 0.018
obs. 13177 13177 125681 125681
Notes: This table reports first stage estimates of expenditure and quantity on instruments and exogenous covariates,
as first stage estimates of the 2SLS on (4.1) and (4.2). Excluded instruments are: log of net monthly income,
indicator of summer and winter clothes, share of products on deal, and their interaction with calendar time. The
first two columns report estimates on a sub-sample, for individuals whose total online trip is no less than 10 times,
and focus on their shopping decisions before the 11th online trip. For the sub-sample, test for the explanatory
power of all excluded variables in the first stage yields F-statistics of 4.12 (expenditure) and 3.51 (quantity). For
the full sample, test statistics are 27.04 (expenditure) and 23.49 (quantity). *, ** and *** represent significance at
0.10, 0.05 and 0.01.
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in Table 4.9, the weak instrument still provide enough variation for statistical inference.
4.4.4.2 Second stage
Table 4.9 presents second stage estimates of Equations (4.1) and (4.2), using as instrumented
variables: net income, deal share, and share of seasonal products, and their interaction terms
with time. For consumers with no online-shopping experience,10 we find that expenditure
causally reduces online shopping tendency by 6.5%; in addition, each time the consumer
shops online will increase the sensitivity to a unit change in expenditure in subsequent
online shopping decision by 1.2%. The main effect on expenditure is insignificant at 95%
confidence (two-sided p-value is 0.105), but the experience trend estimate is statistically
significant, despite weak instruments.
On the other hand, for the full sample, we find that expenditure will lower online-
shopping tendency, but the effect is insignificantly different from zero. The main reason
is the smaller effect size, which might be due to that we are comparing across different sets
of consumers. However, we do find that the marginal effect of expenditure is smaller (in
absolute value) in later years: every year, the marginal effect of expenditure increases (de-
creases in absolute value) by 0.4%. We control for individual, chain, time, experience and
employment status fixed effects.
Also, we find that each 10 kilometer in additional travel cost increases online shopping
tendency by 1.4%, and the dis-utility in travel cost is very similar across consumers. This
indicates that selection in past online shopping experience is not due to heterogeneity in
travel cost.
4.4.4.3 Further robustness checks
In past versions, we estimated the two reduced-form specifications using log specifications
on expenditure, quantity or distance. There were no drastic changes in parameter estimates
that alters implication. Also, we allow the travel cost coefficient to depend on time, and do
not find a statistically or economically meaningful time trend.
10But among the sub-sample of consumers who would ultimately have enough experience.
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Table 4.9: Online shopping on distance and expenditure (second stage)
online choice prob online choice prob




number of items purchased -0.027 0.004
(0.060) (0.024)
nr items* nr trips -0.002
(0.010)








weather fixed effect Yes Yes
year-month fixed effect Yes Yes
chain fixed effects Yes Yes
nr trip fixed effect Yes Yes
employment/retirement status Yes Yes
obs. 13177 125681
Notes: This table reports instrumental variable estimates of the choice of online shopping (Ii jt), on the total
expenditure of the given trip, and the distance to the closest retail outlet. Expenditure, quantity and their interaction
with time are instrumented by the log net monthly income, share of products on deal, and share of purchases with
summer or winter clothes, and their interaction with time trend. The first column reports estimates on a sub-sample,
for individuals whose total online trip is no less than 10 times, and focus on their shopping decisions before the
11th online trip. *, ** and *** represent significance at 0.10, 0.05 and 0.01.
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4.4.5 Discussion: Does online-purchase risk explain the increasing chan-
nel substitution?
Prince (2007) documents increasing substitution among traditional and online retailers, and
attribute this to consumer and (mainly) retailer heterogeneity. Melis et al. (2014) document
that past online shopping experience (in their case, experience is defined as sum of expen-
diture online in a moving window) increases substitution between different retailers. Our
reduced form analysis adds to the literature in two ways:
First, we emphasize within-retailer substitution between channels. While both Prince
(2007) and Melis et al. (2014) emphasize changes in substitution over time or experience,
they give emphasis on across-retailer substitution. In fact, Prince (2007) stresses substi-
tution between traditional retailers and new retailers who only operates online; and Melis
et al. (2014) emphasize substitution across web-shops of multi-channel retailers. However,
to answer a managerial question on whether a firm should open its online branch, or a pol-
icy question on whether the online branches of existing retailers should be encouraged or
regulated, we need insights that is specific to within-retailer substitution patterns.
Second, and most importantly, we propose a specific, within-consumer mechanism that
drives the increasing channel substitutability. In fact, Prince (2007) proposes that the evo-
lution of consumer and retailer distribution is the explanation of the substitution between
retailers, and emphasizes store entry of the rapidly growing online business. On the other
hand, Melis et al. (2014) document that a consumer’s past cumulative online expenditure is
positively related to the importance of product assortment in their current choice, but do not
explicitly point to causality. We propose that changes in the perceived risk is one impor-
tant mechanism (controlling for other mechanisms) that drives the increasing substitution
patterns.
Finally, we document that changes in channel substitution occur both along calendar
time, and along individual consumer’s past online shopping experience. Even though we
have not yet formally tested between the two,11 our results hint that the proposed model
11Specifically, within the sub-sample, the instruments we use do not provide enough variation to test between
time trend and experience.
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should distinguish between time effects, which could occur if there are supply side changes
in online service quality, or word-of-mouth type of information spillover across consumers;
and experience effects, which could occur if there is learning.
4.5 A structural model of increasing channel substitutability
4.5.1 Overview
Following the discussion in Section 4.4.5, we propose a model that characterizes a con-
sumer’s choice between shopping online and off-line. The model incorporates learning and
possible time effects, which generate increasing substitutability in the choice of two chan-
nels, over experience and time. The model is also very simple to solve.
We then fit the model onto a set of choice “patterns” generated from the data. A “pattern”
is an estimate of conditional choice probability of online shopping – net of individual, chain
and store fixed effects – as a function of an individual’s experience, calendar time, and the
distance to the closest outlet. We compute average conditional online choice probability,
and similarly, conditional average expenditure, using data among households with no less
than 10 total online trips.12 We fit the model on choice probabilities and expenditure net
of fixed effects, to obtain estimates free of selection on unobserved heterogeneity. This
reduced-form control of heterogeneity helps maintain model simplicity.
4.5.2 Model setup
Our model characterizes a household i’s choice between two channels, in chain j at trip t.
For notational simplicity, we suppress i and j unless there is a special emphasis. Before the
trip, the household thinks about a shopping need, and chooses between shopping online or
“off-line”, in the latter case she travels to the nearest outlet. Denote the choice It = 1 for
online, and It = 0 for off-line trip.
Regardless of the channel choice, the household believes that there is a probability that
12This is the same sub-sample used in Column 1, Table 4.9.
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the product turns out to be “bad”. For example, a product is “bad” if its quality (or the
service quality attached to it) turns out to be less than the advertised quality. In this case,
the product yields utility zero.
If the consumer makes the purchases off-line, she observes the product quality before
having to pay for it. If she purchases online, however, her expenditure is sunk before prod-
uct quality is realized.13 This is to say, the expected utility (i.e. utility before the trip) is
discounted by the perceived probability of not receiving a bad product:
u1t (E1t ,St) = (1−δt) · v(E1t ,µt)−E1t , (4.3)
where v(E1t ,µt) is the ex-post consumption utility, realized when the product is not bad. In
particular, µt denotes consumption utility shocks, and the consumer observes the realization
of µt before her choice of channel. One can think about µt as the “shopping need”, thought
about before making the trip decision. δt ∈ (0,1) is the perceived probability that the product
is bad; and the last term is dis-utility from expenditure, price coefficient normalized to 1.
Finally, to simplify notation, we denote state vector St = (µt ,δt ,Dt), which summarizes all
relevant state variables: consumption preference shock, perceived risk and distance.14
On the other hand, if shopping off-line, her expenditure is decided after observing the
true quality. To impose that she has consistent belief on the quality distribution, the con-
sumer perceives that the probability of finding a bad product in store is the same as doing
so online. Therefore, although her expenditure is not sunk before knowing the quality, her
travel cost is sunk, and her expected utility from purchasing off-line is
u0t (E0t ,St)− εt = (1−δt)(v(E0t ,µt)−E0t)− f (Dt)− εt , (4.4)
where the dis-utility from expenditure does not incur if the product is bad (with probability
δt), and f (Dt)+ εt is a stochastic travel cost function on distance Dt , and random (logit)
travel utility εt . Note that the term u0t only denotes off-line utility net of −εt .
13For simplicity, we do not allow for the possibility of return.
14Note that online utility u1t is degenerate on Dt .
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4.5.3 Optimal expenditure
Despite having the same consumption utility function, v(.,µt), optimal expenditure online
and off-line are different, because of the additional uncertainty from online purchase. We
give the consumption utility a quadratic functional form,




for ι = 0,1, in order to obtain closed-form solution to the optimal expenditure. We impose
that β , γ > 0, so that consumption utility is increasing when expenditure is reasonably low,
and decreasing after satiation is reached. In addition, the consumption utility function is
concave, and the first order condition finds maximum utility. Substitute this specification
into Equations (4.3) and (4.4) and take the first order condition with respect to expenditure,












and the off-line counterpart:
E∗0t =
γ
−1 (β −1+µt) if µt >−(β −1)
0 otherwise.
There are two remarks. First, optimal consumption will never go beyond the satiation
point, because if that is the case, the consumer can always spend less while attaining at least
the same utility level.
Second, because of the non-zero probability of getting a bad product, online expendi-
ture is smaller than off-line, all else equal.15 This prediction is confirmed in the empirical
findings of Ansari et al. (2008). Intuitively, this is because an item is effectively more ex-
15To see this, compare terms and note that (1−δt)−1 > 1.
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pensive if purchased online, because it requires (1−δt)−1 times the expenditure one would
otherwise spend off-line, in order to receive a “good” product. Therefore, in optimality, a
consumer will be more conservative when shopping online.
4.5.4 Choice probability and off-line expenditure
Substitute the optimal expenditure schedule conditional on channel, into the utility func-
tion, and one obtains the indirect utility from shopping online and offline, respectively,
u1t (E∗1t ,St) and u0t (E
∗
0t ,St). Because of the logit assumption on εt , conditional choice prob-
ability follow standard logistic choice probability expression:














However, the consumption utility shock µt is unobserved; hence, we are more interested
in characterizing the average choice probability over the distribution of µt . We should also
condition on positive expenditure in at least one channel, because only when the house-
hold has something to buy, the channel choice problem can correspond to actual purchase
decisions. Therefore, the channel choice probability conditional on positive expenditure is
P̂(δt ,Dt)≡
ˆ
Pr(It = 1|St)dG(µt |µt >−(β −1)) , (4.5)
where G(.) denotes a general (joint) distribution function. Note that we used the property
that the online expenditure is always lower than the off-line counterpart; so requiring op-
timal spending to be positive in at least one channel is to require positive optimal offline
spending.
Finally, we match the model-computed expenditure in the off-line channel, to its data
counter-part.16 The model predicted off-line expenditure is the average of optimal expen-
diture, under two conditions. First, the underlying optimal expenditure should be positive
(µt > −(β −1)). Second, the consumer chooses to shop off-line given the taste shock
16We do not match online expenditure because data on online purchase is relatively rare.
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(u0t− εt > u1t).
Ê (δt ,Dt) =
ˆ
E∗0tdG(µt ,εt |µt >−(β −1) ,u0t− εt > u1t) . (4.6)
4.5.5 Parametrization
4.5.5.1 Perceived risk
We parametrize δit (here we emphasize that the perceived risk is individual and time spe-
cific) as a function of time t and experience Xit :




x ·1(Xit = x)+∑
τ
δ
τ1(t = τ) .
Note that this specification is flexible, in the sense that there is no parametric assumption
that restricts the form of learning or any other advancement. In model implementation, Xit
takes integer values from 0 to 10, and time is discretized to two-year intervals: t takes values
2008, 2010, 2012 and 2014. We normalize δ 2014 – the parameter for the last year grid – to
0.
4.5.5.2 Travel cost
We impose a quadratic specification on the cost function:
f (Dt) = f0 + f1Dt + f2D2t .
The intercept term f0 capture the innate utility to shop online (relative to off-line), irrespec-
tive of distance and expenditure. In other words, f0 is the choice intercept.
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4.5.5.3 Distribution assumptions
We normalize the location of expenditure shock µt , but do not normalize the scale. We
assume that µt ∼N (0,σ). The scale of εt is normalized due to the logistic distribution
assumption.
4.5.6 Data moments and estimation sub-sample
Our aim is to match the predicted moments – choice probability P̂(δt ,Dt) as defined in (4.5),
and offline expenditure Ê (δt ,Dt) as defined in (4.6) – onto the data. Note that in the previous
section, we defined the perceived risk δt as a function of experience and time. Therefore, to
estimate model parameters, we can directly match model prediction as a function of time,
experience and distance, to data averages of choice probability and off-line expenditure.
Specifically, fixing Xi jt = x and t, we estimate
Ii jt = Ī (t,x,Di jt)+αi j +νi jt (4.7)
and obtain the average online shopping choice probability profile Ī (t,x,d) over different
values of distance Di jt = d. We control for individual and store combined fixed effects,
which characterize individual and chain unobserved characteristics, as well as potential het-
erogeneity in the individuals’ innate match values to different chains. Similarly, we can
estimate the average expenditure profile Ē (t,x,d).
Note that we do not estimate Ī (t,Xi jt ,Di jt) as a function of time and experience Xi jt .
This is because Xi jt is constructed as past realization of online shopping decisions, and thus
contains summation of individual fixed effects.17 In addition, because Xi jt enters nonlin-
early, the presence of fixed effects αi j cannot be differenced out in a standard fixed effect
linear model. This requires that we exploit variations in Xi jt , by only comparing across indi-
viduals with similar fixed effects. We hence focus on the sub-sample where each consumer
shops online for at least 10 times, and only focus on their first 10 times of online shopping
17Because Xi jt = ∑τ<t ∑ j Ii jτ , hence experience contains summation of individual-store fixed effects and error
term over periods τ = 1, ..., t−1 and over all chains j = 1, ...,J.
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trips. Therefore, we always compare the average channel choice probabilities among the
same set of consumers. On top of sample selection, controlling for linear fixed effects help
correct for additional heterogeneity across individuals and chains.
This sample select criterion focuses on 875 households out of 14,989 households in total.
However, many households in the full sample are “inactive” in that they contribute very few
purchase records. We find that 4,456 households stayed in the data for at least 3 years,
and each contain at least 20 purchase records (on the trip-retailer level). Therefore, our
sub-sample is about a quarter of the more meaningful sample of households. On the other
hand, these are households that like online purchase more than the rest. Our sub-sample of
households contain 34,460 trip records, which is 17% of the entire data-set.
4.5.7 Estimation algorithm
For each candidate parameter, the model solves for the optimal expenditure online and off-
line, and then gives predicted online choice probability P̂r(It = 1|t,x,d) and predicted av-











Ê (t,x,d)− Ē (t,x,d)
)2)
where wt,x,d and w0t,x,d are sample weights, defined as the number of observations in each
grid point when estimating (4.7) and the off-line expenditure counterpart. We then find
parameter θ that minimizes the sum of squared distance D .
To compute the model predicted choice probability and expenditure, we simulate deci-
sions of 1,000 individuals, over 11 periods. For each individual, we exogenously give her a
distance to a “typical” chain, and hold distance as fixed. For each individual in each period,
we randomly generate a year indicator, drawn uniformly in {2008,2010,2012,2014}. Since
the choice problem is purely static, we do not require the “year” variable to be sequential.
Finally, for each individual in each period, we take 100 draws of consumption utility shock
µt and travel cost shock εt . We simulate choices and expenditure based on individual, time,
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and draw. Finally, we collect all observations with the same distance, year and experience
grid, and compute the average model-predicted choice probability and expenditure. The
utility shock and travel shock draws are fixed for all function evaluations of D , and also for
all bootstrap sample estimation – explained below.
We then take 50 bootstrap samples, each randomly drawn from the original data with
replacement. For each bootstrap sample b = 1, ...,50, we compute choice and expendi-
ture profiles Īb (t,x,d) and Ēb (t,x,d). Then, we find parameter that minimizes the sum of
squared distance of model prediction and data profiles from the bootstrap sample, which
gives us a separate set of estimates θ b for each b. Finally, standard error of the estimates are
computed as standard deviation over the entire set of estimates
{





Table 4.10 presents parameter estimates and the bootstrap standard errors. For the compo-
nents of the perceived risk δ (t,x), we find that experience has a strong and significant effect
of reducing (in general) the perceived risk, compared to the effect of time. Consumers
who has no prior online shopping experience believes that online shopping is 20% riskier,
compared to the cases when they have had 1-3 online trips before. Beyond that, additional
experience further drives down perceived risk: consumers with 4-10 past online trips have
perceived risk that is 10-15% lower than those with 1-3 trips in the past. We do not find
a strictly monotonic relationship between past online shopping experience and current per-
ceived risk. However, it is difficult to conclude whether the (slightly) noisy estimates at the
tail is due to sampling error, or heterogeneity in the past shopping experiences among dif-
ferent consumers who has the same number of past online trips. A potential model for the
latter explanation would be a Bayesian learning model for mean belief: posterior mean is the
weighted average of past signals, hence, variance of the posterior mean across consumers
increase in the length of history.
We graphically present the experience effect in the estimated δt , in Figure 4.6. We
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Table 4.10: Estimates of structural parameters
parameter std err
online discount parameter: no online trip before 0.41 0.08
– 1 trip before 0.20 0.09
– 2 trips before 0.20 0.08
– 3 trips before 0.18 0.07
– 4 trips before 0.08 0.10
– 5 trips before 0.03 0.08
– 6 trips before 0.03 0.09
– 7 trips before -0.01 0.07
– 8 trips before 0.02 0.08
– 9 trips before 0.04 0.06
– 10 trips before 0.09 0.08
– in years 2007-2008 0.12 0.16
– in years 2009-2010 0.19 0.18
– in years 2011-2012 0.06 0.37
consumption function: expenditure coef. (β ) 16.41 1.84
– expenditure squared (γ) 4.33 0.52
fixed cost function: intercept ( f0) -1.92 0.14
– distance ( f1) 1.35 0.37
– distance squared ( f2) -0.30 0.44
standard deviation for consumption utility shock (σ ) 6.82 0.54
Notes: This table reports parameter estimates of the structural model, explained in Section 4.5. Standard error
computed from 50 bootstrap reps. As a scale normalization, note that distance is defined in units of 10km, and
expenditure defined in units of 10 euro.
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Figure 4.6: Experience effect on the perceived risk
Note: This figure presents estimates of the effect of experience on the perceived risk: δ x for x = 0, ...,10. Confi-
dence intervals are computed using the bootstrap standard errors.
also plot the confidence intervals, which are computed by the bootstrap standard error of
corresponding parameters. Initial experience has the largest effect, and the entire experience
curve is very close to a concave curve, which can be rationalized by standard Bayesian
learning theory (in the mean).18
As mentioned before, experience effects dominate time effects. We find that in years
2011-2012, perceived risk is about 5-10% lower than before 2010. However, this com-
parison is statistically insignificant from zero. Therefore, we find suggestive but not solid
evidence that trips in later years reflect belief of lower online-shopping risk.
Simultaneously, we estimate a consumption utility function on expenditure. We find that
consumption utility is concave. For the average consumer, consumption utility reaches its
maximum at a moderate expenditure level (38 euro, slightly higher than the observed aver-
18A Bayesian learning model in the variance will fail to account for the increase in variance of δit .
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age expenditure).19 Also, a large part of the variations in observed expenditure is explained
by variation in the utility shock, which has a standard deviation of 6.82.
The consumer also incurs travel cost when shopping off-line. We estimate a quadratic
travel cost specification, where the intercept, f0, is estimated to be negative. This reflects
some innate travel preference towards shopping off-line, which might correspond to utility
from other activities associated with shopping, such as going outside, family event, and so
on. In addition, we find that traveling in longer distances incur increasing dis-utility,20 but at
a decreasing rate. This indicates that additional travel distance seem less costly, which might
reflect endogenous changes of travel means. For example, a consumer might decide to drive
if she goes beyond 10km, which might lower the additional travel dis-utility. Finally, note
that distance is not the only travel cost; εit also causes variations in actual travel decisions.
4.6.2 Model fit
Figure 4.7 presents model fit. For each of the top left, top right and bottom left panels,
we present model fit of average choice probability profile, in contrast to the data-generated
choice probability profile, separately by distance, experience and time. For example, to pro-
duce the top left panel, we aggregate all model-simulated choices that fall into each grid
point of distance, weighted by their frequency in the simulated data; and this produces the
model-predicted choice probability. On the other hand, the data average choice profile is
computed as frequency-weighted average of the conditional choice probability Īt,x,d , gener-
ated by the estimation procedure in Section 4.5.6. The top right and bottom left panels are
produced using similar methods, but conditional on experience or year.
For the three model fit plots of average choice probability, we find that the simple model
does a good job in fitting the data. The quadratic functional form in distance keeps good
track of the average distance response profile in the data, and the flexible specification in δt
allow the model to keep track of evolution of choice probabilities in experience and time.
19Note that mean consumption utility is defined as




Also note that we define expenditure in units of 10 euro, as we do in the reduced form analysis.
20Until a distance of 22.5 km, which is almost at the edge of the observed distance domain.
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In particular, the shape of choice probability in experience closely resembles the shape in
Figure 4.6.
On the other hand, the bottom right panel shows model fit of the simulated off-line ex-
penditure distribution, to the observed expenditure distribution without correcting for any
fixed effects. Other than that the model-generated mean expenditure is still close to the
data average, the expenditure distribution is fitted poorly. There are two reasons for that.
First, we have not corrected for any fixed effects and errors, and doing so will take away a
large part of the variance in expenditure raw data. As a result, the model-predicted expendi-
ture contains lower variance than the data counterpart. Secondly, we have not imposed any
higher-order moment condition in estimation (and there is no clear second moment condi-
tion to impose), so the model only resembles data mean but not data variance. This last task
informs us of one limitation of this estimation approach: that we should not use this result
to predict the non-systematic variability of expenditure.
4.6.3 What happens if consumers had more experience?
We simulate the counterfactual scenario, assuming that consumers had maximum possible
experience, so that the online discount parameter only depends on calendar time effect:
δ̃it = ∑τ δ
τ . That is, we impose all experience components in the perceived risk to be zero.
We then simulate counterfactual choice probabilities, replacing model estimate δit with δ̃it .
Figure 4.8 presents the counterfactual outcome against experience and distance. It is
intuitive that consumers go online more often, and against experience, the optimal choice
probability reaches its maximum around 0.25. That is, if an inexperienced consumer is to
be fully informed about online shopping, her online shopping tendency would have been
tripled. We also plot the choice probabilities against distance, for consumers with zero
experience and for those who are fully informed. Online shopping tendency increase under
all distance, but the effect is much larger with greater distance. This implies that online
experience increases channel substitutability sharply.
Because consumers with more experience spend more trips online, it saves them travel
cost. We also compute the average reduction in consumer travel distance, from Figure 4.8
right panel and the empirical distribution of distance. We find that on average, a consumer
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Figure 4.7: Model fit
Note: These four figures present model fit. The top left panel is the average online shopping choice probability,
conditional on different grid points of distance (in 10 km). To plot this figure, we aggregate all model-simulated
choices that fall into each grid point of distance, weighted by the frequency in the simulated data – this is the “model
prediction”. Data average is computed as frequency-weighted average of conditional choice probability Īt,x,d , in
each grid point of d. The top right and bottom left panel present fit of choice probability conditional on experience
and year, respectively. They are computed using similar method. Finally, the bottom right panel is observed
expenditure distribution – not corrected for any fixed effects – and model-predicted expenditure distribution.
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Figure 4.8: Counterfactual channel choice probability when consumers are fully experi-
enced
Note: The left panel presents counterfactual channel choice probability against experience and distance, under
the counterfactual scenario that all consumers have the highest potential experience regarding online shopping.
Technically, we set δ x = 0 for all x. The right panel presents choice probabilities against distance, for consumers
with zero experience and their δ 0 as estimated (solid line), versus when we set their δ 0 = 0.
travels 1.27 km less for each trip.
4.6.4 Managerial implications
4.6.4.1 Quantifying cannibalization effects
We find that the online and off-line retail channels are substitutable for a given consumer,
and their substitutability increases over time and experience. This implies that cannibal-
ization between the two channels, for a given retailer, i) exists and ii) is increasing over
time.
In the literature, channel choice sensitivity is usually confounded with store choice sensi-
tivity (Prince 2007; Forman et al. 2006; among others). The amount of heterogeneity across
retailers will result in small across-retailer sensitivity, but this gives the wrong impression
that demand is also insensitive to distance within a retailer. In addition, in practice, within-
consumer cannibalization effects are often under-emphasized, if not completely ignored.
To give one example, a practitioner discussion about whether a major food retailer should
go online or not, claims that (as cited by Melis et al., 2014): “If [Morrisons] don’t [enter
the online food shopping business], Tesco, Sainsbury’s and Asda will be taking shoppers
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[Morrisons] could have earned”.21 Claims like this emphasize only on business stealing
effects across retailers in the same channel, implicitly treating online and offline consumers
as completely isolated groups.
In this paper, we find large cannibalization effect within a retailer. In fact, for an experi-
enced consumer living at the average distance, opening a new outlet at her doorstep would
take away 10% sales from the online store. Conversely, if there were no online stores, open-
ing one will cannibalize part of the off-line sales, apart from any potential brand-expansion
effects.22
In addition, since channel substitutability increases with consumer experience and cal-
endar time, so is the cannibalization effect. This further puts caution to retailers who are
currently considering opening an online store, because (as we show) a large part of the high
online shopping demand comes from the offline counterpart.
4.6.4.2 Experience and online shopping decisions
In this paper, we offer a new explanation to why online and off-line channels are increasing
substitutes. Specifically, we claim that increasing substitutability between retail channels
is caused by changes in online-shopping risk over time and experience, which is shown by
reduced form evidence and structural estimates. In particular, we find that experience effect
in reducing the perceived risk is much larger than calendar time effects.
Calendar time effects could be better websites or service quality, or more favorable
product return guarantees, or improvement in regulation from the authorities; or, it could
represent word-of-mouth effects on the demand side. On the contrary, a consumer’s own
experience effect can only be subjective, so as to rationalize why there are large and sys-
tematic differences between the online shopping tendencies of two consumers at the same
time. The subjective difference then implies that inexperienced consumer over-estimates
her potential risk of not getting what she intended to.
Although this can be fixed by having more online experience, it also implies potential
for policy intervention. For example, a retailer (whose objective is to increase online sales)
21Melis et al. (2014) page 2.
22In our empirical exercise, we do not quantify the expansion of the total sales of a given chain.
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can price penetrate the demand side, by offering exclusive discounts on the online shop. A
consumer driven by such discounts will be gradually more open to shopping online, and the
overall reduction in her shopping cost (i.e. reduced uncertainty cost, translated into reduced
travel cost) implies that she will purchase more in the future.
4.7 Concluding remarks
When shopping cost varies, the way that a consumer substitutes between shopping online
and off-line, changes over time. This paper aims at understanding how and why this is the
case. With respect to “how”, we provide descriptive evidence that the sensitivity to distance
in a consumer’s channel choice is 3 times as high in 2014, than in 2007; also, it is 3 times
as high when a consumer has shopped 10 times online in the past, than when she had no
or little experience online. This indicates that online and off-line channels are increasing
substitutes in calendar time and/or consumer experience.
With respect to “why”, we propose that a consumer’s perceived probability of receiv-
ing an inferior product (hence the term “perceived risk”) decreases over time. Because a
consumer shopping in the traditional outlet can verify product quality before the purchase,
off-line shopping naturally serves as an “insurance” against the risk of inferior product, and
the travel cost associated with off-line shopping can be viewed as an insurance premium.
When the perceived risk goes down, consumers are less reliant on verifying product quality
before hand; hence, their choices are more sensitive to variations in travel cost. We test
whether an exogenous shift in expenditure decreases online-shopping tendency, and find
strong support for the hypothesis.
We then structurally characterize a consumer’s choice whether to shop online and her
expenditure given the choice, by constructing a simple model while controlling for a rich
set of individual, chain and time fixed effects. Our model numerically solves for average
online-shopping tendency and expenditure, as functions of calendar time, experience and
distance. Meanwhile, we non-parametrically characterize the average choice and expendi-
ture profiles (controlling for fixed effects), and match these to the model predictions. We
find that past online-shopping experience contributes the stronger effect, than calendar time.
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With the first three times shopping experience online, a consumer would find online shop-
ping safer, in terms of a 20%-lower perceived risk, than what she believed when she had no
experience. Further experience decreases the perceived risk by another 10-15%. Compara-
tively, evolution of the market environment (for instance, better websites or return services)
during 2007-2014 decreases the perceived risk by 12%. This indicates that changes within
a consumer is the main explanation of why the online stores of given retailers slowly gain
more market shares.
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